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Which wing movements make the amazing dance of the dragonfly possible, and
what are the profile and structure of
these

transparent,

dragonfly

fragile

wings? How does the hummingbird move
its wings to remain so artistically in the
air, and what is the structure of the ultralight feathers of this marvelous flying machine? Through what movements of its
body and fins does the trout dart forward
with the speed of an arrow? Which forms
and which regulated movements enable

many

so

and

aquatic animals to swim so fast

tirelessly?

Is

surface

the

and

structure of the skin specially construc-

swimmers to make their exswimming performance possible?
Through what mysterious means can
both fliers and swimmers move surely
ted

fast

in

cellent

and
rapidly
in
complete
darkness,
whether to seek prey or to evade adversaries?

This

book examines numerous such

questions on the basis of technical formulation and experimentation. Thus it
explains the many rapid movements and
fine structures that

ated

directly

by

can not be appreci-

human sense organs.
human eye cannot pos-

For example, the
perceive by direct inspection the

sibly

starting

sequence

of the trout's body-fin

1/10 second; rather it
receives thre false impression of a fintwist stroke. The analysis of these phenomena with an ordinary camera and the
stroke

only

of

application of principles of flow theory

and aeroelasticity bring the author
solution

lems.

of

previously

unclarified

The author uses the

and motion

prob-

structure, form,

of living nature as a

of solving aircraft structural

The goal

to the

of the author

is

means

problems.
not only to

report on his handling of such questions,

but to point to

study of

living

new

directions.

nature

is

a

Thorough
substantial

counterbalance for mechanization in our
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Preface

This book is concerned with the relationship between biology and engineering. Engineering methods
and theory have led to considerable progress in biology, and the study of structures, forms, organs,
systems, and processes in living nature, properly
applied, has assisted the engineer in finding broader
and better solutions to his problems.
In the past too little attention has been given to
the mutual benefits available from this exchange, and
only recently have the relationships been studied intensively, as the special subject matter of cybernetics
and bionics. Moreover the attitude in Germany in this
area has been one of apathy and general lack of
interest, and it can be said that biological engineering
research— vitally significant for our future— has been
received with an appalling lack of comprehension by
"influential" groups in Germany.
The significance of this correlative research
goes beyond its application in biology and engineering.
For this reason it is the intention of this book to
inspire new interest in living nature through a unified
perception of biology and technology and thereby to
stimulate the reader to expose himself to the endless
wonders of creation through studies of his own. Whoever undertakes such a study will be rewarded with a
totally new perspective— the living world revealed as
for the first time.
It is my hope that this book will serve primarily
as a guide, as a form of road map. While teaching at
an engineering university, the author has become
aware of the predominance of the powerful and everbroadening theoretical-mathematical aspect of the
engineer's education. High levels of knowledge and
efficiency in applied mathematics are important
tools to the computing engineer, and the work with
automatic computers is of enormous potential value;
but there is a danger of overemphasizing computing and
of reducing everything to computation.
Creative
imagination is still of first importance to the design
if

engineer,

and

it
should be fully developed.
Here,
great master teacher.
The book may also serve to open other frontiers,
for a man with only a limited time to live wants to
create things that will perform as well as living
organisms, which have taken millions and millions of
years to develop. Modern man is in a hurry, driven
not only by a thirst for knowledge and an urge to
create, but also by the demands of his impatient
society, which gives him scant time and meager
means, often prodding him to turn a profit as quickly
as possible.

Nature

is the

Since Nature has "unlimited time and resources"
and has been "extravagant and wasteful" in building
the present, it is not, therefore, surprising that
Nature has developed systems and components which
are incomparably more advanced and superior to all
that Homo sapiens has conceived and Homo faber has
devised and built. It appears to me as an over abundance of presumption and a lack of reverence for
creation that we human beings neglect or even refuse
to admit the inferiority of our methods to the ways of
nature.

Such blindness warps us

—

In the life of the

in

many ways:

mind, thinking

is

clouded by

false concepts.

—
—

theory is overemphasized, and we
see the triumph of the "exact" formula and the
computer.
In practical life, we find neglect and disregard
of the greatest of master teachers: living
In science,

nature.

The harm done by this growing remoteness from
nature is clearly evident today. We have, to be sure,
prominent biologists who investigate the secrets of
living creation, but who among our chemists, physicists, engineers, and designers has been interested
enough in the wonders of living nature to establish a
biological-engineering approach to our problems?
Where have teams been formed to do biologicalengineering research?

When work

of this sort is lacking in science, there
a correspondingly greater lack among men who,
although working in other fields, have a strong bent
for the natural sciences: they must channel their
energies within narrower bounds. Nature's wonders
pass repeatedly before our eyes in nature films,
films which show us the rapid maneuvers of the
dolphin, the sinuous gliding of snakes, the flow of life
and death in nature.
One might say that this is still only entertainment,
rather superficial, incapable of creating a deep and
lasting experience; certainly there is no time to
meditate or explore. The nature film is followed
immediately by a shallow production or, if a better
film, everything that went before is crowded out of
mind. When have you ever seen a moviegoer who,
after a gripping nature film on the secrets of life,
left the theater to deepen his experience?
Indeed, when one wishes to delve deeper into such
a film, it is difficult, since such a film is presented
only in the context of the complete commercial
is

program, presented
the

to entertain people and to profit
industry. However, entertainment can
be put to a higher use, although to bring this

amusement

also
about would require something that is difficult to find:
an understanding of the importance of the sciences for
a nation, of a responsibility not merely to amuse one's

fellow men, but to give them solid intellectual food.
There are forces within us which can do this; the
drive to learn and know is strong; and many have the
time. But where is the vital encouragement and

leadership?
Space travel has been advanced to a prominent
position in the sciences and engineering. Great things
will be done. The total escape of the astronauts from
the gravity of the earth is wonderful to contemplate.
But only a tiny band of men really understand these
processes, and the scientific problems that must be
solved for the exploration of space are esoteric. This
is evident in the unconcern with which the public has
received space flight. At best it appears to rate second place in press coverage. Our greatest enthusiasm
over space travel appeared when the first American
space flight took place. But this enthusiasm was
basically because the Americans were catching up
with the Russians in the space race. The limited
enthusiasm aroused by achievements in space surely
results, at least in part, from the abundance of technological achievements in recent decades which has
dulled our appetite for discovery.
The deeper cause, however, may lie in man's
unwillingness to be interested in things which appear
neither purposeful nor useful to him. Most people
find no spiritual values in these technical phenomena;
these giants we have created lift off, rise slowly into
the air, spewing fire, and then vanish from view. The
interest of the public vanishes with the last sight of
the missile. And when the man-made star appears in
the night sky, most people will not even take the
trouble to look up. According to a survey, far fewer
people have seen Echo I, even once, than have had any
desire to look for it.
Erhart Kästner, in his Zeitbuch von Tumilad,
speaks of scientific understanding that is "rushing
through spaces that are no longer spaces" and of
"modern physics, which is understood only by a very
few extremely intelligent men," only to ask them,
"when will a new picture of the world be drawn, with
a new magic? As long as poets and philosophers cannot interpret the new for us, little has been achieved."
However, is such interpretation and assimilation
possible at all? Of what use is it to investigate the

vast universe and believe that we shall "succeed," if
mankind remains detached and unconcerned even
though the chains binding him to earth are breaking?
The currents of intellectual activity today, which
hopefully indicate a rising tide of intellectual progress,
are reflected in statistics on the sales of books. This
demand for works "dedicated" to man is also a reaction to the fact that so much has been offered that

man

left

out.

knowledge

in

much

in

that

It

seems

to

me

that

much modern

bio-engineering is man-oriented and
our lives can be humanized by this ap-

proach.

Broad fields are open to the inquiring spirit in
bio-engineering. And all of it can be studied with
simple equipment, like camera, stopwatch, and microscope, and assimilated as knowledge and experience.
The naturalist who went forth with specimen box and
butterfly net has practically vanished, but perhaps the
next generation will again try with new tools to win
more of Nature's secrets from her.
This book is intended to help with that.
It is not meant to be a tidy package of finished
information. Our basic intention has rather been to
cast light on wonders of nature, or routes to a practical understanding of them and their engineering
applications.

The incomplete and tentative character of our
knowledge in bio-engineering matters was expressed
by the great British biologist James Gray, who said,
"A bird flying ... is one of Nature's great masterpieces, and she guards very closely the secrets of
her success."
For instance, there are still many mysteries contained in the movement of fishes. Even though a
scientifically based theory of fish propulsion is given
this book, it is nothing more than a small step
forward, and many questions about swimming remain
unanswered.
The important thing is not that we know everyin

thing in detail as fast as possible. When someone
told the biologist Scholander that his explanations for
the "Riding of Dolphins" were not conclusive, he
answered: "Is it not much more exciting to find it

know it?"
try to penetrate the secrets of nature, but when
we think we have solved one problem, new ones crop
up, and there is no end to the search and discovery.
out than to

We

Heinrich Hertel
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Translation Editor's Foreword
From time to time, but less and less as technical specialization increases,
there have been observations of the analogy between the mechanism of a biological
function and the means for reaching an engineering solution. Only lately, as engineering devices grow more sensitive, compact and easy to operate, biologists have
become increasingly able to unravel some of the obstinate mysteries of biological
function.

The contribution of this book lies not merely in the marvelously apt illustrations
and the revelation of bio-engineering analogies across such a broad spread of organic and artificial mechanisms and structures. It is rather in the demonstration of
how one man analyzes the needs, approaches the available data, draws the relevant
analogies, and falls into the trap neither of expecting all biological solutions to be
optimal for, or even applicable to, engineering problems, nor of allowing apparent
theoretical or engineering limitations to obscure the reality and validity of otherwise
excellent biological mechanisms.
The author ranges widely with facility to show how biology and engineering both
stand to benefit from the approach he so richly exemplifies. Biological knowledge
can be multiplied through the use of engineering devices to enhance and extend the
biologist's senses and tools of observation, while the organization and generalization
of his knowledge can be furthered by the theoretical formulations and computational
sophistication of the engineer. Engineering achievements, in turn, can be accelerated
by a fresh point of view which serves to dislodge reliance on conventional, mechanical
solutions and jogs the engineer's ingenuity with the often superb natural solutions of

problems.

Washington, D. C.
June, 1966
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Linked Structure, Natural and Man-Made

I

1

—

A turning point in Architecture.
Inspiration from nature

1850

The roof structure of

Sir Joseph Paxton's gigantic
and glass exhibition hall, the London Crystal
Palace (Fig. 1), bears an amazing similarity to the
lattice-work and articulation of the dragonfly's wing.
This epoch-making structure can be regarded, says
Konrad Wachsman, "as a physical turning pointwhich
gave the entire development of architecture a new
steel

direction."

Paxton said he conceived this extremely finestructure in his youth, as a gardener, by
studying the leaf skeleton of the tropical water lily,
Victoria regia (Fig. 2). The upper surface of this
leaf, sometimes as much as 2 m wide, is covered
with a smooth membrane and encircled by a rim
about 10 cm high. (The leaf in the photograph lies
smooth-side down on the ground.) When the leaf is
floating on the water, the ribs are immersed and the
smooth dish remains dry. Because of its radial
stiffening, this giant floating leaf can be heavily
loaded without collapsing and sinking.
It can carry a man, which is equivalent to an
average load of 25 kg/m 2 at a mean submersion
depth for the dish of 2.5 cm or one-quarter of the
rim's height. The radial ribbing, which distributes
the load, is a marvelous mechanism. Each main
radial rib splits, by simple bifurcation, into about
32 ribs before reaching the rim. The height of the
ribs diminishes as they split.
Sir Joseph Paxton's Crystal Palace was not only
the turning point of architecture in its space and light

membered

Fig. 2 Fine-membered structure in nature: Victoria regia leaf

Model

for the Crystal

Palace

concepts, but this ingenious fine-membered structure, thought through to the last detail, was the forerunner of modern methods of articulated construction
and assembly from prefabricated components. The
dome in Fig. 3 is an example of the appearance of
modern articulated structures combined with shells.

,

lx^v

//

Fig.

1

Very fine membered structure, 1850. Inspired by Victoria regia

Fig. 3 Articulated structure, 1960. Sheath and rigid

members

2

The functions of organic structures

Structural members built by nature in the form of
dishes, honeycombs, tubes, rods, and webs are not
merely 'beams " to give the organism strength and
stiffness: the components of an organism must always accomplish more functions, particularly as containers, conductors, and surfaces.
In engineering, the modern airplane exemplifies
how, in similar fashion, the structure is made to
carry out several functions. The wing is a hollow
solid whose upper face
'

—
—
—
—

serves as the contour surface of the craft;
receives the aerodynamic forces of the "vac-

uum" side of the lift foil;
is a member of the supporting
houses the fuel tanks.
should be

3

remembered

artificial structures, that

entirely different biological tasks.

The electron microscope permits us to examine
the finest organic structures. Figure 4 shows two electron micrographs of diatom shells from Helmcke's
comprehensive studies. These bristles, about 0.002
in diameter, could very well be used as a model
for the most modern light aeronautical structural
design. In modern aeronautical engineering, the lightweight tube has assumed substantial importance for
fuselages, rocket construction, air intakes for jet
engines, ramjets, jet exhausts, and annular wings.
According to the conception prevailing until quite recently, it was considered convenient, even necessary,

Fig. 4 Microstructures. Spiral reinforcement of bristles

8

Fine-membered microstructures. An
example of "reliability"

mm

structure; and

in comparing natural
arrangements of parts
in a natural structure, which appear interesting from
the standpoint of static function, may accomplish
It

and

However, from the larger viewpoint, it is also
possible that the construction principle may properly
be applied to a structural component for an entirely
different use. The particular aspect of the natural
structure is then convertible to another function.
The next section gives an example of just this.

1/1000

mm

reinforce tubes for strength with longitudinal
stringers and cross ribs.
In 1955 the author developed the concept that, for
sturdy lightweight tubes (short, but of large diameter),
it is much better to insert closely spaced rings. In
1957 Czerwenka produced the analytic and empirical
proof of the correctness of this concept. Figure 5
shows a section of tube built this way, before and after
rupture owing to underpressure inside the tube. If the
skin of the tube is to be thin but the surface smooth,
it is difficult to install narrowly spaced rings that fit
precisely. All the rings must be cut before installation and then rejoined when in place. Hence, a spiral
reinforcement can be installed, roughly as shown in
Fig. 6, in continuous fashion from a tightly wound
coil within the tube. The expanding coil presses
tightly against the tube's wall.
A short while later the author learned about
the structure of diatom bristles from Helmcke and
that the microbristles are stiffened
specifically
with rings and spirals (Fig. 4). But the doublespiral arrangement (Fig. 4, right) was not the same
as the author's, who then learned that this sort of
double or triple spiral occurs frequently in nature
in vessels.

interior spiral

to

short core

Fig. 6

Tube reinforced with

interior spiral

the two spirals, shown in
a direct engineering descendant. This

The Plexiglas tube with
Fig.

7,

is

Fig. 5a

& 5b Thin-walled tube with sup-

porting rings (narrowly spaced)

Loaded with excessive external pressure
Left: buckling of the tube walls

Right: failure of the reinforcements.

Fig. 7 Reinforcement of a tube by two

independent spirals
Plexiglas tube with two interior spirals

redundant construction has the advantage of increased
reliability, although it has the same reinforcement
effect and costs the same as a single spiral coiled
one-half as far. Should one of the two spirals be
damaged by outside stresses or through fatigue, sufficient strength and stiffness would be assured for a
longer time by the one which remains intact.

In nature, the double spiral hardly performs the
structural safety function that constitutes its
advantage for our lives. But in nature the spirals

same

perform other functions, for instance,

in conduction,

and the advantage of reliability is apparent there.
Hence the essential cause of the redundancy here lies
in a

general striving for reliability.

Light Structure, Natural and

II

Stiff

1

Man-Made

stresses on the core, which has

shells

much lower

shell

strength.

The concept of "sandwich" construction in light
structural design. Light structural design has introduced stiffened plates and thinner shells. The thinner
the skin, the more closely must supports be spaced
to achieve the requisite resistance to bending and
buckling. The more narrowly spaced the supports
are, in turn, the thinner they become, so that ultimately they themselves require props. Consequently,
a complicated structure emerges which may be
technically impossible to construct. Sandwich plates
and shells consist of two very thin covering membranes of very high strength and a core of very low
density.
The lightweight core
1.1

—

—
—
—
—
—

links the two thin membranes into a thick sandwich plate;
makes this plate resistant to buckling and
bending, and highly retentive of shape;
supports the thin membrane over the entire
surface so that it cannot anywhere buckle,
crumple, or fold locally under load;
shares the load, since it distributes the thrust
between the membranes;
damps acoustic noise and vibration; and
can effect insulation.

Therefore, thin membranes of highly compact maform a very efficient shield against external

terial

0.1

0.2

0.3

Fig. 8 Pheasant feather. Cross section of barbule
Sandwich construction: Two outer layer 0.002 mm thick, vesicles 0.02
in

diameter

1.2 Natural sandwich shells. Figure 8 shows an excellent natural sandwich structure taken from the
animal kingdom. The barbules, about 0.04
in
diameter, are composed of two outer layers 0.002
thick and a core of vesicles up to 0.02
in diameter with even thinner walls.
Figure 9 gives another example of sandwich construction in the plant kingdom. The wheat stalk 3.5
wide, with a wall thickness of 0.4 mm, shows, in
microscopic cross section, an inner tube and an outer
tube with very thin walls between which the core is
formed by thin-walled crosspieces about 0.003

mm

mm

mm

thick.

Figure 10 shows an enlargement of one of the
layers which, wrapped together, form the stem of a
cattail. The core of this sandwich layer consists of
the crosspieces between the two outer membranes.
Figure 11 shows a longitudinal section of a
tubular wing bone of a bird. The core consists of the
numerous, irregularly arranged thin rods which reinforce the tubular bony shell.

Honeycombs— Reinforcement in microstructures.
The construction of shells using very thin crossmembers in a honeycomb arrangement is also found,
as shown in the left of Fig. 12, in the microstructure
of diatom shells. These hexagonal honeycombs from
1.3

0.4

mm

mm
mm

0.5

W&&&

0.3

mm

mm

0.4

0.15

Fig. 9 Wheat stem. Wall of tube

On
On

the left: partial cross section of a wheat stem showing sandwich construction.
the right: hard outer surface above, soft filling

below

1.5 to 2 thousandths of a millimeter wide are contrasted in Fig. 12 with artificial hexagonal honeycombs
made of light metal (right) and about 2500 times
larger. It is also interesting to compare the artificial
sandwich honeycombs in Fig. 12 (right) with the core
of the wheat stem wall in Fig. 9.

1.4 Fillers for artificial sandwich materials The
natural cores shown, for example, in Fig. 8 are very
similar in structure to the artificial foam materials
Moltopren and Styropor in Fig. 13. These foam materials have application in engineering where the
core does not need to be very stiff, whereas light
.

mm

Fig. 10
9

Cattail

(Typha angustifolia).

Partial scale of stalk

Fig. 12 Microstructure. Hexagonal hon-

eycombs
—diatoms.
man-made — sandwich

Left: in nature

Right:

Fig.

heavily reinforced

hollow

lightly reinforced

1 1

Natural structures

Extremely light humerus of the Brown
Pelican (Pelecanus fuscus)

metal honeycombs (Fig.
stressed shells.
Solid

2

12)

are preferable in heavily

membranes

Strong fibers. The strength of artificial fibers
increases as the diameter of the filaments decreases.
The strength of glass fibers is plotted against diam-

2.1

eter in Fig. 14. The thinner the glass fiber, the more
stretched and the stronger it is. When the diameter is 0.012 mm, the tensile strength is 100 kg/mm 2 .
Thus, if the specific gravity is 2.4 g/cm 3 , the breaking length /r (tensile strength/ specific gravity) is
40 km. The filaments of spider webs have a strength
it is
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Fig. 14 Tensile strength and stretching of glass fibers as functions of
fiber diameter
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net is constructed so that the supporting filathe loads are
applied to the cables as tensile stresses, each line
being subject to tensile stresses that may reach
about 3 g. This sort of cable suspension is perhaps
found nowhere else in nature. In engineering, such
cable suspension is frequently seen in suspension
bridges, cable railways, etc.
this

ments act as suspension cables and

2.3
Natural tissues— Membranes reinforced with fibers. Biological tissues are composed of thin fibers
which are irregularly arranged. Figure 16 (left)
shows such a tissue. At the right, for comparison,
we see the glass fiber reinforcement of a sheet of
plastic.
The similarity in structure is the more
noteworthy when we realize that the objects in the
right-hand picture (artificial) are actually 500 times
thicker than the natural fibers on the left.
The engineer, however, can use extremely short
fibers to strengthen a sheet of plastic. Figure 17
shows electron micrographs of asbestos fibers which
can be added to plastic in the fluid state. The diameter of the fibers is only a fraction of a thousandth of
a millimeter. It is essential for adequate bonding
Fig. 16 Biological microstructure and artificial structure
Left:

natural texture of the tulip leaf.

Right:

glass fibers in plastic

1
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Fig. 15 Natural construction
of the spider (Cyclosa conica)
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and, with a specific gravity of = 1.1
their breaking length /r is 27 km.
We might mention, for purposes of comparison,
that the metals now used in light aeronautical conof 30

g/cm 3

,

struction have breaking lengths below 20 km.
Even though the final test breaking length of glass
fibers strengthened by drawing is higher than that of
spider web filaments, the breaking length of the latter
is greater than that of lightweight structural materials. The strength of the spider web filaments is
the more noteworthy because they are ready for use
as they issue from the spinneret, and there is no
upgrading or post-treatment such as drawing.

Nets and cable suspension. Spider web filaments are used to make a net. As Fig. 15 shows,
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Fig. 18

Plastic and glass fiber combination.

Random

short fibers (like cotton batting). Strength:

and that longer fibers will not further enhance the
strength of a plastic sheet (Fig. 16) reinforced by
randomly arranged short fibers.
The required fiber length for asbestos fibers with
the same breaking stress and a fiber diameter of
0.0005
would be 1
for a length:diameter

mm

mm

ratio of 2000.

Understanding the essential. Lending wings
imagination

to

Fig. 17 Asbestos fibers. Electron micrograph
Above: fibers mechanically separated. Below: fibers chemically separated

between plastic and fibers, which produces the desired
strengthening action, that the fiber length be large
in comparison with fiber diameter d.
Figure 18 shows that fibers 0.01
in diameter
need be only 20
long, i.e., in a ratio of 1:2000,
/

mm

mm

These few examples of man-made and natural
organized structure demonstrate that the study of
natural structures can be a source of new ideas for
the engineer. Particularly striking in this respect is
the connection between Sir Joseph Paxton's plant
studies and his creative activity as an architect. The
stimulus from nature led, in this century-old pioneering work, not to a copy or imitation, but to a
novel creation.
Paxton did not seek and find in his nature study
actual structural models; rather his contemplation
gave him something of an insight into the essence
and relationships of natural creation. Speaking
crudely, he did not "collect bits of information" and

11

"process data" or have the data processed, but
rather from his insight into the essence of a natural
structure he created something himself. Suchachieve-

12

ment ultimately depends, not on touted and transitory
"know-how," but on a deeper comprehension, an
understanding of essential relationships.

B
CYBERNETICS

I

1

Cybernetics

-

Concept and Implications

Concept

The term "cybernetics" was introduced in 1949
by Norbert Wiener to designate a new branch of science. He took this from the Greek kybernetes, which
means "helmsman" in English. The subject matter
of cybernetics includes information theory and practice, from transmission to reception, as well as subsequent manipulation and utilization of the information
in control and regulatory processes of living organisms, societies, and engineering situations.
2

Information

Information plays a decisive role in the operation
of both living organisms and machines. The emissions and transmissions which constantly emanate
from infinitely many sources are converted into information by the agent which can use them as a basis
for action or inaction. Information can reach the
receiver from without and be passed along and manipulated within so that the system governs itself by
adjusting accordingly. But information can also have
its origin within the living organism, society, or

machine.
Countless bits of information, of which we are
never conscious, enter into our own control processes. We are aware of others, often all too clearly,
when pain notifies us of an emergency in the body.
Internal signals are issued for illness, fatigue, overexertion, and hunger, which must guide us in providing
relief. Similarly there are also fortunately pleasant
internal signals which reinforce beneficial action.
Feedback within a system is a special form of information in living and mechanical processes.

which the body is exposed, which enter or pass through
it. The ear receives only a small band of frequencies
from 16 to 20,000 c/s from the whole sonic range.
The eye receives a range of only 375 10 12 to 750 10 12
c/s in the electromagnetic spectrum, and these waves
are sensed as heat only in the range from 1 10 12 to
375«10 12 c/s. Thus, emissions or transmissions which
penetrate our bodies but cannot be used as information can nevertheless produce effects that are either
beneficial (e.g., therapeutic rays) or harmful (e.g.,
internal burns). The senses of smell, taste, and touch
are likewise limited in their capacity. An important
task of engineering is to transform waves not directly
perceptible by our sense organs so that they can be
•

•

•

sensed. In this respect information technology also
has the task of converting picture and sound information into electronic signals and then reconverting
to waves which the eye and ear of the receiver can
sense.

We
in

must, therefore, classify ranges of frequencies

humans, and correspondingly for animals,

into

those

—
—
—

—

perceived by the senses;
perceived only by damage to the organism;
without effect (so far as we know now) on the
organism; and
convertible to sense perceptions.

Particular species of animals can utilize frequencies different from those used by us. In general,
however, the limits for animals are similar to those
of

humans.
Echo information

— Electrical

and acous tical

Radar
3

Emission, transmission, and reception
through the senses
Living organisms perceive information through

the senses. The senses serve the organism by obtaining information about the environment he needs
to survive, namely, food, safety, and reproduction.
This acquisition of information is only partly conscious. Living organisms react to many external as
well as internal signals without involving conscious-
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ness, by assimilating them unconsciously or subconsciously.
Our human sense organs can, by no means, receive
as information all emissions and transmission to

We

can obtain information about our environment
acoustic waves and
receive the reflections produced by the environment.
The information for which we use the eyes as receivers is distinguished only if it is bright enough
and vision is not disturbed by fog, clouds, water, etc.
We can remedy insufficient illumination by sending
if

we transmit electromagnetic or

out artificial light. When vision is obstructed, however, our optics cannot work. Information transmission by electromagnetic waves must subsequently be
converted to other frequencies for reception by the
eyes. To this end radar has been developed to receive
reflections of emitted electromagnetic waves and to
make them visible on a picture screen.

Various kinds of fish have "electric organs."

They can emit electromagnetic waves and receive the
reflections from the environment as information.
This subject will be treated briefly in the chapter
"Navigation without Sight."
Acoustic perception by the ear is extremely valuable to us for speech and music. On the other hand,
we obtain very little information of the silent world
through our ears. Several animal species, however,
have developed an acoustic radar whose sound waves
are reflected and formed into an "acoustic picture"
of the environment by the ear. Some examples of this
also are given in the chapter on "Navigation without
titled,

Organic and technological
functions

— Bionics

Let us compare:

— A

—

machines."

living organism. An insect, the "praying
mantis," is lying motionless in wait and a fly
goes by within reach. The eye collects information about position, course, and velocity of
the prey, and it is caught with a single stroke.
The entire event takes place in about 0.05 sec.
An engineering situation. An air defense group,
into whose range an enemy aircraft intrudes,
tracks its "prey" with measuring instruments,
passes the continuously changing position data
to a computer which controls the direction of
the launching tubes so that the flight path of a
launched missile hits the plane at the inter-

section point.

We

even hear statements like,

"The

bionics engineer hopes for an automatic calculating
machine patterned after the brain."

But

Sight."

5

Ifwewereto assume that both events are the same,
the only difference being that the "pursuit," "acquisition," "computation in the brain," and the control
used by the insect were accomplished at immeasurably
less expense than in the man-made defense system,
we would be wrong. For in a living organism the
target problem is solved by means that are entirely
different from those man uses in his machines.
It is often said that "The brains of living organisms are incomparably efficient automatic calculating

in

living

organisms the processes

in

the

brain do not resemble a "computation." They result
from other than computational relationships. The
brain is not involved at all in many movement processes. This is clearly exemplified in Gray's research
on fish locomotion. He found that "innate" motion
rhythms drive the muscles of an eel (contractile
waves along the body) in response to mechanical
stimuli even after surgical removal of the brain.
According to these experiments, neither the eel's
brain nor its peripheral nervous system is involved
in rhythmic stroke movements, but only the spinal
cord.
Extremely valuable organs, systems, and functions
which have evolved in living organisms over a billion
or more years are just beginning to be investigated
by men. This research into the functions of living
organisms and what they accomplish has been intensified in recent years, especially to apply in technology
the functional principles discovered. In 1960 the name
"Bionics" was coined for this biological-engineering
science.
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Quiet Flying-Damping Flight Noise

II

1

Noisy flight— Silent

flight

Flight noise plays a part in bird flight. The eagle,
in fact, has a noisy pair of wings. When he flies at us
in the isolated high mountains, we hear a rustling that

may

be generated by turbulence, eddies, and disconpredatory bird, the owl, flies soundlessly. It is a night
hunter which is invisible, and in spite of the silence
of the night it also is inaudible to its victims.
tinuities along the wings. In contrast, another

2

Noise dampers of the owl's wing

10

Three peculiarities of the owl's feathers
lish the total damping of flight noise:
1.

2.

3.

3

accomp-

Padding with fine down on the upper surface of
the feathers so that they slide soundlessly on
one another (see Figs. 19 to 21).
Boundary-layer effects at the leading edge
created by a fine-toothed comb on the first
and second feathers.
Noise suppression at the trailing edge by fringe
extensions of the hindmost feathers.

The hooked comb at the leading edge

Figure 19 shows the first and Fig. 20 the second
feather of an owl's wing, in which are discernible:

—

—

the downy surface of the posterior part of the
vane; and
the hooked comb at the front of the vane.

Fig. 19 Long-eared owl {Asio otus). First
Leading edge, barb hooks

The other feathers of this owl's wings have no
hooked comb. We can see, in the magnified section of
the forward part of the vane of the leading feather in
the lower part of Fig. 19 and the microphotograph of
the hooked comb in Fig. 22 that:

—

The barbs

anterior part of the vane,
which radiate at an angle of about 25° from the
apart are
rachis of the feather about 0.7
no longer fastened to one another by barbules
near their ends at the leading edge.
long are
The free ends of the barbs about 2
bent about 65° transversely to the leadingedge;
consequently, these teeth remain in the plane of
the vane.
The ends of the barbs taper sharply and are
equipped with barbules on one side, which
of the

mm

—

—
16

mm

continuously
ends.
It

is

assumed

diminish

that this

(front) feather

in

length toward the

"hooked comb" functions

suppress noise. However, no satisfactory technical
explanation is known.
We conclude the following. The wing furnishes the
necessary lift when it encounters an air stream from
forward and below at an angle of attack a. This angle
may lie between 15° and 30°. In this range the air
flows around the front of the wing upward from below
and the air layer near the surface flows through the
hooked comb. It is assumed that the air, in flowing
through the teeth of the comb, becomes turbulent as
it encounters these obstacles.
to

12

cm

teeth on

leading

Fig. 21 Long-eared owl (Asio otus) First
Padding of the upper surface with down
.

Fig. 22 Long-eared owl (Asio otus). First
Barb hooks. Microphotograph

,

edge\

(front) feather

(front) feather
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Re =

1

Re =

10'

Re =

5-10 2

mm

The barb hooks are about 0.14
wide so that,
with a flow through the comb of about 10 m/sec, the
Reynolds number would be about 100. This falls in
the range of transition to "creeping" flow, and would
correspond to that in the photograph of Fig. 23 for
Re * 10 2 if the barb hooks did not have barbules. For
the average tooth width b of * 0.4 mm, Re *s 300. The
flow around the surface presented to the stream is
unfavorable, but, as the microphotograph of a single
tooth in Fig. 22 shows, the space between barbules is
permeable so that the flow passes around and through
it.

In any case, the interference with flow by the very
fine hooked comb is extremely unlike the "turbulence
generators" used in aeronautical engineering, the
spoilers along the wings, and the little scoops known
as "vortex generators." Also, there is a fundamental
difference in the relationship of the axis of the eddies
generated to the foil surfaces:

—

vortex generator, in the plane of the
in the direction of flow;
for the spoiler, in the plane of the wing and
perpendicular to the direction of flow; and
for the hooked comb, perpendicular to the plane
of the wing.
for

the

wing and

—

—

We do not know, therefore, how the hooked comb
carries out what apparently is its function, namely,
to influence the boundary layer to eliminate burbling
or to prevent processes which generate noise. The
investigation of the action and applicability of such
fine combs is an interesting problem in fluid dynamics.

4

The fringes on the trailing
edge of the wing

Re = 103

The feathers which constitute the trailing edge of
the wing have very broad, fringed vanes. Figure 24
shows, especially in the lower enlargement, how the
barbs of the posterior part of the vane are fastened
to one another by barbules only over a small part of
their length near the shaft. On both sides of the long
free barbs one sees fine but unconnected barbules.
The vane constitutes a fringe which suppresses the
boundary layer noise.
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Fig. 23

Flow around

a cylinder at various

Reynolds numbers

Re = 10 4

Fig. 24

5

Long-eared owl (Asio otus). Posterior body feather. Fringes

The noiseless nocturnal hunting system
of the owl

The significance of the totally noiseless flight of
was recognized earlier only to the extent that

the owl

could be deduced that the owl, because of this
can hunt by night unheard and unseen, and
consequently surprises prey detected with its sharp
eyes so effectively in dim light. This factor of surprise, however, is increased by the fact that the owl
is
a very good aviator. Moreover, the owl has
especially sharp hearing with the capability of exactly locating the direction from which a sound
originates. Therefore, through the guidance of its
direction-sensitive hearing it also captures hidden
prey which betray themselves by slight rustling
sounds. This acoustic localization by means of extraordinary audition can be performed only if the owl's
own flight noises do not interfere, as they do with other
it

silence,

10

cm

birds.

Thus, a nocturnal hunting system has developed
here based on silence achieved through refinements
which we still do not fully understand today. To this
are added great flying speed, excellent eyes, and,
especially, extraordinary ears.
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Ill

1

Navigation without Sight

Navigation at night and

in

—

fog

Orientation and navigation in man and animals
normally is achieved through vision. Navigation is
impeded or rendered impossible by interference with
sight in bad weather, particularly fog (or rain or
snow), or for a swimmer, by clouding of the water,
so that aids must be provided. Impaired visibility is
particularly crucial at night and in fog. Engineers

are especially interested in developing aids for
"blind flying" by pilots. The uncertainties of blind
take-offs and landings are still so serious that in
blind-flying weather it is preferable to remain on the
ground and put up with some unreliability of air
transportation in the interest of safety.
The perils of hampered vision are not so serious
for flying animals as for aircraft. Airborne creatures
are in a position to fly slowly and to land vertically or
at a very steep angle at so low a speed that they can
easily correct their landing approach or scarcely be
damaged in a collision with so little kinetic energy.
Navigation without sight has become especially
important for many kinds of animals which have
evolved for nocturnal living. These animals are
equipped to find their way and their prey at night or
to avoid falling prey themselves. An interesting example is the case of the owls, whose sight and hearing are extremely highly developed. Of special interest
are those animals which navigate by methods that are
imperceptible to the human sense organs but can be
detected and interpreted by technical means. I find
four examples particularly instructive: the bat, the
oilbird, the dolphin, and the mormyr.
2

Acoustic orientation of the bat by echo

sounding (sonar)
Harvard University Zoology
Professor, published his comprehensive book on the
acoustic orientation of bats under the title, "Listening
in the Dark."
The question of how bats manage to avoid all
obstacles while flying in the dark (e.g., in caves) was
so extensively investigated 170 years ago by Lazaro
Spallanzani that it has come to be designated as
"Spallanzani's bat problem." The Italian monk, Spallanzani, carried out extraordinary studies and experiIn 1948, D. R. Griffin,

ments in natural science.
The first experiments demonstrated
(Fig.

20

25)

obstacles

turned loose to fly in a

room

that

a bat

containing

—

can avoid them
* if complete darkness prevails, or
* if the animal is blinded (deprived of its eyes);
cannot avoid them
* if fitted with an opaque head bandage,
* even if this head bandage is transparent.

Spallanzani's conclusion that a sense other than
vision permitted the avoidance of obstacles led to his
further experiments on the bat's sense of touch which
brought no clarification to the problem. In September,
1793 he sent his results to learned men in Bologna,
Genoa, Modena, Padua, Parma, Pisa, and Turin and
posed a question, "What do you think enables bats to
fly in the dark?"
Charles Jurine, surgeon, zoologist, and botanist,
reported experiments to the Natural Science Society
of Genoa as early as February 1794 in which bats
were helpless in flight if their ears (see Fig. 26) had
been plugged with wax.
Spallanzani immediately doubted Jurine' s interpretation that the bat could perceive objects by hearing
after the manner of vision. But he continued experimenting and obtained the following results: Bats

—

—

avoid stretched threads while flying in a completely dark room;
in flying past, discriminate in the dark between
smooth ceiling stones and the rough stones

from which they can suspend themselves;

—
—

are easily confused if one ear is plugged;
poorly and collide with obstacles in dark or
light when they are deaf.

fly

Spallanzani hypothesized that wing stroke sounds
reflected from obstacles might be audible to the bat
and could be helpful in avoiding the obstacles. However, the bat flew silently— to the human ear. After
Spallanzani's research, no substantial new knowledge
was added until the beginning of the 20th century. In
1908, the American zoologist Hahn undertook systematic investigations but found no solution to the

problem.

The first notion known to us of a technique corresponding to the bat's method of navigation was proposed in 1912 by Maxim, the inventor of the Maxim
machine gun, when the problem of ship navigation in
fog became extremely prominent following the tragic
collision of the Titanic with an iceberg. In this connection he thought of sound waves in the frequency
range too low for human hearing. A frequency of

Fig. 25 Bat (Myotis lucifugus)

Fig. 26 Horsehoe bat (Rhinolophus ferrwn equinum)

k

15 c/s or below would correspond approximately to
the wing beat of the bat.
After attention was directed by Maxim to the fact
that sound waves might be of a frequency outside the
range perceptible to the human ear, Hartridge, the
English physiologist, proposed the idea that the bat

could very well be dealing with high-frequency sounds.
The physicist G. W. Pierce developed an ultrasound detector which would convert oscillations above
the perceptible human range of 20,000 c/s into audible
frequencies.
Then in 1938 Griffin, the author of

"Listening in the Dark," proposed to Pierce that the
suspect ultrasonic waves be studied with the detector.
It turned out that bats produce tones from 50,000 to
80,000 c/s, as shown in Fig. 27, for navigation. With
this, "Spallanzani's bat problem" was solved about
145 years after its formulation.
The many subsequent investigations showed that
tones are produced in pulses of 1 to 5 msec (1 msec =
1 millisec = 1/1000 sec), and the quiet interval is
always long enough for the sound reflected by obstacles from individual impulses to be received
without overlapping new tone pulses.
For tone pulses lasting 2 msec and a sound speed
= 0.70 m. If an
of 0.35 mm/sec, the tone length
I

m

obstacle were 1/2 = 0.35
from the bat's head, the
leading edge of the echo would return to the ear at
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the instant in which the emitted tone impulse ends.
Uninterrupted echo reception, therefore, would be
possible for distances greater than 0.35 m. The
pressure variations in the sound which the bat emits
and which we cannot hear because of its high frequency are rather great. At about 5 cm in front of
the bat, about 60 dynes/cm 2 is measurable. Sound
pressures of this magnitude are at the limit of long
endurance for frequencies perceptible to the human
ear. We can conclude from this that the tones, as
well as the reflections, which we cannot appreciate
with our ears, are quite strong to the bat's ear.
With its sending and receiving station, the bat can
accomplish the following in total darkness:

—

fly

—

land, since

—

can hang to rest;
hunt out and fly to their food.

without hitting obstacles, thus performing
blind-flight navigation (Figs. 28 and 29 show
the results of measurements of flight in dark

rooms);
it

selects the structure

from which

it

Moreover, they accomplish further feats in blind
over long distances (many hundreds
of kilometers), finding their way back to their homes.

flight navigation

3

The oilbird, a bird with sonar

The owl orients by means of sight and strange
sounds, but not by sonar, as do the bats. Thanks to
its extraordinary eyes, the owl can fly in very dim
light, for example, at dusk, but not, as can the bat, in
complete darkness. Very recently (1953) it has been
demonstrated (Griffin) that a bird native to South
America possesses a sonar system.
Alexander von Humboldt had, during his famous
5-year research expedition through South America,
studied the behavior of these birds as the most
famous attraction of the Caripe valley. This large
bird (wing span about 1 m), whose fat is prized as
food, was given the name Steatornis caripensis by
von Humboldt. It inhabits the large and deep Guacharos
cave by the thousands, and flies even in parts of the
cave which are absolutely dark.
Observations and measurements have now revealed
that the oilbird emits tone pulses easily audible to
humans. These tone bursts are very brief, about 1 to
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Fig. 27 Bat (Myotis lucifugus). Suuuu puise (duration about 2/1000 sec.)
Cathode-ray oscillogram of sound pressure
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The echo decreases sharply if the dimensions of
the reflecting body are smaller than the wavelength.
The oilbird, consequently, uses its sonar effectively
only to fly in dark caves, and not to capture prey. It
emits sonar impulses only in caverns for space
orientation.
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The moth's night
and with sonar

flight

diair leter

Fig. 28 Bat (Myotis lucifugus). Flights in a dark room
Obstacle evasions. Vertical wires spaced 300 mm apart

Moths, which live on plant matter and dead tissue,
do not hunt. They must, however, defend themselves

As night fliers they are protected
of their enemies. However, they are

against predators.

from the eyes

exposed to attack by specially equipped night-flying
The moth's most dangerous enemy is the
bat, because it possesses a "sonar" to locate and
capture its prey. For self-preservation, the moth
presents a versatile acoustic defense system against
the acoustic attack system of night hunters:
predators.

100-

°/o

.-;

>/

/>

/

1. Noiselessness of flight. Moths are, as Fig. 30
shows, very hairy and the edges of their wings are
fringed. The fringes of the trailing edge are shown at
considerable magnification in Fig. 31. The diameter
of a hair is about 0.007
and is about 2
long.
2. A sensitive ear for timely detection of danger.
For the silent moth there is still the danger of discovery by enemies which have, like the bat, highfrequency sonar. They can then avoid attack only
through such evasive maneuvers as abrupt falling in
flight.
To carry out such a maneuver in time, the
moth has a sensitive ear which perceives sound up to
extremely high frequencies (200,000 c/s), including
the bat's sonar tones.
3. Reducing the range of enemy sonar. The moth's
hairiness and fringing are so constructed that they
significantly attenuate enemy sonar wave reflections.
Consequently, the range within which the bat can find
the moth is considerably diminished.
4. Its own sonar for early warning. According to
the latest investigations, at least several kinds of
moths have a high-frequency sonar which enables
them to detect an enemy at greater range and so to
take timely evasive action. This system would be
complete if it worked at the extremely high frequency
of 200,000 c/s, which is audible to the moth but not to

mm

0-

40

20

spacing of obstacle rods

Fig. 29 Bat in a dark room
Obstacle evasions. Rod diameter 12

mm

most 1.5 thousandths of a second in duration, and,
6000 to 10,000 c/s, lie in the best sensitivity range
of the bird's ear» The echo of this tone pulse permits orientation in the dark cavern. Comparing sonar
frequencies, we recall that:
at
at

—

in the case of the oilbird, which lives on plants
as food, the sound frequency is 6000 to 10,000
c/s and wavelengths range from 50 to 30 mm;

while

—

defense against

in the case of the bats, which capture insects,
the frequencies are higher by an order of mag-

the bat.

mm
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Fig. 30 Moth (Cognatellus sp.). Sound damping by the wings
Fringes at the trailing edges and tips.

Fig. 31 Moth wings (Cognatellus sp.)
Hair-fringe on the trailing edge, over 100 per

Width of wing, 6

2

4

6

Fig. 32 Extremely small lepidopteran moth (Oxyptilus pilosellae)

12

24

mm

wing span

mm.

mm

Fig. 33 Extremely small lepidopteran moth [Oxyptilus pilosMicrophotograph of "feathers." Above: front "feath-

ellae).

er."

Below: middle

(3rd) "feather"

5

Very unusual wings on a smal

mo th

::

The wings of the moth Oxyptilus pilosellae in Fig.
32 have a total span of only 12 mm. The wings are
divided into 5 feather-like sections. These, composed
of "quills" and hairs are shown enlarged in Fig. 33.
From each arise about 60 hairs approximately 0.01
in diameter and 1
long. The significance of
this super-fringe construction is to be examined with
reference to the three following effects:

mm

—
—

>

measured

mm

Antisonar: the reflection of sonar sound waves
is considerably attenuated by the extensive discontinuity of the moving fringe surfaces.
Flying at a very low Reynolds number: the
Reynolds number at a mean wing chord of
= 1.5
and a flight speed of = 0.1 m/sec is
only = 10. Therefore, according to Fig. 34, the

-

^c

-.

mm

2-

aerodynamic efficiency factor (lift/drag ratio)
only 0.5, or only 1/I3th that for the dragonfly (blue dragonfly), which we have found to be
6.5. Hence it is probable that a lift-propulsionflow mechanism of very small Re number (only

i * 15

is

—

about 2 for the "feathers") is effective here,
but this has not yet been investigated.
Low gravitational influence: the moth loses
altitude only very slowly at low forward velocity and is easily buoyed up by currents through
its finely divided wing surface, which is made
up of extremely light filaments.

n

r

1

10

5

2

5

10

:

Reynolds number, Re
Fig. 34

Aerodynamic efficiency

=

lift

drag = c g /c w

Decrease with Reynolds number. Rectangular wing

.1

= 6.

RAF

Profile 6

Further research is necessary to solve this queswing strokes) and hovering at very
low Re numbers.

tion of flying (with
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Electric Fish

IV

1

Electric

shocks as a

weapon

for large fish

In several fish families there are species which
possess electric organs. The large "electric fish"
can discharge very powerful electric shocks to defend themselves against their enemies and to disable
or kill their prey. Electricity is known to be a weapon
in the following fish:

—

Electric eels {Electrophones electricus) attain
a length of at most 2.9 m, and have batteries
extending over four-fifths of the body length.
They impart electric shocks to a maximum of
0.75 A current intensity at a peak 650 V potential,

—

or approximately 500 W.

The shocks

consist of about five to seven discharges lasting
0.002 sec each at intervals of about 0.005 sec,
so that the total duration of the discharges is
about 0.012 sec and the entire shock train
occupies approximately 0.032 sec.
Electric rays (largest species: Torpedo nobiliana) reach lengths up to 1.5
and weights as
high as 90 kg. They deliver shocks of as much
as 200 V.
Raashes (Malapterurus electricus) grow to
about 1.2
long, weight up to 22 kg, and deliver shocks of about 100 V.

m

—

m

2

Fish with electric

echo-sounding "radar"

The electric impulses used as weapons by the
large electric fish have a range of approximately

Fig. 35 Species of

mormyr {Gnathonemus peters i), Mormyridae

Electricity, intelligence, play instinct, bottom-feeding

/

=

17

cm

25 to 650 V.
These fish also use their electric apparatus to operate a radar system. Impulses which
the radar transmits are in a range of several microvolts (millionths of a volt). This sort of radar serves
in orientation, in social behavior, and, especially, for
locating prey. The visual weakness of these animals
emphasizes the importance of this radar:

—

—
—

electric rays have only small and rudimentary
eyes, and several species are blind;
electric eels grow progressively blind with age;
Raashes also grow blind with increasing age,
yet remain skillful hunters.

Small electric fish cannot generate electric shocks
as offensive weapons. However, their weak electric
field is of some use in their defense since they are
evidently avoided by other fish. The electric apparatus
is used actively by the small electric fish only as

Fig. 36 American knifefishes (Gymnotidae) Electric Organs — Radar
Above: banded knifefish (Gymnotus carapo), length up to 60 cm.
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Below: green knifefish (Eigenmannia
idescens), length up to 45 cm.

vir-

African mormyrs (Mormyridae)

radar. The impulses are radiated in the range of
several microvolts. Radar is standard equipment for

— Mormyrs (Mormyridae) (Fig. 35); and
— South American Knifefish (Gymnotidae) (Fig. 36).

Hyperopisus
bebe

Mormyrus
kannume

Figure 37 gives a summary of these families
according to H. W. Lissman. A pair of striking
features in the forms of these fish is that their
evolution has been toward reduction or elimination
of tail fins and propulsion by ribbon-like fins, and
that several species have long snouts.
Observations of radar-fish in African and South
American streams with extremely turbid water in
which the fishes' eyes are of minimal use make the
development of such radars entirely comprehensible.
That these fish have adjusted by means of the electric method is particularly evident in those which
have become Photophobie. For example, Staetogenes
elegans, which uses a frequency of about 40 c/s, lies
on its side at the bottom in normal light, and becomes
active in relative darkness when it can no longer see
with its eyes. Even though we may study the emissions
of these radar systems by measuring the electrical
discharges in streams and basins, many questions
still remain open with respect to the receiver. Lissman gives an excellent report on the function and
evolution of electric organs in fish. The lowest of the

mormyrs (Mormyridae) Gymnarchus
,

niloticus, can

distinguish between optically and geometrically identical objects with its radar if the objects are composed
of different material and are, consequently, differentially conductive to electricity. The radar of the
mormyr Gymnarchus niloticus emits electric current
pulses at frequencies of 250 to 400 per sec. In the
case of the banded knifefish, Gymnotus carapo, the
range is about 40 to 200 pulses per sec. The frequencies are influenced by external conditions such
as silence or stimulation, and captivity as well as by
the age and size of the fish. It has been reported that
fish radars have been found with very low frequencies
(about 2 pulses per sec) and with high frequencies up
to about 1000 per sec.

Gnathonemus
curvirostris

Mormyrops
boulengen

Mormyrops
attenuatus

Gymnarchus
niloticus

South American knifefishes (Gymnotidae)

Sternarchus

hasemani

Porotergus

gymnotus

Sternarchorhynchus
oxyrhynchus

Gymnorhamphichthys
hypostomus

Gymnotus
carapo

Fig. 37

Electric fishes (radar only)
Development of body and fin form in Mormyridae and Gymnotidae

Eigenmannia
macrops
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BIRDS

Birds

I

1

-

Weight Balance

Emphasis on wing or

leg

musculature

musculature
flight

Weight balance plays a decisive role in flying
skill, and, in fact, not so much as a gram may be
neglected. Information about muscle weights of the
birds was quite limited until recently. Ohio State
University has furnished extraordinarily abundant
material as the result of a large-scale project.
F. A. Hartman presents the results of careful
investigation of over a thousand birds in 360 species
of 70 families in a book published in 1961. This
source is used for the determinations of the weight
balance of birds in this section.
The capability of birds depends on their optimal
use of weight, particularly with respect to muscles.
Figure 38 gives an initial brief summary of weight
distributions:

—

Pigeons, hummingbirds, and swallows, for example, are remarkably good at flying and taking
off.
Their flying performance is associated
with an especially powerful flight musculature,
reaching up to about 40% of total weight. At the
same time the relative weight of leg muscles
is particularly low.

—

The legs

of

hummingbirds

and swallows are extremely weak. With less
than 2.5% of total weight, they are suitable only
for perching, and not for running, hopping, or
jumping.
Fowl, or gallinaceous birds, in contrast, have
a weak flight musculature equal to 12-15% of
total weight, while the legs have a very powerful musculature, reaching as much as 24% of
body weight in the rail Aramides cajanea. This
leg musculature permits fast running, "taxiing"
for take-off, swimming, and grasping prey.

%

Fig. 38 Birds-- weight percent of musculature
Above: strong flight muscles-- weak leg muscles
Below: weak flight muscles --strong leg muscles

For the
2

Significance and weight fraction
of leg

30

run.

—

musculature

The leg musculature weights of many bird species
are plotted against total weight (logarithmic scale) in
Fig. 39, and sloping lines have been drawn showing
leg muscle weight as a percentage of total weight. The
relationship of leg weight to mode of life is apparent
from these data. Especially light leg musculature sets
apart the hummingbirds (2.5% or less), the swallows
(2%), kingfishers (3%), and gulls (3%). These are the
birds which fly extraordinarily well but can scarcely

of total weight

—
—

rest, the leg

musculature

in small birds (especially the passerines),
which weigh only between 8 and 80 g, is in the
low range of 5 to 9%;
in larger birds the relative weight is greater,
6 to 18%; and
in predatory birds, which seize prey with their
talons, the muscles are most powerful, with
percentages reaching 15 to 20%.

This pattern of weight distribution can well serve
as a model for the engineer. VTOL aircraft, which
take off and land vertically, do not require gear for
rolling and braking at 300 km/hr speeds, but simply

40

Fig. 39 Weights of various bird species.
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Flight musculature/total weight
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|
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o/o
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Fig. 40 Weights of birds. Flight musculature against total weight
Specific propulsion weight

a parking mechanism, and should at most be able to
execute slow ground maneuvers.

3

Weight

fraction of the flight musculature,

specific propulsion weight
In aeronautical engineering an important task is
the optimal balance of weight against wing size. When
we draw a parallel between aircraft and natural fliers
(birds), two values are critical:

—
32

the specific propulsion weight, or the ratio of
flying muscle weight to total weight; and

—

the specific wing loading, or the ratio of total
weight to wing surface area.

Figure 40 shows (logarithmically) flight musculature weight plotted against total weight for familiar
species of birds, and the sloping lines show specific
propulsion weight (flight musculature/total weight).
The hummingbirds and pigeons as well as ducks
stand out from the rest as extraordinarily distinguished fliers as a consequence of their large
specific propulsion. The coot, with the lowest specific
propulsion, is in fact a poor flier, taking short, clumsy
flight only after a prolonged take-off and treading of

surface loading in kg/ra
10000

6000-

4

000-

2000-

long-legged and
web-footed birds

60

100

total weight in

200

10000

grams

Fig. 41 Wing area and surface loading for various bird species

soaring

gliding

descending

steep

normal
level

Fig. 42 Vulture (Gyps). Variable wing outline: soaring- gliding
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For the majority of species, the specific
propulsion ratio ranges between 20 and 30%.

the water.

4j

....

Wing3
In

total

34

.

size

Fig.

weight

I

and

41 wing area
(in

.r.

j-

r
loading
specific
surface
r

(in

i

cm

2
)

is

plotted against

grams) on a logarithmic scale for

common species of birds. The sloped lines indicate
the specific surface loading. Since, as is apparent in
Fig. 42, wing area is variable in flight, each bird
species is represented, not by
a point, but by
J a bar
'
drawn between the values for minimum and maximum
'

,

wing spread

'

.

in flight,

.

Wing Skeleton and Plumage

II

1

Wing

2

structure

The bird wing skeleton is, as Fig. 43 shows,
similar to that of the human arm and hand: shoulder
joint, upper arm, elbow, forearm, wrist joint, metacarpals, and digits. The fourth and fifth digits have
vanished completely.
In Fig. 44 a gull wing is shown both folded and
spread. Shoulder joint, elbow joint, and wrist joint
form a triangle in the open wing with an angle of 130°
between upper arm and forearm. The anterior patagium is stretched in this plane and is supplemented
by the posterior patagium.
Figure 45 shows the arrangement of wing feathers,
where we see

—

hand feathers (usually 10 primaries), affixed to
the metacarpals and the fused second and third
digits;

— arm

feathers,

radius

attached to the

of the

Adjustability of the wing

A. bird can fold its
wings completely against its
body when perched or swimming, and can spread

them more or

less in flight (Fig. 44). The way a bird
its wings to dive into the water
out of a plunging flight is shown in Fig. 46. Figures
47, 48 and 49 show how the wings move in flapping
and how they are folded.
The flying apparatus of the eagle, shown in Fig.
50, is most impressive in its mobility, adjustability,
and adaptability. The arm, with its remiges and coverts, forms a profiled wing. The remiges of the
hand (primaries), in contrast, form an assemblage of
individual wings. Each primary can be adjusted individually for every flight condition and every phase
of a stroke movement.
Figure 51 shows the special wing adjustment of the
osprey in hovering for landing. The wing is not fully
spread out as in soaring or level gliding, but

can fold and adjust

forearm;

—

"tertiary" feathers, attached to the posterior

—

—

patagium and providing a covering between the
body and arm feathers;
"thumb quills" projecting forward at the wrist
from the short thumb and often forming an

—

"cascade" arrangement.

alula;

—

contour feathers of the anterior patagium.

The principal feathers of
reach the edge of the wing we

remex has above and below

the hand and
call

it

arm

that

"remiges." Every

a "greater covert" as

well as median and lesser coverts. Figure 43 shows
how the tips of the remiges and coverts fit together
to form a unit when the wing is spread.
The feathers of the wing as a whole form an
adaptable lifting surface, which can also generate
thrust in stroke movements. The feathers of the wing
serve the following individual functions:

—
—
—
—
—

—

the forearm is directed forward and upward so
that it forms a very deep, strongly arched wing
profile near the body;
hands and fingers, in contrast, are stretched
outwards, and the hand remiges form a neat

that of a lifting surface, formed especially by
the remiges (with support from the greater

coverts);
sealing of the surface by the coverts;
fairing the wing profile;
fby all the coverts with an
covering the bony framework;
forming a smooth surface with j underlining of
f down feathers
stabilizing capability;
J

insulation of the wing musculature against cold
by the coverts and down feathers.

The high inside portion of the wing is similar to
an aircraft wing with landing flaps run out and pitched
for landing to provide more lift and drag for a steep
glide angle at low speed. The apparently individual
remiges of the hand, which actually work together,
contrast sharply with the clumsy inner portion in their
delicate structure. They permit good trim to be
maintained in steep landing, particularly since they
prevent unwanted sideslipping, control of which is an
important problem in aeronautical engineering.
From Fig. 51 it is evident that the bird with such
a flight mechanism has masterful control over its
glide angle by rapidly altering wing span with outward
hand motions. It can thus make a glide flatter or
steeper by increasing or decreasing the wing span
with a concomitant increase or reduction of the lift/
drag ratio.
The adjustability of wing shape to fit conditions of
flight without flapping for "soaring," for passive lift
by updrafts, or for "gliding" at a more or less steep
angle was noted by Ahlhorn (Fig. 42) along while ago.
The adjustability lies in greater or less spreading of
the hand remiges in a "cascade," and in drawing

35
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Fig. 43 Gull wing. Remiges and large coverts
Above: arm and hand with
muscles and skin.
Below: skeleton
1 = upper arm

2 = forearm,

a = ulna,
b = radius

3 = hand

4 = thumb
5 = shoulder joint
6 = elbow
7 = wrist joint
8 = alula

9 = hand remiges
maries)
10

=

(pri-

anterior patagium

11 = strip of skin (to support feathers)

.hand
primaries

coverts

pollex
primaries

membrane

shoulder

feathers

feathers

Fig. 45 {Falco tinnunculus)

Plumage of wing.
Above: diagram of dorsal surface.
Middle: dorsal surface. Below: ventral
surface

g

= large

m

=

medium

^

coverts

k = small

Fig. 46 Brown pelican
Left above: level flight
Left below: tipping downward
Right above: plunging flight

Right below: diving
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Fig. 49 Lift stroke of pigeon

r
40

Fig. 47 Flying

swan (Cygnus

olor)

Down

Fig. 48 Flying

swan (Cygnus

olor)

Up stroke

stroke of wing

of wing

V
^1^
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Fig. 51 European osprey hovering for landing
Glide angle control — stabilizer

*€£§£
Fig. 50 Sea eagle (Haliaeetus albuilla) Flight apparatus
Upraised wings --spread primaries 1 = alulae
Weight, 4 kg; length, 0.7 m; wing span, 2.4 m

and bending the pinion in rapid descent to
diminish the wingspread.
together

3
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Lessons for the engineer

The marvelous maneuvers of birds as aerial
acrobats and their remarkable flying feats are made
possible by the highly segmented structure and
versatile adjustability of their wings. In technology
we can neither imitate nor control such an astonishingly complex organic system. Furthermore, such
mobility in aircraft is ruled out by their dimensions
and weights, which are larger by orders of magnitude. We do not, however, actually need as much
flying capability and mobility in airplanes as birds
possess, because planes are required to fly only

diagrammatic
Fig. 52 Beginning of take-off = wing stroke forward and
Incident flow — downwash — forces.
Below: stagnation point; flow around the leading edge

down

,

Fig. 53 Sparrow

Wing

hawk {Falco sparverius)

high lift
Auxiliary lift devices:
in

1 = alula,
2 = split-wing cascade, 3 = leading-edge
auxiliary device (leading-edge flap-comb),

4 = auxiliary device on upper side of wing

UK

Fig. 54 Effect of alula. Steep angle of attack a - greater
Above: separated airfoil flow at a = 28
Below: unseparated flow with bastard wing at a = 33

lift

carefully planned, and safe distances for
transport purposes, and serve no other functions.
Nevertheless aeronautical specialists, particularly
glider pilots, should give close attention to the aerodynamics and flight mechanisms of bird wings. The
"cascade" arrangement of the anterior remiges of
the pinion appears extremely interesting and instructive from the engineering point of view with respect
to maximum lift, minimum drag, and protection against
limited,

sideslipping.

4

Auxiliary devices for increasing the
lift

of the bird's

wing

must reach a maximum lift co)
very low airstream velocity gene-

Figure 54 illustrates separated flow (above) and
unseparated flow despite a higher angle of attack
(below) as the result of a very primitive accessory
wing. Figures 53 and 55 show that birds' wings are
also equipped with auxiliary lift devices.

Qj max .

a) Alulae. Alulae, which operate on the principle
demonstrated in Fig. 54 (below), are frequently found
on bird wings. They are, as Fig. 53 shows clearly,
formed by the thumb primaries, and are limited to a
small strip from the wrist outward. These accessories of very small span have a special local effect
on the boundary layer like those of fences, slots,
sharp leading edges, and vortex generators on airplane wings of the latest design.

The wing F (m 2
efficient ca at the

rated by flapping at take-off to achieve a large lift
force H = c a Fv 2 p/2. Figure 52, above, shows schematically a wing profile, its stroke direction, and its
opposing airstream as well as the flow around the
wing. The lift coefficient c a increases with the arch f
above the chord / (in the figure, f/l = 9%) and with the
angle of attack a between the chord and the direction
of the airstream. The extreme arching of bird wings
is
exemplified in Fig. 53. The increase in lift
coefficient c a of an arched or flat foil achieved by increasing the angle of attack a is subject to a limit,
camax
where, when a critical angle of attack a cr u is
exceeded, the stream no longer follows the wing, but
separates.
Figure 52 shows the flow at the front of the wing
At the stagnation point
section in larger scale.
the local stream velocity is 0, and the stagnationpoint line, running perpendicular to the profile, splits
into the lower and upper profile boundaries. Above
the stagnation-point line the flow is forced upward
around the nose of the wing section. In the process,
the flow is constricted sharply and greatly accelerated.
Consequently, the local pressure p diminishes. The
velocity is greatest (v = maximum) at position M, and
the associated underpressure (p = minimum) is
strongest. Behind position M the airstream expands
again, its velocity decreases, and pressure p rises
again. A "diffuser" develops behind position M with
the danger that the airstream will separate.
Flow separation and associated loss of lift can be
shifted by "accessories" at larger angles of attack
«max with greater lift coefficients c Qmax and, consequently, greater lift A. In aeronautical engineering
numerous techniques have been developed to increase

b) Split-wing cascade. While the feathers form a
closed surface on the proximal portion of the wing,
the remiges of the hand often constitute individual
wings at the wing tip. The wing tip is therefore not

,

»
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hawk (Buteo lineatus)
devices: 1 = alulae, 2 = split-wing cascade,
leading -edge devices, 4 = auxiliaries of upper surface of wing

Fig. 55 Red- shouldered

Auxiliary
3 =

lift

in aircraft, but deeply notched. The free
ends of the hand remiges are stepped behind and above
one another and form a series of split wings or a
cascade which is continuously variable and movable.
Doubtless the split-wing cascade is especially effective in achieving higher aerodynamic force with lift
and thrust components, and certainly the individual
hand remiges are arranged optimally with respect to
one another and to the airstream.
Little is known as yet about these arrangements
and their laws so that a broad area of the bioengineering investigation lies open with sure promise

smooth as

[turbulent

laminar]

separationj^bubbleri reattachment

self-generated
turbulence

of useful findings.

Leading edge flaps. Leading edge flaps, diain Fig. 56, have been developed for airplane
wings as accessory devices. These flaps enhance airflow diversion along the upper surface and permit
c)

gramed

higher angles of attack and lift coefficients without
separation, especially for thin-section wings with a
sharp leading edge.
d) Upper wing surface accessories. The risk of
flow separation at the "diffuser" behind the Illposition in the pressure gradient is greatly diminished
if the boundary layer at the upper surface of the wing
is turbulent.
The very thin boundary layer at the

Fig. 57 Laminar separation and turbulent attachment. Turbulence acces-

sory devices

leading edge, however, has very little tendency to
develop turbulence.
It
has been ascertained recently that, with a
laminar boundary layer, separation always begins
behind the M-position. The separated area, as shown
in the upper portion of Fig. 47, forms a "bubble" or
"roller," at the surface of which the boundary layer
becomes turbulent and at the back of which the turbulent boundary layer returns to the surface of the
wing.

The wing plumage appears

to be so related to the
boundary layer is purposely
the leading edge. For example:

critical points that the

made
curved

—

turbulent at

the front edge, by a comb across the air(Fig. 57, no. 3); or
at the front on the upper side, by feathers with
filaments ("hairs") standing perpendicular to
the surface (Fig. 57, no. 4).
at

stream

—
Fig. 36 Leading-edge flap-lift auxiliary-. Diagram
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The Flight of Birds

Ill

1

Flying

speeds of the birds

According to the table, the cruising speeds of
different species do not vary much, ranging
from 12 to 19 m/sec or 43 to 68 km/hr. Moreover,
the "normal" maximum speeds, which are more
often observed and range from 15 to 44 m/sec, are
not very far apart. In the case of several birds, however, extreme speeds that are very high are quoted.
The highest speed (measured with a stop watch) was
observed for an Asiatic swift species, according to
Stuart Baker, at V max = 90 m/sec (= 320 km/hr).
These swifts have a unique flight mechanism which
enables them to stroke alternately with each wing.
There is no consistent relationship between the
size (weight, wing span) of the bird and its speed,
since the smallest bird, the hummingbird, which is
about 1/20 the weight of a starling and about 1/1000
the weight of the wild goose, has the same normal
quite

Little
ficult to

—
—
—

—

is

known

of flying speeds.

It

is

also dif-

make precise estimates because

differences exist even within species;

measurements are hard

to

make;

results are considerably distorted by air speed
relative to the ground; and

speeds differ:
^extreme is observed

in

diving,

hunting,

being hunted;
V maxnorm is observed in seeking food,
^cruis i s observed in migration.

and

etc.;

Several values have been collected from the literature in the following table to represent the range of
speeds.

maximum

speed.

rapid flight = flapping of wings (up-down)

wing

tip

wing base
body

hovering = sweeping the wings (forward-backward)

A
aerodynamic

S

forces

H

= resultant
= thrust
.
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S and

H

-

vertical

lift

-

are average values

components

1

Fig. 59 Bird flight. *ing stroke frequency
as a function of bird weight
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Fig. 58 Hummingbird. Rapid flight and

i

4

hovering (humming)

6

Path of characteristic wing sections

1 swift

pigeon
3 peregrine falcon
4 frigate bird
5 golden plover
6 swallow
7 wild duck
8 wild goose
2

9

hummingbird

10 starling
11 cormorant
12 gull
13 crow

14 pheasant
15 thrush
16 finch

2

Wing

'max norm

V
' cruis

(?)

40

(?)

22

17
17
16

extreme

90
83
56
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bird weight in grams

Speeds of birds inm/sec
*
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i—

44
42
34
33
25
22
22
20
20
17
15
16

Data on wing-stroke frequencies are very sparse
and so unreliable that no quantitative relationship
can be given for the increase in flight speed as a
result of increase in stroke frequency. It appears,
however, from a study of wing-stroke frequencies
scattered through the literature that a remarkable
correlation holds between stroke frequency and weight,
as shown in Fig. 59. The wing stroke is slow for
heavier birds and fast for lighter birds.

14
3
19

16
14
12
12

stroke frequency and weight

of the bird

The fast-flight wing strokes which furnish the
power for lift and thrust are rather similar in most
birds, and they correspond to the diagram in the
upper part of Fig. 58 for the hummingbird. The
chief wing positions are shown in Fig. 47, using the
swan as an example.

Take-off of birds

No other bird rivals the hummingbird in the perfection of its vertical maneuvering skill. The pure
"vertical take-off," in which the lift-off from the
ground follows a perpendicular course (in still air),
cannot be duplicated by other birds. The larger and
heavier the flying animal is, in fact, the more difficult it becomes
for it to maneuver vertically.
Figure 60 shows how the specific power output
(work/weight) increases with airfoil loading in insects, and that the lightest bird, the hummingbird, is
situated near the upper limit of airfoil loading in
insects. Vertical take-off, climb, and hovering would
be scarcely possible for larger, heavier birds as a
consequence of the loading. The flight apparatus in
birds is generally not suited for vertical flying as it
is in the hummingbird.
Many birds execute a sloping take-off. That is,
their path, in lifting off, instead of being 90° as in a
vertical take-off, assumes a much shallower angle.
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flight surface loading

(except for hummingbirds) need
lift off, birds
"take-off assists." The simplest assist is to leap off
by shoving with the legs, as for example, the golden
eagle in Fig. 61 demonstrates. Other assists might
be leaping from a high place (e.g., a tree branch), or
taking off into the wind.
In large, clumsy birds, the flat take-off occurs
only after a long run or, to use a technical term, after

To

taxiing:

—

an eagle taking off from the ground leaves
talon imprints behind (reports estimate 18
of "runway" marked this way);
swans build up speed in the water and assist
the take-off by treading the water (Fig. 62);
the coots (Rallidae) taxi for a considerable distance by treading the water, as Fig. 63 shows;
domestic geese, which are clumsy and scarcely
able to fly, can be observed evenings on their
way back to the barnyard, as they make a powerful downhill run cackling fearfully, to glide for
a short time through the air.

m

—
—
—

The ostrich is the extreme, since it is strictly a
running bird. It weighs about 100 kg (males, up to
145 kg and 2.6 m in height) and reach about V max =
15 m/sec in a 4-m leap, during which the vestigial
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Fig. 62 Swan. Taking off treading the water

Fig. 61 Golden eagle. Leaping off.

Legs flexed

at left,

extended
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at right

Fig. 63 Coots (Fulica atra). Taking off by taxiing. Treading the water
length, / = 38 cm; weight = 600 g

Body

wings with their weak musculature serve only for
balancing.

4

The

lifting

wing-stroke of the pigeon

The pigeon can hover for short periods. This
maneuver, however, is nothing like the facile risein-place which the hummingbird executes with no
forward velocity and with backward and sideways
movements. As Fig. 49 shows in comparison with
Fig. 64, its flight method at minimal forward velocity
is
not comparable with the vertical flight of the
hummingbird. Pigeons can perform nearly stationary
hovering flight because their flight musculature, composing 40% of total body weight, is extremely powerful
and, therefore, permits a very strong lift and thrust
stroke forward and downward.
The pigeon executes its wing strokes— as Fig. 49
shows— in the following manner:

—
—
—

—

—

—

At the beginning of the lift stroke the fully outstretched wings are poised up and back, parallel
to the vertical plane of symmetry.
The lift stroke is executed, from this extreme
up and back position, downward and forward.
The first lift phase is a down-forward stroke,
in which the wings rotate. In the frontal photographs, the upper surfaces are visible at the
beginning of the down stroke and then are progressively replaced by the lower surfaces.
The second lift phase is a forward stroke in
which the trailing edges of the wings remain so
rotated downward that a "positive attitude" for
maximum lift is maintained.
At the end of the lift phase the wings have
swept so far forward that they envelop the head.
The wings are brought back from this maximum forward position by folding and spreading
again into the starting position, extended up and
back. The plane projection of the wings perpendicular to the backward movement consequently remains small and is "permeable"
because the primaries are spread so that the
air resistance to backward movement, which is
detrimental to lift and propulsion, remains
minimal.
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5

Stationary hovering

Only very few very light birds can hover in still
Hummingbirds weighing 1.8 to 8 g keep themselves in the air by means of very fast, invisible
whirring strokes. The sun-birds {Nectariniidae),
weighing about 10 to 20 g, use a slow, visible wing
stroke. The kinglets (Regulus) weigh 5 to 6 g.
air.

Quivering flight. Several birds of prey can remain
in the air for short times without forward movement
over the earth to scout for prey. Since this is achieved
by larger birds, they do not require a true vertical
flight

technique.

For these

feats of flight they use

headwinds and updrafts.
Several examples are
terns (about 100 to 250
back strokes

kestrels (about 250

g);

g);

forward

European buzzard (about 1000
Fig. 64 Hummingbird. Humming flight - sweeping beat
Path of the wing tips (vertical projection), four wing strokes
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ospreys (about 1500

g).

g);

Flight Feathers of Birds

IV

1

"Light as a feather"

and "springy"

(Remiges)

3

"Light as a feather" is an expression for anything especially light. It originates with the downy
or fluffy feathers which serve birds for temperature
insulation and which we have used to stuff bedding for
ages. The bulk density of loose piled down is about
0.008 g/cm 3 The impression of down as a lightweight
material is intensified by the way it floats in the air
and settles only very slowly.
"Springy" implies compliance with a load, gently
receiving the burden, and springing back elastically
without lasting deformation when the load is removed.
The flight feathers, or remiges, of the bird are
not only "light as feathers," but also "springy" and
are a marvel of light structure.

The parts of the flight feather

The

—
—

.

2

Numerous outstanding properties

Through their minimal weight the flight feathers,
separately and joined to the wing, display the following characteristics in marked degree:

—

—
—

removal

of

load because of the construction and excellent
materials used;
—flexibility:

resistance to damage:

make

good wing
surface under various
conditions: wings folded, extended, or spread;
by division into very
many pliant parts which
can spread and close
to

—

of

shafl, which is called the "quill" at the
bare end where it is inserted and "rachis"
along the distal portion;
the vane, which is attached to both sides of the
rachis
consists of an anterior or distal half
and a proximal half. The vane consists of
barbs supplied with lateral barbules.

the

,

3.1 The central axis of the feather. The shaft is a
corneous tube, the material of which it is made having

a specific gravity of 1.15

g/cm 3

.

It

is substantially

stiffer than plastics.

The modulus of elasticity of keratin has been determined by tensile tests at 920 kg/mm 2 (as compared
with E = 300 kg/mm 2 for plastics). The strength of
keratin is also very considerable. With a tensile
strength a B = 36 kg/mm 2 which we have determined
as the optimum value in tensile tests of pheasant
= o /y = 31 km,
feather quills, the breaking length,
ß
is remarkably high. The currently most important
light structural material, aluminum alloy, has a
breaking length of only 16 to 20 km.
Figure 65 contains microphotographs of five pheasant feather shaft cross sections. The quill (section 1)
is a hollow elliptical tube with an approximately constant wall thickness of 0.2 mm, over its length.
As the vane begins, the cross section begins to
approximate a rectangular shape and is filled with
"foam" material. Microphotographs of cross sections
,

smoothness:
heat insulation:

at this level

—

a

,

—

composed

/

load-bearing capacity: through application of an
extremely thin-walled
construction with light
foam substance for support, and of superb material throughout;
stiffness:
through optimum shape
and proper cross-sectional dimensions;
elasticity:
springing back completely upon

—

flight feather is

again;
in sliding the

remiges
across one another;
through the formation
of enclosed air spaces.

As a structure which possesses such versatile
qualities, it would clearly be profitable for the engineer to study this wonderful mechanism.

—

are given of

swan remiges in Fig. 66,
width, 3.8 mm; height, 3.5 mm;
bulk density of the foam filling,

y,

0.08

g/cm 3

;

0.05

g/cm 3

.

and
pheasant remiges in Fig. 67,
width, 2.9 mm; height, 2.4 mm;
bulk density of the foam filling,

y,

This cross-sectional shape is extremely interesting technologically. The wall thickness varies considerably around the circumference:

— minimum

wall thickness (about 0.04 mm) is obarched side walls;
slight thickness in the center of the lower wall;
great thickness in the corners of the lower wall
(pheasant = 0.22 mm, swan = 0.5 mm);
great thickness, with tooth-like projections on
the upper wall (pheasant = 0.32
with

served

—
—

—

in the slightly

mm
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Fig. 65 Pheasant feather

-

shaft.

Serial cross sections over the

length of the shaft

Cross section: 1 = hollow
2-5 = foam filled
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10

20

30

mm

40

stressed relieved
Fig. 68 Feather shaft — Cross-sectional diagram
Folding: central lower wall; bending: especially the side walls

Fig. 66

Swan

quill-feather. Section through shaft

^^™i=^=i^"^^
2
4 0.6
1

2

mm

Fig. 67 Pheasant quill-feather. Section through shaft

8

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.0

2.2

Fig. 69 Pheasant feather - square section of shaft
Annular cross section of similar radii of gyration

2.4 2.6 2.8

mm
53

proximal
barbules

I

I

1

=

0.12-mm

mm teeth).

54

teeth,

swan

= 0.60

mm with

=

0.23-

A feature of this construction is that the actual
tubular cross section of the feather can much more
easily accommodate distortion than might be the case
with an ellipse of uniform wall thickness. This distortion of the cross section by forces on the vanes is
shown in Fig. 68 on the basis of research: the thin
membrane of the central lower wall folds together
while the thin side walls arch.
The massing of material in the corners of the
upper and lower walls is necessary to achieve the
greatest possible moments of inertia against bending
(J, or bending resistance) along the longitudinal and
transverse axes. Figure 69 indicates these axes as
well as the ellipse of radii of gyration, i = \lj/F. The

Fig. 70 Pheasant feather. Top view of three barbs
Barbs 2 and 3 interlocked: barbs 1 and 2 separated

Fig. 71 Sketch of the structure of a feather (corresponding to photograph)
= barb, B = proximal barbules, H = hooked barbules

A

inertial ellipse is practically a circle.

The cylinder

representing equal bending strength with radius of
gyration i and cross-sectional area F is shown as a
black ring. Therefore, although the cross section is
adapted to serve special functions in a primary
feather, it is equally resistant to bending in all
directions.
The teeth of the upper wall merit special attention, since, as a result of their presence, the resistance of the wall to bending is

E
E
o>

—

great in the longitudinal direction, in which the
upper wall supports the compressive stress in

o

0.8

mm

1

Fig. 73 Pheasant feather. Cross section through three barbs
Insulating, compression-resistant construction through formation of cells

—

bending of the feather by forces from below and
therefore keeps the wall resistant to buckling
and breaking;
weaker in the transverse direction, in which
flexibility (distortion of the cross section) is
appropriate.

Similarly, for pressure resistance, longitudinally
oriented "integral-plates" are used in aircraft construction for the upper surface of the wing frame.
The "toothing" can fulfill still further functions,
e.g., to ensure a special bonding of the foam filling to
support the upper wall against bending and breaking.
Just as the "core" in sandwich construction, the
foam filling here has to support the wall, and perhaps to absorb some of the shearing force imparted
by transverse loading of the shaft.
Figure 65 shows that the basic construction of the
shafts of feathers does not vary over its length to the
tip.

Fig. 72 Pheasant feather -Top view
Above: ends of the hooked barbules with short hooklets
Below: ends of the proximal barbules with longer rodlets

3.2 Feather vanes— Anchoring problem. The vanes
attached to both sides of the shaft are of especially
light construction. They are composed of numerous
barbs supplied with lateral barbules. The parallel
barbs with their lateral barbules form the surface of
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Fig. 74 Kestrel (Falcotinnunculus)

Wing plumage
Above: ventral surface

of

wing

with projecting alula
Below: dorsal surface of wing
with "slotted wings" outward

These barbs, however, are not firmly
the vane.
joined to one another, but each one can be separated
individually from the assemblage. Joining into a
closed vane surface is accomplished by anchoring
the ends of the barbules. This anchoring can be
broken by excessive lateral bending of the feather or
other violent actions. The anchoring is restored,
however, if the divided surfaces are then brought
back together again.
Figure 70 shows a surface microphotograph of a
2
small piece (about 1
) from the vane of a pheasant
wide, and
feather. The vane barbs are about 0.08

mm
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mm

are densely covered on one side by

—
—

proximal barbules at an angle of + 26° spaced
0.032
apart; and on the other side by
hooked (distal) barbules at an angle of -32°
apart.
spaced 0.024

mm

mm

Since the barbule arrays in both rows (proximal
and hooked) are spaced in a ratio of 4:3, they cannot directly interlock as indicated in the earlier sketch of
feather structure (Fig. 71). Figure 72 shows, in a higher
magnification of Fig. 70, the anchoring elements which
are located at the free ends of the barbules:

—

loose extensions of the hooked barbules in the
same direction (32° to the barb; length = 0.12
mm); these are provided with a large number
(10 or more) of barbicles (length = 0.02 mm,
diameter = 0.0015 mm);
loose extensions of the proximal barbules by
small rods diagonal to the barb (length = 0.12
mm; diameter = 0.005 to 0.003 mm).

—

The anchoring follows the "bur principle," which
will be dealt with further on. The special interest in
this anchoring for engineering probably lies in the
following:

—

The anchoring elements are small, only about
1.5 thousandths of a millimeter in diameter
and only 2 hundredths of a millimeter long at
most. In technology we must also learn to
think in very small dimensions.
The anchoring elements (hooklets) are arranged
in greater part over a relatively wide band so
that no precise apposition of fixed hooklets and
rodlets is necessary. This is the principle of
linkage without correspondence.
This relatively loose anchoring produces the
flexibility and pliancy of the feather.

—

—

barbs anchored together at the top by barbules. The
barbs assume the shape of "C's" packed closely
together. At the top the barbule surfaces form a
closure, while below small openings are present
which, however, close when pressed from below. The
2 in
C-barbs, consequently, form cells about 1/3
area and constitute in turn a dead-air insulating
layer 1
thick. The C-profiles possess considerable bending strength and resistance. Since air pressure in flight is on the underside, the consequent
bending of the barbs at the free ends is upwards so
that the underside is subjected to tension and therefore requires no support, while the upper side, subjected to compression, is supported by the barbules
against buckling and snapping.

mm

mm

The arm of the C-profile shown in Fig. 8 is a
special marvel of light structure. With a wall thickness of only 2 to 4 hundredths of a millimeter, it is
composed of a "sandwich" with two outer membranes
only about 0.002
thick and a filling of extremely
thin-walled vesicles about 0.02
in diameter. This
filling with "vesicles" is similar to the synthetic

mm

filler

materials

mm

Moltopren and Syropor, shown in

Fig. 13.

thin-walled vesicles (foam material) and honeyto be used as filler material in modern
light-structure
technology, and if proportioning
methods are to be developed for sandwich structures
If

combs are

3.3 Feather vanes— Cross section. Figure 73 shows
a microphotograph of a section through three vane

Fig. 75 Fish propulsion by tail

stroke

-

active stroke

Combination: forward velocity
with fin stroke. Path of fin;
lift A and thrust V
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(see H. Hertel, Leichtbau, Springer-Verlag, 1960,
Chapter X, pp. 268 to 313), the engineer can learn
much from "natural" structures, since nature applies
such methods so consistently and exquisitely.

4

Aeroelasticity of the primary feathers

The hand remiges as cantilever beams. As we
see in Figs. 50, 51, 55, and 74, the hand remiges act
as separate wings:
4.1

—

—

aerodynamically each operates individually even
though mutual aerodynamic influences occur.

From the engineer's point of view it is especially
interesting to see how nature has handled in the
remiges the aeroelastic problem of "induced airfoil
oscillations," the solution of which has been most
troublesome to the aeronautical engineer.
4.2 The aeroelastic

statically and rotationally they are individual,

slender cantilever beams which support each
other against rotation and are supported by the
coverts only near their insertion;

270

problem of induced airfoil oscilhave shown, in the course of developing a
theory of fish propulsion by tailfin strokes, that the
bending and rotational oscillations of a wing which are
coupled with phase displacement can be "active"
(Fig. 75), "neutral" (Fig. 76), or "passive" (Fig. 77).
Figure 78 is a comparison of the three forms. It may
be pointed out that we also see a "passive" oscillalations.

We

streamer in Fig. 79.
The slender, cantilevered wing can be excited

tion in the fluttering of the

fin position

corresponding

p=p,

COS

('!)

Fig. 76 Fish propulsion by tail stroke - neutral stroke
Combination: forward velocity with fin stroke. Limiting case: forces at
the tail surface = zero (except for friction). Fin position and tangents
to the curve of path coincide. Incident flow always parallel to the plate
(no

lift)

Fig. 77 Wing fluttering
Introduction of coupled
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oscillations at Vq >

V cr „

deflection

up and down

to

"fluttering" oscillation if its "critical wind speed,"
determined by the "aeroelastic" situation, is exceeded. The critical velocity for the airfoil of an
airplane, just as for each remex of the bird wing,
must be greater than the highest velocity the airplane
or bird ever reaches. For, as soon as "passive
oscillation" sets in, the flier is done for.
In "passive" oscillation the energy transferred to
the wing movements by the flow is so great that the
passive oscillation can result in rupture of the vibrating parts in an extremely short time (of the order
of seconds). The critical velocity increases with

rotation

coupling

—

increased wing rigidity, especially torsional

—

decreased wing masses, especially in the mo-

stiffness;
of inertia of the masses about the axis of
rotation;
the resulting oscillatory frequencies, especially
the torsional vibration frequency;
the forward position of the masses, whose
resultant should, if possible, not fall behind the
"elastic axis" of the support;
the rearward location of the aerodynamic forces
from any angle of attack of the wing, which
should, if possible, not lie in front of the

ment

—

—
—
—

"elastic axis";
forces which

damp

oscillation

(particularly

friction).

The hand remiges

of birds are masterfully perfected

to obviate flutter:

—

—

—

—
—

—

The hollow cross section of the supporting
frame consisting of the feather quill is continuous over the entire length and approximates
a cylinder, which resists torsion well. This
cross section also improves resistance to
bending.
The ultralight construction of the vanes ensures
minimum moment of mass about the quill axis.
Variations in aerodynamic forces during oscillation affect 25% of the profile depth. Consequently, the form of the remiges, with narrower
anterior vane sections and broader posterior
vane sections, is appropriate for "aeroelastic"
reasons. In the primary feather shown in Fig.
65, the resultant of aerodynamic forces lies
behind the shaft.
With this aerodynamically desirable arrangement it is impossible to locate the resultants
of mass distribution ahead of the torsion axis.
The arrangement of the three axes (in order
from front to back: torsion axis, centroidal
axis, aerodynamic axis) is thoroughly favorable
for achieving a high critical velocity.
Considerable damping of the oscillation system
is provided by the foam filling (support of the
coverts).

It is only because of the aeroelastically optimal
primary feather configuration that these individually
weak units can resist powerful wind forces without

fluttering.

passive stroke
vo = 2,8 v s

Fig. 78 Fish fin stroke and forward velocity
Conditions at a =
and ß = ö max

direction of flow

Fig. 79 Fluttering streamer. Model test in water. Eddy separation
Above: separation behind wave crest.
Below: eddy formation behind wave crest
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1

Anchoring

No-fit hooking

in

-

Burs

burs and feathers

of Arctium lappa are well known to
of us, since these seeds cling to our clothes so
readily. Usually the burs hook themselves in the fur
of animals and are in this way widely distributed.

The large burs

all

Direct interlocking between two objects is biologically
of interest and is used, for example, to build up the
vanes of feathers through the joining of barbules (see
Figs. 70 and 72). This interlocking in feathers can be

broken and restored by

2

light

pressure.

Artificial no-fit interlocks (hook-and-

loop fastenings)
Such no-fit fastenings, which can be separated
repeatedly, are of very great technological interest.
The notion of producing synthetic interlocking devices
fashioned after feather barbules and burs, however,
is no longer new, since the textile industry has recently been marketing hook-and-loop tapes which
function satisfactorily. Figure 80 shows a section

Fig. 81 Bur (Agrimonia eupatoria)

Hook needles

60

Fig. 80 Hook-and-loop fastener (enlarged). Industrial patented.
Upper and lower parts separated. Above: hooked tape: Below: loop tape

/

= 2

mm, d

^

0.05

mm

through one of these tapes which can be directly
joined and separated again. One tape has a woolly
tangle of loops and the other, rows of hooklets. Under
light pressure the hooklets engage the "loop" material and form a very good bond, so that the tapes
can be used in clothing as fasteners for girdles,

Fig. 82 But spines
with barbs
a:

Cynoglossum

b:

Agrimonia eupatoria,
Bidens conatus

c:

officinale,

mmL

83 Bur
(Cynoglossum officinale).
Hound' s-tongue
Fig.

belts, and ornaments, especially if it is desirable to
vary length and girth or fasten freely. The interweaving of hooks and loops with the cloth base and
the use of appropriate synthetic fibers are essential
elements in the manufacture of hook-and-loop tapes.
Hook-and-loop fastening certainly holds far more
technological promise than mere use in clothing.

3

Various forms of burs

in

nature

Since hook-and-loop fastening has an engineering
several examples of such hooking as they
occur in the plant kingdom are given below. Figure
81 shows a bur seed of Agrimonia eupatoria bearing
about 80 spines with end hooks, the shape of which is
shown in Fig. 82b. Figure 83 shows the bur of
Cynoglossum officinale, which is supplied with about
100 spines terminating heads of barbed hooks, to
form, as Fig. 82a shows, a grapnel anchor. It is
particularly difficult to pull this loose, since the
sturdy construction is much less easy tobend. Figure
future,
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2

4

mm

10

Fig. 84 Burs (Bidens conatus)

84 shows the burs of Bidens conatus, which are flat
with two spines, triangular in cross section with three
spines, or rectangular in cross section with four
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spines.

These spines and,

surface

of

the

hull

covered with numerous

in fact, the entire outer
82c illustrates,

as Fig.
fine hooks.

are,

The Hummingbird as a Hovering Artist

VI

1

Size of the hummingbird

There are altogether 125 genera of hummingbirds
with 319 species. All are indigenous to America,
particularly in tropical and subtropical regions.
Several species are migratory birds which travel
north to Alaska and Labrador. The smallest hummingbird (Calypte helenae), the bee hummingbird of Cuba,
is the smallest of all birds:
total length:

6

length without tail and beak:
weight:

3

cm
cm

2

g

In contrast, the largest hummingbird (Patagonia
gigas), the "giant hummingbird" which lives on the
South American continent, has a length of 21 cm.

2

Ideal vertical take-off

and landing

Take-off and Landing = VTOL). The
lifts off vertically from the ground by
beating its wings. This take-off occurs without "aids";
its legs are too weak for jumping, and it can only sit
on the ground without hopping. A similar situation
prevails in VTOL aircraft, which can, in the interest
of weight economy, dispense with landing or taxiing
gear of the sort needed for today's transport aircraft. The landing gear of VTOL craft needs only to
absorb vertical landing impact forces.
The hummingbird also has capabilities required
for ideal vertical landing; it can
(Vertical

hummingbird

—
—

3

hover in the air directly over the ground;
in this position, change course forward and
backward.

Hovering

in

humming

(buzzing) flight

The hummingbird can remain

in the air in buzzing
very long periods and very often. It needs
this capability to sip nectar from blossoms without
having to settle on or near the flower. The hummingbird's erect position while in buzzing flight is characteristic, and it is favorable for hovering in front of

flight for

Fig. 85 Brown-tailed hummingbird (Amazilia tzacatl)
Above: forward wing stroke. Below: anteriormost wing position

buzzard

hummingbird

the blossom. The special capability it possesses with
this stationary hovering, which a good VTOL aircraft
also should have, is that it can move either forward or

backward.

4

Fig. 86 Wing comparison between hummingbird (left) and buzzard (right)

a = upper arm

%

+

forearm; h = hand remiges (primaries)

hand portion

Buzzard
Hummingbird

surface

length

33
75

48
81

Rapid

flight

Although the hummingbird is undisputed master of
hovering, it can also perform remarkably in rapid
flight. For example, the ruby-throated hummingbird
reaches a speed of 80 km/hr (or 22 m/sec).
Special characteristic The pectoral musculature
(for wing movement) is extremely powerful, and constitutes one-fourth of total weight. The sternum is
.

time

(')

•

t

stroke only

64

Fig. 87 Fish propulsion by tail stroke
Combination: forward velocity with fin stroke
Path of fin with incident flow

correspondingly quite large. The arms of the wings
are very short, but the hand is very long, with 10
extraordinarily long and powerful hand remiges (see
Fig. 85, and the comparison between buzzard and
hummingbird in Fig. 86). The remarkable buzzing
and rapid-flight performance requires a much greater
consumption of food. The amount of nourishment,
which consists in flower nectar and insects, is therefore quite considerable, amounting to twice the body
weight in the course of a day.

5

Forces on the

A
V
S

V

Vr

,

resultant

and V,

^

Flow against

the fin

Vo from fish's velocity
V s from fin stroke

assumptions:

Vs /V
a

+ B

=

tan(a+ 8)

= 1.43

= 55°

fish forward

forward motion of the whole body (trunk); and
the up-and-down stroke of the wings.

At each point x of a wing path, the tangent indicates the direction in which the wing section receives
air flow of velocity V ax . Moreover, during the upand-down strokes, the torsion and undulation of the
wing over its span is such that the most advantageous
angle of attack a x always exists between the tangent
and the profile axis of the wing section.
This relation of a to the undulating wing path corresponds to the basic model of the "active" stroke
(Figs. 87 and 88), which we have developed in the
section on the generation of hydrodynamic forces by
the tailfin stroke. In this case of level, rapid flight of
a bird, the average flight force of the whole wing
corresponds in the

6

component

of
attack a

Figure 58 shows the paths which are traversed in
rapid flight by two characteristic wingsections. These
wing paths are resultants of

—
—

= stroke

angle

Stroke form and aerodynamic forces
in rapid flight

—
—

lift

oblique flow
of

fin

perpendicular to Vr
= propulsion component

=

vertical component to the total weight; and in
the horizontal component to the resistance of
the bird in high-speed flight.

Stroke form and aerodynamic forces
in hovering (buzzing) flight

Figure 58 (below) shows the path of a wing section
(wing tip) in hovering flight (buzzing) as well as the
associated profile attitude owing to wing twisting in
two positions. Continuing with the basic model it
follows that the average aerodynamic force of the
entire wing will be equal to

Movement

of the fin

from +1 through
to -1
forward with the fish;

downward because

of

stroke

assumptions:

ß

= 35°

a = 20°

Fig. 88 Fish propulsion by tail stroke
Coupled bending and twisting stroke with forward velocity.
Movement, incident flow, and forces of fins

—
—

the total weight vertically; and
0, horizontally.

In hovering, one sees hardly any up-and-down
strokes of the wing. The wings more nearly execute
"sweeping strokes" with back-and-forth strokes almost in a single plane that is common to both wings
(left and right).
Characteristic wing positions in the sweeping
stroke for the generation of pure lift have been
assembled in Fig. 89 from a slow-motion film by
Stolpe and Zimmer:

—

the front

sweep)

—

reversal— at

all the

way

maximum swing (forward

to the front with rotation of

the wing, in which the wing surfaces are perpendicular to the picture and the sweeping
plane;
the back stroke— zero sweepback angle, extreme
axial rotation, in which the nose of the wing
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profile becomes the "leading edge" during the
back stroke;
the rear reversal— at maximum swing backward
(backsweep), with rotation similar to that in the
front reversal;
the forward stroke— zero sweepback angle, with
less axial rotation, the leading edge of the wing
points forward.

7

The path of the periodic
(buzzing) strokes

humming

Shortly before World War II Stolpe and Zimmer
a slow-motion film of the hummingbird's flight.
The first analyses of this highly informative film were
published by E. V. Hoist. This film was analyzed
again at the author's Institute, and resulted in the
following brief and simplified findings on the humming
flight of the black and white hummingbird (Melanotrochilus fuscus).

made

a.

b.

Stroke frequency. The frequency of complete
sweep strokes and the associated rotations
amounts, on the average, to 28.5 per sec.
Swiveling of wings. In top view the strokes
appear as swings around a pivot which lies at
the base of the wing. Analysis of four complete
strokes (back and forth) gave the wing-tip positions shown in Fig. 64 along a circular arc
with center at the base of the wing. The time
phases of the swept angle 6 are shown in Fig.
90 and compared with the cosine function 6 =
</>o

c.

cos (2^— ),

which 6o represents the one-

half amplitude j>o = (0 max - 0min>/2 = 60.8°, T
stands for duration of one complete beat, or
cycle, and r, the time interval using the zero
point at <£ m ax as the beginning of the forward
stroke. The agreement of the measured values
with this curve is extremely good.
Wing rotations (geometric angle of attack) In
the top view of the sweeping wings, apparent
constriction of wing breadth is visible, which
.

—

—
—
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in

backward wipg positi

caused by rotation, but is also influenced by
curvature of the profiles, and
spreading of the wings.

is

Kig. 89 Hovering hummingbird. Wing strokes for

lift

forces

forward wing position

swept angle
r = r coS(2."T^)

r maj<

V =

—
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o
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o
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a

o
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and
wing
averaged
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C
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+

+

+

+
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o

o

o

e

right

d.

sweeping time, T = 0.035 sec

Zimmer omitted analysis of angles of attack
and their consequences.
Since the angles of attack are needed to
study hummingbirds as lift generators, we approximated spreading by using a mean value,
which was estimated by reference to side
views. In Fig. 91 the variation of the geometric angle of attack ß is plotted against
swept angles for four wing sections,
Supplementary up-and-down strokes (reversal
positions) It is shown in the lower left of Fig.
58 that an up-and-down stroke is also added to
the sweep-twist stroke in buzzing flight. This
.

+60

150

means that the motion is not actually in the
horizontal plane but in side view describes a
thin figure-eight lying on its side. This conclusion is significant for the aerodynamic
processes in the neighborhood of the reversal
positions, because, since the movement shifts
from the horizontal to the vertical, the leading edge always meets the airstream from
the forward direction (even when the wing is
twisted perpendicular, ß - 90°).

+30

120

?:

6-

e:

•<S-30

2:

2

1

time

T

in

3
1

100 sec

Fig. 90 Hummingbird. Humming (buzzing) flight
Wing stroke (vertical projection) as a function of time

The

profile curvatures duringto and fro strokes
small enough, as can be seen from the
slow-motion films, to be negligible in determining the geometric angle of attack from the
apparent chord variations. The spreading is no
longer negligible, and since precise determination is not possible from the film, Stolpe and

are

60

90

120

150*

swept angle
Fig. 91 Hummingbird. Humming (buzzing) flights.
attack as a function of swept angle

Geometric angle of
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There can be no question that the wing surface is rotated transversely to the direction of
wing movement and that "braking forces" re-

Downwash

sult.
"5

8

Aerodynamic forces on buzzing wings

aerodynamic lift forces on the buzzing
wing over time r or across the periodically varying
swept angle
we must know the magnitude and direction (relative to the wing profile) of the effective
flow against the wing section. Stationary hovering in
the air is associated with air flow resulting from
find the

fast beating of the wings

and
stream, which, in buzzing flight, flows
through the nearly horizontal surfaces at veloc-

the

;

stroke

Average

35»

forward

O
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a

20°

o
o
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#
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— — L\ X
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—
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Forward stroke

uniformly
corrected

/
/
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f
p

-10°

0°

20°

lift

40°

60°
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100°

wing-stroke swept angle

120°
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<t>

ity w.

The

effective angle of attack a of the resulting
flow with the velocity Vo against the profile chord is

Fig. 92 Hummingbird, Humming (buzzing) flight
Average effective angle of attack a m of the wings as a function of wingstroke swept angle 4>

given by

Conclusions from investigation of buzzing

w
a =

—
—

—

B -

arc tan

+ Vp tan 8
>

where

the downwash velocity w is first assumed to be
equal for the entire stream;
V F is the horizontally projected speed of the
wing section; and
8 is the inclination to the horizontal of the
tangent to the wing path.

The effective attack angles of the wing a are determined as a function of stroke angle <p for the four
wing sections studied in the analysis of the film (see
Fig. 91 for B). The effective averages were obtained
thus for the entire wing and plotted in Fig. 92. (In the
"corrected" curves an approximation is made of the
smaller lift stream at <£ m n and max than at <£ a v.)
i
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flight strokes

VF

Through an optimal combination of back-and-forth
sweeping, up-and-down strokes, and rotation of the
wings, the hummingbird achieves effective angles of
attack which remain rather constant during the whole
sweep interval (Fig. 92), and only diminish at the
reversal positions. The time periods in which the
large effective angle of attack (a max = 25° to 35°) is
achieved are so brief, at about 1/10 sec, that no turbulent separation owing to stall-attitude of the profile
need be feared.
In Fig. 92, finally, the average effective angle of
attack a m for back-and-forth strokes is plotted. It
indicates that the variation of a m is so flat relative to
the swept angle that it can be taken as all but constant,
which is exactly the case in a propeller.

VII

The Hovering Hummingbird

as a Lift-Current Generator.
1

The current speed

The lift-current of a propeller

at this point reaches a maxiof twice the flow through the propeller: v s = 2w.
When the propeller blades are wide enough (so that
the blade area comprises about one-sixth of the surface described by rotation of the propeller, as the
example in Fig. 93 shows), the lift current generated
by the turning blades is practically constant. The
helicopter imparts an additional helical momentum to
the current. This angular momentum, which implies

mum

Revolving propellers generate a pressure drop in
the screw plane. In the case of a helicopter screw
rotating around a vertical axis, an underpressure
suction is created in the air above the screw, and an

overpressure below. The "lift current" flows downward through the propeller plane at a velocity w. As
Fig. 93 shows, the lift current is drawn from the
open, still air above and is forced downward by the
overpressure below. Since it is accelerated, it contracts on the underside and the overpressure is converted into kinetic energy. The cross-sectional area

an energy loss, is eliminated if two coaxial, counterrotating propellers are joined to make an integral
double propeller.

of the current is

—
—

2
equal to the propeller diameter FK in the plane
of the propeller; and
farther below, where the overpressure has been
completely relieved, the lift current is half as
large (Fs =FK/2).
pressure

The

lift

current of the hummingbird

Each of the hummingbird's wings, sweeping back
and forth with area Fp describes (as Fig. 93 shows)
a section F^ which corresponds to approximately onethird of the area of a circle. The ratio of swept area

velocity

four-bladed propeller

Fig. 93 Wing stroke — Lift - Lift current
Comparison: lift currents of propeller and hummingbird

hummingbird
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to blade area (Fi<:Fp) is equal to 5 and is similar to
that of the ordinary propeller. Consequently, a conlift current is to be expected from hummingbird wings as well. Just as angular momentum is
eliminated with counter-rotating air screws from the
circular cross section of the lift current, so the
transverse motions in the sector described by the
hummingbird's wings are neutralized by the opposing
back-and-forth strokes.
The cross section of the lift current generated by
a wing Fp corresponds, for a beating wing, to the
sector FK swept by the wing. The lift current is drawn
from the still air by suction above the plane of motion and further accelerated by the overpressure below, so that it is constricted below the plane of motion
like the downwash of a propeller. The distribution of
velocities in the lifting current of the hummingbird is
not nearly so uniform as for a propeller because of
the periodic variation in stroke speed and the angle
of attack of the wing. However, we have been able to
conclude from Fig. 92 that differences may not be
great. We can forego more detailed study because an
average current speed will do for our purposes.

2.5

kg/m 2 so
,

that the current

Vs

stant

3

lift

1.78 V2^5

= 2.8 m/sec

The speed of flow through the wing plane is W =
Vs /2 = 1.4 m/sec. The distribution of current loading
is

G/Fs =

kg/m 2

1

.

The most important result of using the momentum
theorem in hummingbird flight is the conclusion that
two wings produce two currents by their very
rapid back-and-forth strokes, whose resultant axis
runs perpendicularly through the center of gravity of
the bird. The impulse of this double current is equal
to the bird's weight. No other current exists in stationary hovering in still air.
the

4

Lift

currents of hummingbirds and

insects

—A

breath of air

The lift currents generated in stationary hovering
by the "humming" insects and birds are perceptible
only as a "breath." To clarify how strong a human
"breath" is, several measurements have been assembled of which the following are maximum values:

current
Point of

The momentum theorem is very useful in fluid
dynamics. This theorem says that, for an object in
hovering

current obeys the following
law: The lift force correspondingtothe weight carried
G is equal to the impulse J of the current at its
smallest cross section Fs in which no overpressure
is present. In the simplest case, when velocity over
cross section Fs is Vs the impulse becomes
J =
p

-

=

VH

=

(the air density).
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Thus,

VI
-

,

=

2.82

J-~
FF
K5

Hummingbirds have

=

measurement

Velocity,

from exit,

m/sec

cm
Blowing-pursed
mouth

Current

Impulse,

area,

cm

2

g

3

20

open mouth

5

2

10

0.5

Breathing heavilythrough nose

2

2

2

0.1

0.6

30

Breathing-

G

FK /2 and FK = 5Fp Fs = — Fp becomes

Vs
70

pVfFs

kg sec 2/m 4

= 0.125

V„

where Fs

Air
current

flight, the lift

,

where

.

momentum theorem

The application of the
to the

=

speed reaches about

1.78

1/^.
1

FF

a wing loading (G/Fp) of about

Breathing through mouth and nose, therefore,
reaches a maximum of 2 m/sec and, consequently,
has about the same velocity as the lift current of the
hummingbird. The large flying insects produce, as
can be inferred from Fig. 60, about the same current
velocity, while the dragonflies and gnats generate
speeds of 0.5 and 0.8 m/sec, and the lepidopterans
are measured at only about 0.5 m/sec. For a full
appreciation of the magnitude of a breath of air it is
only necessary to understand that a woman with a fan
moves air at a speed of 1 to 2 m/sec, depending upon
her temperament.

5

Output

of the

hummingbird's

flight

muscles

often incorrectly designated as "belly."
However, it is not the abdomen of a
gourmand but the powerful athlete's chest
of this unique fish which can actively fly.
That it flies effectively by wing strokes
is not only proved by observation but
must also be deducible from the muscle
structure. In general, therefore, work
capacity N is a function of the weight of
the involved musculature Gm .

during hovering
a.

Work done in generating the lift current. The
work Ns which is done by the hummingbird in
creating the lift current is equal to the product
lift force G and the current speed W at
the location of the pressure jump where this
force is transmitted from wing to air current.
The specific rate of work, therefore, is
of the

N„/G =

WA

mkg/sec\

d.

The weight
hummingbird's wing musculature

Hummingbird wing musculature.
Gm

of

the

amounts
or, converted to familiar

Ns /G
b.

terms

of

to about one -fourth of total weight.
This weight function, G m = 0.25 g, is very large
and indicates that the hummingbird also is

horsepower,

especially effective in flight. The specific
muscle power which must be generated during

= u;/75 (in hp/kg)-

The specific work output of the hummingbird.
The specific work output %/G which the hummingbird must expend to generate a current of
specific power Ns /G is somewhat higher, since

hovering

is,

therefore,

NK/Gm =4-0.022

= 0.088 hp/kg.

energy losses occur

at the oscillating wings,
especially as a result of friction and eddy formation. Consequently, the efficiency 77 of current generation is less than 1. We cannot yet
exactly determine this efficiency, but assume
it approximately to equal 77 =0.85 of the propeller. The hummingbird's specific work is,

therefore,
c.

NK /G =

-^^ =0.022

6

The specific output of the muscles

Zoologists have long made measurements of muscle
capacity, especially of men and dogs. From these
follow the specific muscle work values (hp divided by
weight of the working muscle in kg), for example,

hp/kg.

—

from observations by Henderson and Haggard,

—

was 0.022 hp/kg;
from measurements by Dickinson in 1928, the
brief peak capacity of cyclists was 0.054 hp/kg.

1925, on rowers, the highest sustained output

Demand

on the muscles. The bodily work of an
animal depends on the weight of the muscles
which are concerned with producing the work.
Therefore we can learn important things about
the role of various movement mechanisms from
the ratio of these muscles to the total weight
and the distribution of muscle weights of various
functions. This is very clearly illustrated in
flying fish, for we can be certain about the

Zoologists conclude from such studies that animals cannot produce more work because the organism
usually builds up an oxygen deficit which cannot be
tolerated for long.

following:

7

—

The "swallow

—

ing fish," has only l/32nd of its total
weight invested in its pectoral muscles
for movement of the pectoral fin- wings;
it cannot, consequently, fly actively.
The pectoral muscles of the hatchetfish
(Gasteropelecidae) consistute one-fourth
of its total weight. This enormous musculature is located in the "hatchet" and is

fish,"

The paradox

renowned as a "flya.

The paradox of

the hovering

hummingbird.

In

the preceding study of work output we came
upon a contradiction: The specific output of the
hummingbird's wing musculature, in stationary
hovering at 0.088 hp/kg, reaches four times
the specific muscle capacity expected from
comparison with mammals. Since, as Stolpe
reports, the hummingbird remains in stationary

71

hovering for many minutes, the parallel with
extended work is well justified. Thus, the
hummingbird's output over several minutes
constitutes 1.6 times the short peak load of

mammals.
b.

The paradox of the rapid swimmer. A similar
major contradiction was identified in 1936 by
Gray for fast-swimming whales (and dolphins).
The finding, called "Gray's Paradox," may be
summarized as follows: There exists a large
discrepancy between

—

the output which is obviously necessary

—

overcome water resistance at very
high speeds; and
the greatest output which can be expected
of the swimming muscles.
to

Efforts to solve this contradiction have
continued through the last 25 years without
reaching a satisfactory conclusion. The explanation has been sought chiefly in the very
much smaller resistances of the fish body,

because of a
c.
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fully

laminar boundary condition,

than is assumed in turbulence.
Solution of the hovering paradox. The paradox

from determination of the humhovering output probably has its

indicated in a)

mingbird's

solution in the fact that the specific output of
the hummingbird's wing musculature must be
about four times the specific output of human

muscles.
Investigation of hovering in humming flight
excellently suited to determine flight muscle
work capacity, for, in stationary flight, no resistances and, consequently, no form or outer
surface effects enter. Having shown by analysis
of the film that the hummingbird's flight apparatus, with optimal arrangement for sweeping, beating, and twisting, is a current-generating mechanism similar to the propeller, we can
conclude that no savings in work is possible
for lifting. The lift current, whose cross section and velocity we have determined, can be
maintained only by the indicated work.
A very great oxygen requirement is certainly related to the extremely large specific
output of the hummingbird's wing musculature.
The hummingbird's large heart is especially
suited to supply oxygen for the muscles at 1.8
to 2.8% G tot as compared with 0.5 to 0.7% for
is

humans.

D
INSECT FLIGHT

Ideal Flight

I

1

—
—

Ideal flying
Ideal flying includes

—
—

—
—

vertical take-off and vertical landing;
vertical climb and descent;
hovering in place without loss of height; and
movement backward and forward from the stationary hovering position.

This vertical technique of ideal flying is possible
for flying organisms only if

—

the flight weight G is very small;
the wing area F F and the slipstream area Fs
are relatively great;
and, consequently, the specific loadings G/Fp

and G/F s are small.
Figure 94 shows the wing area F F plotted against
weight G for birds and insects. We see that for
insects and birds the same ratio between wing area
and total weight exists. It can be said in general that
wing loading increases with increase in weight. It is
flight

10000

10000

total weight in g
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Fig. 94 Wing area and surface loading of insects and birds

difficult to describe this relationship mathematically. A simple consideration, however, provides
the following approximate relationships:

very

If

the weight is proportional to the volume

G
and the area

1

is

F -

^comparative length

l<

among the insects as ideal flyers, the blue dragonfly,
for instance, having a speed in rapid flight of 15 m/sec.
Hence we shall study them more thoroughly.

then we can write:

—

3/

F

=

C VG2

or

G
r

1

=

C

3,

\fG

2

is, the surface loading increases as the cube
root of the weight. This function is plotted in Fig. 94
with C equal to 15.
Figure 60 shows that it is easier for lightweight

that

organisms to execute "ideal

flight."

In this

graph

(based on the relationships discussed in the section
titled "The Hovering Hummingbird as Lift Generator") the required speed of the lift current and the
required specific lift output for hovering (output/
weight, N/G) are plotted against the thrust surface
loading G/Fs .
The specific output capacity of various living
organisms is not widely different, but hovering requires specific lift output as shown in the following
cases:

—

butterfly:

—

dragonfly:

—

bee:

—

hummingbird:

For hovering
hummingbird

does not operate at an efficiency equal to one. The
efficiency, which with Reynolds numbers beyond the
critical reaches perhaps 0.8, becomes less in the
case of small flyers with small Reynolds numbers
(because of the "viscous flow").
Ideal flight, however, also requires that cruising
speed be as high as possible, so that we may state the
total requirement for ideal flight as follows: the
ability to fly at low speed backward, at speed zero,
and as fast as possible in the forward direction.
The large dragonflies are particularly outstanding

Similarity of flight of birds

and

insects

The stationary hovering (vertical flight technique)
hummingbird and the dragonflies is similar in

of the

lift current by beating of the wings.
Figure 95 demonstrates that the hornets also execute
a similar wing beat to create a thrust current. The
picture is by Marey, who many years ago photographed the wing beat of a hornet which was tied
down and attempting to free itself by beating its wings.
The wing beats of the fanning bee, shown in Fig. 96,
describe similar paths. The dragonflies also can be

the creation of a

G/F s = 0.04 kg/m 2
N s /G = 0.0035 hp/kg
G/F s = 0.08 kg/m 2
N s /G = 0.005 hp/kg
G/Fs =0.7 kg/m 2
Ns /G = 0.015 hp/kg
G/F s = 1.0 kg/m 2
N s /G = 0.0187 hp/kg

lift output of
about four times greater than that
of the dragonfly. Dragonflies are so extraordinary in

the

in place, the specific

is

their vertical maneuvering capability because of the
small lift output required.
It should be noted that what we have computed is
the required lift-current output.
The power output required of the musculature of the flying organism,
however, is greater, since the buzzing-flight system

Fig. 95 Hornet (Vespa crabo) Beating of wings (tips gilded)
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Fig. 96 Fanning of the honeybee (Apis mellifica)

brought into the comparison. These movements of
insect wings are very similar to those of the hummingbird shown in Figs. 58 and 64.
In view of the substantial differences in size and
shape as well as in the Reynolds number, more de-

tailed comparisons are not given here. Such studies
go far beyond the scope of this book. The great differences that exist and come into play can be seen if
we compare the small moths shown in Fig. 30 with
these insects.
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J

Bee

II

-

Fan

-

Blower

Unlike the hummingbird, the bee does not hover

Hence it does not
create a vertical lift current downward for any appreciable length of time, the impulse of which would
have to equal its weight. The bee, however, uses its
in buzzing flight for long periods.

double pair of wings for other purposes, to create a
practically continuous current of air; it fans. Standing on the ground with the body approximately horizontal, the bee beats its pair of wings in a vertical
plane with back-and-forth strokes so that a horizontal
current of air is created. Figure 96 shows this
process. In this case of back-and-forth beating just
above the ground, the angle of stroke is restricted.
The wings reverse direction as follows:

—

—

small, and since a strong ventilation is needed, several bees work together as follows:

—

—

next to each other, to increase the area of the
fanned air current; and
behind one another, to increase the speed of the
fanned air current.

Figure 97a shows a multiple-stage blower of bees
fanning the air behind one another. A similar arrangement used in technology is shown in Fig. 97b.
impeller

above, when they reach their maximum rearward
position at about 10° short of the vertical; and
below, at maximum forward position, about 10°
beyond the horizontal or 30° short of the vertical.

With a total stroke of 90°, the two wings therefore
traverse a sector equal to one-quarter of a circle (or,
together, one-half of a circle).
A brief analysis of Film no. E 332 (of the Institute
for Scientific Films, Goettingen) gives the following
data for the bee (Apis rmllifica):

—
—

number of farming-stroke cycles
area of half-circle swept F, 2.6

n,

140/sec; and

cm 2

.

Multiple -stage blower of the bees. Since the speed
which a single bee can create is

of the air current

Fig. 97 a Three-stage blower. Bee
Higher velocity acheived by three
fanning bees one behind the other

Fig. 97 b Three-stage blower. Axial compressor
Pressure level increased by three-stage arrangement. Functional diagram
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Membranous Wings

Ill

Membranous wing

1

of Insects

of the dragonfly

Figure 98 shows the medium-sized, fast, and
nimble blue dragonfly and two of the smaller dragonflies, Calopteryx virgo and Platycnemis pennipes. At
first glance these three very different species seem
to be structurally similar. The detailed structure is
shown in the wing of the fast-flying blue dragonfly in
Fig. 99:

—

—

The front of the wing has longitudinal reinforcements running approximately parallel to the
leading edge, and these, together with the cross
ribs and the membrane, constitute the main
girder of the wing. This part of the wing is
shaded darker in the picture.
The posterior part of the surface, which is not
provided with such "girders," is filled with a
network consisting of about 1000 polygons
ranging from tetragons to heptagons.
Weight distribution— Membranous wing

Dragonfly (blue dragonfly)

Weight, G,
in

grams

cm 2

G/F,
g/m 2
8.7

Area, G,

Total without base

0.004

4.61

Forward portion (girder)

0.003

1.88

Posterior portion

0.001

2.73

3.7

Base

0.002

-

-

16

Average thickness of the membrane of the posterior portion
S =

——

= 0.0033

F-y

2

mm

Aerodynamic demands on the wing

of

fast dragonfilies

The large dragonflies reach a very high flight
speed vq. For the particularly fast and nimble blue
dragonfly (Aeschna cyanea) shown at the top in Fig.
98, vo is equal to 15 m/sec, so that, with an average
sweep speed v B for the wing beating up and down in
fast flight (as in Fig. 87) of about 1.5 m/sec, the
speed for the wing is about 22.5 m/sec and the
an average Reynolds number
of about 1.5 10 4
This Reynolds number lies in a
very interesting aerodynamic range where the aerodynamic efficiency in the presence of the very stable
laminar boundary layer can be improved by artificially

flight

flight is associated with
•

78

Fig. 98 Dragonflies (legs partially removed), 'ing shapes

—

.

flight

Top: blue dragonfly (.Aeschna cyanea), flight fast and nimble.
Center: Calopeteryx virgo, flight slow
Bottom: Platycnemis pennipes, flight slow and clumsy

Quality of

Fig. 99 Dragonfly (blue dragonfly)

membranous wing

making the boundary layer turbulent (e.g., with "trip
wires"). The following data are pertinent:

—

—

Figure 100 shows that the aerodynamic coefficients are improved by artificial turbulence
Lift coat a Reynolds number of 1.5 • 10 4 .
efficient c a is from 0.44 to 0.65, and drag
coefficient c w is from 0.12 to 0.10.
Figure 101 shows that, in the range of Reynolds
numbers below the critical (Re < 7-10 4 ), the

wing profile that
critical

1.2

advantageous for super-

is

arched plate

flow avails

nothing, a flat plate is
better, and an arched plate is best.
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The thin membranous dragonfly wing is so fashioned that it is aerodynamically advantageous at the
subcritical Reynolds number.
"Profiling" is not
necessary, but a more or less strongly arched plate
and devices to make the boundary layer turbulent are
needed.
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to 20
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Pleated structure of the dragonfly wing

Re number

10

),

with and without spoiler

3.1 The pleated framework . The dragonfly wing is
not completely flat. As Fig. 102 shows, the anterior
portion is folded in such a way that the longitudinal
reinforcements form ridges alternately on the upper
and the under sides. Figure 103 shows a section
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trailing

angle rib

angle

10

edge

arch

20

Fig. 102 Dragonfly (Aeschna cyanea). Wing close to the body. Pleated
structure

through this anterior portion. (Sections for microscopic enlargement are very difficult to make.) The
lower sketch shows that the forward portion of the
wing would resemble a profiled airfoil if one were to
sketch in the envolope. The girder, which consists of
six longitudinal members and the struts formed by
the membrane, is a complete static system if adequate cross ties are present.
The pleated girder is complete and maintains its
zig-zag cross sections, as exemplified in Fig. 103,
by the following means visible in Fig. 102:
All longitudinal members are attached appropriately to the joint piece.
The three anterior longitudinal members are
fixed to one another in position at three places

multispar wing
(Junkers)

by angled ribs.
is a rigid arched rib between spars 3-6,
and the third angled rib between spars 1-3 is
extended rearward as a strong arch.

There
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Fig. 103 Blue Dragonfly (Aeschna cyanea). Wing
Forward portion: pleated structure. Comparison: pleated structure and
wing profile

—

The

longitudinal

members are

another by numerous
rigid "grillwork."

joined to one
cross bars to form a

Figure 104 shows microphotographs of the rigid
connection between longitudinal and transverse bars
and of an angled frame element.
3.2 The faceted framework— Posterior portion. The
faceted framework of the posterior portion of the
wing, which is suspended from the girder, is shown
with its rigid corners in Fig. 105. The microscope
here shows us that the bars of this framework are
covered above and below with small spurs (about
0.015
in diameter and 0.15
long). We cannot
yet say what the function of these spurs is.

mm

mm

3.3 Significance of the pleated framework. The construction of the anterior portion of the wing with a
pleated framework provides

—

Weight advantages: Figure 103 shows (center)
only one membrane is present to form
both surfaces and the web between the longithat

tudinal

members,

while

(below)

in

airplane

Fig. 105 Dragon fly (Aeschna eyanea). Trailing edge of wing with bracing
Ribs in vicinity of the trailing edge having bristles.
Bristles: diameter

d_ about 0.015 mm; length

/

about 0.15

mm

wings three membranes are present. The girder
subject to bending stress, which uses the longitudinal reinforcements as "spars," is 0.6
high, while the diameter of the tubular spars is

mm

0.1

—

mm.

Aerodynamic advantages: The jogs
face at the spar tubes, as shown

in the surin Fig. 103

(center), in the case of wings with a high Reynolds number would certainly be very bad from
the aerodynamic point of view, but it may be
supposed that, in the range just below the cri4
tical Reynolds number (about 7-10 ), these
corners are associated with favorable aero-

dynamic

Fig. 104 Dragonfly

wing

-

girder in pleated structure

Top: portion of the rigid grillwork, second spar with cross ribs.
Bottom: triangular rib between spars 1, 2, and 3

I

effects.

Studies with folded structures would provide the
aerodynamic engineer with interesting insights into
the still little-understood relationships in the subcritical range.
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4

and aerodynamic details of
leading edge of the dragonfly wing

Structural

the

The leading edge and the wing-tip former of the
dragonfly wing are, as Fig. 106 shows, very heavy as
compared with the other elements of the framework.
This forward and lateral edge treatment shows other
interesting features. In the top view (Fig. 106) we
see that the spar, which is 0.08
thick, bears
protuberances 0.08
high and 0.12
wide. In
considering this arrangement, it occurs to us

mm

—

mm
mm

it might be a sort of bumper with shock
absorbers, which protects the wing against

that

collisions;

—

or that they may be aerodynamic accessories
to create boundary-layer turbulence.

High-magnification microphotographs were made
different directions to study the detailed structure of the leading edge, and these are shown in Fig.
107. Moreover, Fig. 108 shows the microscopic enlargement of a section of the leading-edge spar.

from

Fig. 107 Dragonfly (Aeschna cyanea). Nose spar of wing
Picutre taken from above and in front. Top: reflected light.
Bottom: reflected and transmitted light

While the longitudinal spar tubes have a maximum
and a wall
diameter (second spar) of about 0.1
thickness of about 0.01 mm, the leading-edge spar
has a complicated cross section, with a maximum
dimension of 0.4 mm. The rounded corners face
downward, forward, and upward. The forward and
upper corners, as shown in Fig. 107, have the following features: pronounced serrated edges; and, in
every toothed depression, a hair that is 0.003
long and hooked. The teeth
thick and about 0.03
of the two corners appear to have different spacing.
The spacing of the top corner is about 0.15 mm, while
that of the front corner is about 0.20 mm.
The serrated edge may serve as a turbulence
generator. The hooklets are hardly suitable for this
purpose, for the Reynolds number associated with

mm

mm

mm
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Fig. 106 Dragonfly

1

(Aeschna cyanea) wing. Leading edge -tip

strip

mm

Fig. 108 * ing of the dragonfly

{Aeschna cyanea)
Front spar and second spar
with membrane

upper edge

0.1

0.2

0.3

mm

0.4

83

mm

their diameter of 0.003
and a flight speed of
17 m/sec will be equal to 3, as Fig. 23 (above) shows,
and the flow around the cylinder formed by the hooked
hairs will be a "creeping" or "viscous" flow, in
which there will be no separations or eddies and
therefore no turbulence. Moreover, Fig. 106 shows
that the pits in the serrated wing-tip former also
have hairlets of this sort, even though the flow around
the wing tip has no connection with the boundary layer.

5

Membranous wings as

ultralight construction

of ultralight conof the blue dragonfly 5.1 cm long

A wing

with an area of 4. 6

The distribution

cm 2 weighs only 0.005

g or 11

only 0.0033

mm

.

—

weighs

g/cm 3

membranous wings

(locust)

sists of

of this weight is given in the table on

p. 78. Again, the membrane behind the girder
only 3.7 g/m2 and, with a specific gravity of 1.1
is

g/m 2

6 Folding

The hind wings of the locust are particularly
interesting because they can be folded like fans. In
Fig. 109 the completely folded wing is shown above
and the spread wing, below. This folding wing con-

Membranous wings are marvels
struction.

the thinnest carbon paper weighs 35 g and so is ten
times heavier. The construction and the dimensional
relationships of such a membranous wing are of the
greatest interest to the light-construction engineer
searching for new methods.

,

thick. Yet these wings are rigid
to beat 16 to 40 strokes per sec

and strong enough
and to support the dragonfly at flight speeds up to
15 m/sec. To give an idea of the thinness of this
membrane, we might mention that a square meter of

—

an anterior portion, the construction of which
with its gently curved ribs is very similar to
other membranous wings; and
a posterior portion that can be folded together.

This subdivision is generally delineated by the
projection of the point of the anterior portion and the
two closely spaced veins of the posterior border of
the front portion of the wing.
ig. 109 Locust
socusta migratoria). Hindwing
op: folded
ottom: spread
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Folding

—
—

is

made possible by

a fan- like arrangement of straight ribs; and
the linear alignment of the ribs of the filler
network to bisect the angles between the principal ribs.

light in the upper figure, and by transmitted light in
the lower figure. The front wing shows

—

—

Thus, when the fan is folded, the ribs are neither
bent nor rotated, and no struts of the filler grid are
bent. The articulation of the cross ribs is at their
connections to the longitudinal elements. The folding
wing of the locust is also very light. Although it is
4.3 cm long and the area is 5.4 cm 2 it weighs only
0.009 g or 16.7 g/m 2 which is 1.5 times the weight of
the wing of the blue dragonfly.

a very strong single rib near the front edge;
a main rib near the front which branches three
times anteriorly to the front edge and three
times posteriorly to the wing tip;

,

,

7

Wing framework

of the butterfly

of the membranous wing of the buttervery many species, quite similar. Figure
110 shows a butterfly wing, under oblique incident

The veining

fly is, in

Fig. 110 Butterfly wing

Top: reflected light - undulations.
Bottom: transmitted light

Fig. Ill Bat wing developed by Ryan Aircraft
Landing device for astronauts Can be folded
.

Top:

flight.

Bottom: landing

for storage in spacecraft
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Fig. 1 12 Fan roof
Self-supporting pleated construction. Model: Locust.

Fig. 113 Sun (and rain) roof
Locust-type folding. Self-supporting rectangle with suspension underneath
Top: closed; Center: half open; Bottom: fully open

—

—

a

main

to the

rib that branches three times posteriorly

wing

tip;

and

a single rib near the trailing edge.

Between the two principal ribs there is an interior
area of membranes without veins, which is bordered
distally by a cross vein. A structure of this sort,
with several branching ribs running outward to the
wing tip and with a large area of membrane between
the forward and posterior sections is typical for
butterflies with wings having a long chord.
This multiple spar construction is favorable for
butterfly wings with long chords and makes it possible
for the wings to sustain air forces from in front or in
back as well as twisting moments.
Butterfly wings are also very light. A wing 3.8 cm
long with an area of 4.21 cm 2 weighs 0.0045 g, so that
the weight per square meter of 11 g is equal to that
of the blue dragonfly. This membrane, as shown in
Fig. 110, is not flat, but rather it is waved and hence
is resistant to bending, a principle used in corrugated
sheet-metal construction.

8

Folding air

foils

Applications

in

aeronautics

Rigid wings are used in aeronautics. Sometimes
parachutes are used as landing aids. Space travel now
has new requirements as to landing aids in order to
avoid the disadvantages of the parachute, which, for
all practical purposes, drops vertically, and can execute no guided flight movements and cannot adequately
maneuver relative to the ground in a desired direction. The advantage of the parachute, namely, that it
can be folded into a small volume, must be retained
for purposes of storage in the space ship. Rogallo's bat
wing (Fig. Ill), which was developed by the Ryan
Company, is reported at the time of this writing to
meet the requirements of the U. S. National Aeronautics
and Space Administration.
Nature has provided us with valuable models for
just such tasks in the folding fan construction of the
insect wing.

9

The fan roof

— An

example

of folded structure

A study of the locust wing (Fig. 109) which can be
opened and folded like a fan, suggested to the author
that one might also build fan-like arrangements as
protective roofs against sun and rain. Figure 112

shows a model of a semicircular fan roof. Figure
113 shows a rectangular fan roof, consisting of two
halves, the manner in which it is spread out, folded
together, and the way it looks in intermediate positions. The engineering details are based on the folding

membranous wings

of insects.
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E
FLYERS IN THE
PLANT WORLD

I

Flying Fruits and

Seeds

Many plants ("the anemochores") are spread by
the wind. The wind distributes their seeds or fruits
from their place of origin. The seeds have the longest
flight if the anemochore plants grow high and the seeds
are picked up by a strong wind high above the ground,
where the fruits have a long distance to fall. The
flight path is prolonged if the fruits or seeds are of
very lightweight construction and are provided with
"flight organs." Such flight organs in fruits include
disks, wings, and screw blades.

to say, 1 million seeds

Seeds

in

flight

Because

2 g.

of their

small Reynolds number.
The spores of fungi are the smallest:
11
G = 5 -KT
g (therefore 20 billion spores weigh 1 g)
d = 5 ß (thousandths of a milli-

Weight:
1

weigh

large dimensions relative to their weight, these seeds
in still air drop very slowly and thus are borne by
updrafts to great heights and carried great distances
by the wind, so that they are widely distributed. An
interesting fact from the bio-engineering point of view
is that this fall is an aerodynamic process with a very

bladders

Diameter:

meter)
Seeds whose kernels are enclosed in a relatively
broad, air-filled bladder are extremely light with a
large surface. Thus the seed of an orchid (Goodyera
repens) has a weight of only two micrograms, that is

Specific gravity: y = 1.4
Rate of fall:
i>i = 4.5

mm/sec

Thus the Reynolds number
=

5^5

1Q

6

10

-6

is

-10

-3

=

15

.

10 -3.

15
area
F
disk area F K

=

8.4

=

58.1

cm
cm

2

J

2

Fruits

of the

as airscrew flyers

— The

autorotation

screw

Figure 114 shows a samara. The kernel is in the
nut-body to the left, which continues organically into
an eccentric wing to the right. When the wind tears
the fruit loose from the tree, it describes, with its
eccentric wing, a narrowly spiral flight path. The
autorotation of the blade around the vertical axis
creates a large propeller disk.
Autorotations that definitely resemble this flight
of fruit are also found in man-made flying apparatus:

— A

very dangerous autorotation is present when
an airplane falls into a flat spin, in which it
drops relatively slowly but constantly toward

—

3
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Fig. 114 Winged fruit -Samara {Securidaca longipedunculata)

the ground.

The blades of a helicopter rotor execute an
autorotation that is necessary for safety when
the rotor drive fails and the helicopter must
land in gliding flight.

The windmill

— Analogy

The windmill is acted upon by the wind in similar
fashion to the samara. Both are placed in rotation by
a current of air. For this reason we can apply

information about windmill propellers to rotating
flying seeds. Figure 115 shows the flow through a
windmill driven by the wind. This propeller has a
radius r and a disk area F*. = r 2 n. The streamlines
which touch the edge of the disk in the plane of rotation (and which therefore are spaced a distance r
from the axis) define the shaft of air which passes
through the windmill. This shaft of air

—

2/3

1

V,

>

1/2

=

v min

hemisphere

narrowest far ahead of the rotor, with a
r\ t and at this position has the initial
speed ui» which is equal to the wind speed;
expands until it reaches the plane of the rotor

^\

is

radius

—

to a radius

—

r

;

experiments
Heteropteryx
r

laurifolia

and then

Secwidaca

expands beyond the rotor to maximum radius
T2
where the speed of the wind reaches a minimum, which is equal to the terminal speed V2 of

longipedunculata
fresh
„i„/
Ple l
dry

,

Hiptage madablota
stone pine

the shaft of air.

The speed of flow w in the plane of the rotor is
approximately the average of the initial and final
speed, w =

(v\ + v2)/2.

The

axial force S which is applied to the rotor as
a result of the flow of air through its disk of rotation
2
is computed from the momentum theorem
Ffe = r u
(which we have already employed in our study of the
hovering of the hummingbird and insects).
According to this theorem the disk loading is

0,02

0.04

0,08

0.06

disk loading,

S/F K

or

different v 2 /v

windmill theory

0.1

kg/m 2

G/F K
1

<^ maximum power
maximum axial force

Fig. 116 Samaras

S/F k = p(ü 1 - v^>w = p(v^ - V2>(v^ + v^)/2

Flying seeds. Measured speed of descent plotted against disk-loading.
Compared with windmill theory.

= p(v\ - vf)/2.

The power N
and made

that is extracted from the current of air
available to drive the mill is

N

P F K^\ ~ y l) (t; l

+ V )/A
2

*

In Fig. 116 the initial wind speed (v\ = i> ma x) is
plotted against the disk loading for various speed
ratios (^min^max = ^A^) as parameters.
The theory and practice of windmills (Betz) indicates the following maxima for these devices:

—

the

maximum power

N m ax> which

—

4

Fig. 115 Windmill

S = axial force,

wind speed

r

= radius of shaft of air, v

in shaft of air,

and v 2

-

=

wind speed, v x

=

initial

terminal wind speed in shaft of

air

is

extracted from the wind
the engineering object in so far

as the windmill is concerned, when \>i/v\ = 1/3;
the maximum axial force S max which is technologically not desired but which would be ideal
for our samara, is observed when i^/ui = 0.
,

The single— wing samara

Fruits that are shaped as
slowly in still air, executing
the seed. Figure 117 is a
helical path, and Fig. 118 is

samaras

(Fig. 114) fall

an autorotation around
side photograph of the
a photograph obliquely
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i

Fig. 1 17 Autorotating flying fruit. Side view of the spiral.
Diameter of the spiral d, 8.65 cm; pitch s, 5.88 cm; speed of
_1
cm/sec; rate of spin n, 20/sec

'^
fall v

*

118

from above. The seed describes a very narrow spiral,
while the single wing describes a circle F# clearly
shown in Fig. 118, the center and radius of which are
indicated in Fig. 114. During autorotation, air flows
through this circle upwards from below. This upward
flow of air constitutes a "shaft of air" as in the case
of the windmill. The only difference is that, as far as
the observer is concerned, the disk of the windmill
remains stationary and the wind flows into it with a
speed of v\, while the disk of the samara moves at a
speed of v\ against the stationary air.
The initial speed v\ of the air shaft is, in the case
of the samara, equal to its speed of fall. At a certain

92

The weight

G, the disk area FK and the speed of
can be determined by experiment without great
difficulty. The experimentally determined speeds of
fall i'i of samara-fruits of five species are plotted in
Fig. 116 against their disk-area loadings G/Fk. In the
same graph, the speeds v\
,

fall v\

v\

=

\S/F K

\2/p

vl - (v2/v\)2

/

are plotted against S/Fk for various speed ratios i^/^i»
and these values hold for samaras when S is made
equal to G. Accordingly, samaras have V2 t'i speed
ratios of about 1/2-2/3. For purposes of comparison
the theoretical values of i>i are also plotted against
G/Fk for the vertically falling disk and the open hemisphere (parachute).
The falling speed üj of the samara is (according to
Fig. 116)

Fig. 118 Autorotation of flying fruit. Spiral viewed obliquely from above

distance beyond the disk Fjf the relative speed of the
samara with respect to the air column (the terminal
speed L'2) is less thani'i. Thus the autorotation creates
in the shaft an air current downward with a maximum
speed Ar = d'i - <.>2) and air flows through the propeller
disk with a speed 10 equal to (v\ + u2>/2. The air, in
this case, exerts an axial force on the samara which,
when it is falling with a constant speed v\ (see the
same fall paths s in each rotation in Fig. 117) equal
to the weight G, and by applying the momentum theorem
to the air shaft, it may be computed as

G

The disk loading

=

/2

is

Fig. 119 Winged fruit -samara (Hiptage madablota)
Length /, 4.7 cm; radius of disk r<, 3.3 cm; radius of disk r 7
2.9 cm; area F 7.54 cm
disk area F kl 34.2 cm
weight G,
,

G/F„

2 V

1

»!)•

,

;

;

,

0.125 g; aerial loadings: G/F, 0.166 kg'm

2
;

G/Fkl

,

0.037 kg'm

2
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Fig. 120 Autorotating flying fruit

Wiptage madablota)
Side view of the spiral. Diameter
of the spiral: d 1,6.6 cm; d2, 5.8
cm. Pitch s, 10.2 cm; speed of
fall v, 118 cm/sec; rate of spin
n, about 15/sec;

—

1.2

times that of the best-designed windmill;

and

—

times that of a hemisphere, the circular
cross section of which is equal to the disk swept
during autorotation.

1.5

Thus the samara

is

very efficient, because a disk,

or even a hemisphere with stabilizing apparatus, or
yet a complicated multibladed windmill rotor is much
less efficient with respect to weight and space. The
area F of the eccentric blade is, as shown in the
example of Fig. 114, only about one-seventh the disk
area Fn swept by the blade in autorotation and equal
to the average air-shaft cross section. Moreover, the
samara in its autorotation possesses self-stability.
Hence the samara is both simple and effective in
breaking its fall to a minimum speed. With a strong
wind of 16 m/sec (i>o) and with a tree 10
high, the
samara, which falls with a speed n of 0.8 m/sec, will
be carried a distance of 200 m.

m

5

Three-winged samaras
As we have established, the ratio
F to the disk area swept F Kt

surface

of the airfoil
in the case of

the single-winged samara, is quite small, being only
1/7, and it is conceivable that samaras with several
wings would be better with the same disk-area loading.
Figure 119 shows the three-winged seeds of the plant
Hiptage madablota, and Fig. 120 shows the double
helix which it describes. Results of measurement are
plotted in Fig. 116. The plot indicates, however, that
the falling speed is not less than that of the single-

winged samara.

6

The structure of the samara

Since the falling speed v increases with the square
root of the disk loading G/Fk, the samara is better,
the lighter it is constructed relative to its surface
area. At the same time it must be rigid and retain its
shape in order to execute autorotation with minimum
falling speed. In Fig. 121, above, there is a top view
showing how the hull of the seed on the left forms a
bundle of ribs extending in the direction of the leading
edge of the wing and how individual ribs separate
from this bundle by bending toward the trailing edge.
A wing of this sort is basically resistant to bending
and twisting. This rigidity is concentrated in the
"nose" of the wing, i.e., in the vicinity of the leading
edge, while the more posterior area is attached to the
anterior portion only by "veins." The thickness of
1

Fig. 121 Samara
Weteropteryx laurifolia). Fruit
Reflected light = texture;
Transmitted light = structure.
Top: top view (lighted from
above). Bottom: transmitted
light (light from below)

Fig. 122 Lilienthal Glider, Plan view
Curvature about 5%, wing span 7 m,
F = 14 m weight of airframe 20 kg,
G max = 100 kg,
,

A

!

=

^F

= 3.5,

£
F

=

7.15 kg/m

2
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Fig. 123 Flying fruils -Glider (Zanonia macrocarpa)
weight G, 0.175 g; surface loading
/, 11.5 cm, area F, 50 cm

Length

G/F, 0.035 kg/m

;

2

the wing decreases markedly from the anterior portion
to the trailing edge. This is shown in Fig. 121, below,
quite clearly by the differences in brightness, which
increases from front to back in the wing illuminated

by transmitted light.
Stresses on the wing of the samara owing to aerodynamic forces are not high and hence the rib structure is not heavily stressed. The most important
feature of this wing is its ability to retain its shape
well in order to ensure the best autorotation. Study
of this structure might stimulate the light-construction
engineer, in reinforcing plastics with glass fibers, to
align his fibers "organically," following the model of
nature.

7

Flying wing gliders: The Zanonia
an inherently stable flyer

After the tragic death of Otto Lilienthal, Ignaz
and Igo (son) Etrich decided to carry on his
work. They bought the two airplanesi which Lilienthal
left behind in 1898, a glider (Fig. 122) and an ornithopter, to study them. The Etrich glider of 1899 was
unsuccessful and crashed after a short flight. The
Etrichs came to the conclusion that basic studies
were necessary to design a useful, safe flying apparatus. Igo Etrich began this work in 1903, starting
with the observation of flying animals, particularly
bats. These animals, with their movable wings, having
variable area and degree of arching as well as a tail,
seemed little suited for the particular goal he had in
mind, which was to find an inherently stable, rigid
(father)
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fruit,

Fig. 124 Etrich glider. Modeled after the fruit of Zanonia

glider surface. The natural models presented by fruits
with rigid wings seemed much closer to the goal which
he had set himself. Etrich was inspired to study the
"flying fruits" by the writings (1897) of Ahlborn,
titled "Hovering Flight" and "The Falling Motion of a
Flat Plate in the Air." The Hamburg Botanical Museum
made available to him the sail- winged fruits of Macrozanonia macrocarpa, a palm species from Java, for
his practical study and as a model for building. Figure
123 is a photograph of a palm fruit of this sort, which
unfortunately was damaged.
"The beautiful flying properties inspired us,"
wrote Igo Etrich. His goal of building an "inherently
stable surface that would be completely safe in flight"
was quite high, for it was to be a flying wing which had
no stabilizing flaps of any sort above it. Igo Etrich
developed Zanonia airplanes that flew successfully in
the following order:

1904

Unmanned

with a pay load of 25 kg, a
2 it
of about 14
string
and
took off like a kite in the wind on a
could safely glide to the ground in free flight.
Unmanned glider with a payload of 70 kg, a
wingspan of 10 m, an area of 38 2 and a wingsurface loading of 4.3 kg/m 2 it rose from the

wingspan of

1905

glider
6

m

m, and an area

m

;

,

;

1909

The same model, manned, and

fitted with a

40-hp motor.
Etrich followed these Zanonia models with the
(Fig. 125), which carried out, in May 1910,
its first overland flight exceeding 45 km at a speed of
90 km/hr and which was a very successful aircraft.
In this "Dove" the principle of the inherently stable
flying wing found in flying fruits was dropped and the
bird again became the model. This step was necessary, because, in spite of all the success with the
models, the stability of the Zanonia wing is realized
only when the center of gravity is correctly positioned.
This is always the case in the natural object, and
Etrich was able to provide for this adequately in his
glider models, but it became practically impossible
in the manned and motorized aircraft, because the
latter always show some "wandering of the center of
gravity" which must be compensated. Hence flying
wings became practical only much later, with the
advent of more pronounced sweepback of the wings and
effective flaps on the trailing edge of the wing.
Despite this transition from the Zanonia flying
wing to the "Dove," Etrich's studies from 1903 to
1909 were the basic groundwork for the later success.
Through a study of nature and an analysis of the information nature holds, Etrich obtained a deep insight
into the problems of stability, control, and safety for
the machines he built and the experiments he conducted. The effort of Etrich to "adapt safety devices
from nature" was exemplary, and even today it should
serve as a model for the engineer.

"Dove"

zippi

Ü2

A.
Fig. 125 The Etrich Dove of 1913. Berlin - Paris - London-Berlin
Empty weight, 650 kg; payload, 200 kg; power of engine, 100 hp; maximum speed, 95 km/hr; wingspan, 14.43 m; length 9.85 m

ground after being accelerated to a speed of
13 m/sec at an angle and executed gliding
flights (as Fig. 124 shows) up to a distance of
300 m.

1906

The same model, but manned.
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F
ROTATION
AND OSCILLATION

Wheel-Wheels-Wheeled Devices-Oscillating Devices

1

The discovery of the wheel
in nature

—

No model

The rotating wheel is a discovery of man which
has assumed the broadest importance. There is
nothing in nature like a rotating wheel that can turn
indefinitely in one direction (that is, "rotate"). Fora
wheel to turn repeatedly and continuously in the same
direction, the rotor must be completely separated
from the stator, the stator being carried by the rotor
on "bearing surfaces." This separation is contrary
to the principle of integral organic construction of
living organisms. For a wheel to be a member of a
living organism, the separation between stator and
rotor would have to be overcome in the following
respects:

devices (twisting bows) which effected several turns
one after the other but not continuously. The history
of the potter's wheel has been reconstructed from age
determinations of vessels that have remained to this
day and which were turned on such wheels. Our
knowledge about the introduction of the wagon wheel
has been obtained from vase drawings, sculptural
relief, models, and fragments. The slow spread of
these "ancient inventions" can be seen in the comparative data compiled by Childe. The following information is taken from the work of Childe.
Number of years
potter s wheel

Region

in

Mesopotamia (Sumer)

—
—
—

permit the interrupted nerves and blood
vessels to bridge the gap by sliding connections;
to ensure that the lubrication of the bearings
would not escape and dirt enter by using sliding
bushings; and
to permit transfer of power from the stator to
the rotor by sliding elements, which also would
have to be sealed.
to

Assyria
Palestine

Egypt
Crete

Greece
Italy

Rhine— Danube
South England
Scotland

Technology has developed sliding means of transexample, "brushes" for electrical current.
It has also developed many seals which are more or
less dependable.
But technology also introduced
servicing and parts-replacement procedures to maintain and protect the moving parts. Nature has created
no such completely separated running surfaces with
sliding connections, contacts, seals, and powertransmission devices.

America

use

more than 5000
5000
5000
4700
4000
3800
2700
2400
2000
1600
400

Number of years
wagon wheel
in

use

5500
5000
3600
3600
4000
3500
3000
2500

fer, for

2

History of the wheel

The moving disk

of the sun has deeply influenced
times and everywhere, so that the "wheel"
had a religious significance as a symbol of the sun
before it was used in technology.
The invention of the potter's wheel and the wagon
wheel probably occurred scarcely 6000 years ago.
Spindles for spinning were in existence 2000 years
earlier. But much earlier than that simple tools that
rotated about their axes either fully or partially were
used, especially to make holes. The objects were
turned first "manually" and directly by twistingthem
between the fingers, and later by the use of accessory

man

100

at all

The

simplest rolling device

(precursor of the

which man used for transport was perhaps
the simple cylinder (a piece of tree trunk). Thus
ships were hauled across the isthmus of Corinth
5000 years ago with the aid of cylinders for roller
bearings and block-and-tackle devices containing
wheel)

rotating parts.
The civilized people of the ancient world first used
the complete disk wheel with a fixed axis. The oldest
evidence of this is provided by clay models of carts
with such wheels, which were made perhaps 5500 years
ago in Mesopotamia. From the same era (about
3000 B.C.) we have the depiction of a chariot scene
from Babylonia.
Wagon wheels consisting of hub, spokes, and rim
represent an important advance over the primitive
disk, since these can withstand shocks much better.
Hence they were introduced more recently, but still
more than 3500 years ago. We know that about
1650 B.C. the Egyptians built their war chariots with
spoked wheels.
Then man used the wheel to build machines to do

work and produce power, machines driven by animals,

wind, steam, electricity, and gas. The first
water wheels with bucket elevators driven by flowing
water for which we have evidence were in operation
as early as 2200 years ago. "Treadmills" driven by
men or animals were known in ancient times. Windmills were operating in Persia in the 10th Century
and in Europe in the 12th Century A.D. It is strange
that the windmill was invented so late, because nature
has produced free-flying "windmill rotors" in flying
seeds and the force of the wind is clearly visible in

water,

fashion in "drive mechanisms," but is distributed
organically with a higher total efficiency. In nature
the body and the propulsion mechanism can easily be
welded into a single unit, but in technology this is
much more difficult to achieve and up to now insufficient effort has been made in this direction,
perhaps in ignorance of the great advantages available. The unity of body and drive mechanisms in
nature can be a model for the engineer in many

movement problems

in the future.

nature.

The triumph of the wheel continued as wheels
were driven by water or by the wind or by living
organisms (in the treadmill), and later as wheelequipped drive mechanisms were driven by heat
(steam or hot gas) or electricity. Even where steam
or gas energy had previously been applied according
to the cylinder-piston principle and transmitted to the
shaft by a cranking mechanism and thus to the drive

gear, now rotating turbines or other rotors (reciprocating engines) have been developed. With his wheel,
his gear trains, and his gear drives, man has de-

veloped

an

enormous

number

of

machines which

relieve him of work, and, thanks to automation,
require a minimum of attention to operate.

3

Natural and

man-made

drive

now

mechanisms

With the enormous progress that has been made
the technology based on the rotating wheel, man
has ceased to pay attention to the "natural" processes
by which living organisms apply forces and do work
(move). Hence there is still a lack of knowledge about
important principles utilized in the movement of
in

animals,

although the scientific basis

(in

general

mechanics, hydrodynamics, vibration theory, and kinematics) as well as the means for experimental research are adequate and available. It cannot be said
that "natural" mechanisms are completely without
practical interest for the future of technology.
The study of natural mechanisms will not only
inspire the researcher but, through the knowledge
obtained, will stimulate the solving of technical problems with "natural mechanisms."
Evidences for the superiority of a "natural" drive
mechanism over technological driving mechanisms
are given in this book when we take up the study of
the astounding power output of the fast swimmers.
In these animals the thrust needed to overcome drag
is
not applied "technologically" in concentrated

4

Devices with and without wheels

Even though many technological problems of machine construction are best solved with the use of
rotating parts, it should not be forgotten that nature
provides living evidence that wheels are not indispensable.
The thinking of the engineer is tightly
bound to the wheel because technology has developed
on the basis of the wheel, and he seeks to solve his
problems in the fields of machinery, devices, and
instruments primarily by using rotating parts.
Such solutions need not always be the best solutions. Thus there are devices that have been designed
with extremely fast rotating parts and hence are expensive and subject to breakdown. An example of this
are the devices which were developed for stabilization
and are based on the principle of the gyroscope.
Stabilization is achieved in living organisms in natural
fashion without rotating parts, and it is, as we can
see in the flying insects, excellent. In these insects,
for example, the oscillating clubs or halters have
been substituted for the gyroscope. Most recently the
Sperry-Rand Corporation has succeeded in building a
gyroscope without rotating parts, called the gyrotron.
This device utilizes the oscillating club system found
in flies.

5

Various kinds of rotation

Rotation of a particle around a center located a
rather large distance away can take place in two
different ways, which are illustrated in Fig. 126.
The particle in rotation retains its
Rotation:
orientation relative to the center of the circle by
turning at the same time around its own center so that
the same interior side of the particle is always seen
from the center of the circle. All particles of a wheel
rotate in this fashion around the same center and
with the same angular velocity.
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Fig. 126 Rotating blade positioned in the plane of rotation
Rotation and translation. Generation of axial thrust

rotation

translation

l

a 1 A

9\\l./>*

"/

^'

/
A
N
R

L

= longitudinal axis of blade

- hub

V
H

= leading

)

edge of

= trailing

(

the profile

= radius (spoke)

—

movement, which is compendulum movements of the thigh,

for the foot, a natural

posed of
lower leg, and

foot;

and

for the pedal, a technological movement, which
takes place through two rotations, one about
the crankshaft of the pedal and the other running
in the opposite direction around the pedal
crankshaft.

6 Various possibilities of creating
"translational rotation"
Several additional examples of 'translational romay be given:
'
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Figure 127 shows the natural rotation of the
hand in drawing a circle on the desk while the
subject is seated or in turning a coffee-mill on

M

\.'^
'

= center of circle

lap.
This rotation takes place when the
upper body is erect through coupled pendulum
movements of the upper and lower arms in a
horizontal plane.
The hand executes pure

the

—

—

translational rotations if it also corrects its
position by rotation at the wrist.
In technology the connecting-rod drive of steam
engines demonstrates how the translational rotation of the connecting-rod head to drive the
flywheel crank originates in the translation of
the piston rod and the reciprocation of the connecting rod around the cross head.
Figure 128 shows an engineering model demonstrating how the production of translatory
rotation is achieved when, with the upper body
erect, a circle is described with arm outstretched on a perpendicular surface. The
model is a pendulum which can rotate about two
mutually perpendicular axes (knife-edges). The
oscillations executed by the pendulum are photographed in Fig. 128:
* On the left, about one axis only;
* in the center, about the other axis only with
the same maximum amplitude; and
* on the right, about both axes simultaneously
with the same maximum amplitudes but with
90° phase shift, so that a circle is described.

(Here

tation"

—

J

ft"

= axis

Translational rotation: A body can rotate around
a center without at the same time turning itself. Its
rotation at a speed of revolution u can be broken down
into two mutually perpendicular components of motion,
which are translations with the velocities u x = u-sin0
and u y = u cos0.
A clear example of "translational rotation" is the
natural movement of the foot in pedaling a bicycle.
The sole of the foot does not continuously maintain
the same orientation to the center of revolution
around the pedal crankshaft, but always remains
horizontal. This translational rotation is

—

%

I

ux =

u-sincß

and

uy =

u-coscß.)

The rotating motion of the extended arm can be broken
down similarly into such vertical and horizontal components.

Fig. 127 Rotating hand. Translational rotation by

means

of

two pendulum

movements

M

arm,

center of circle. S = shoulder joint (fixed),
U = lower arm, H = hand.

7

Walking

=

E

=

elbow,

= upper

upper and lower legs execute pendufoot turns somewhat back and
forth to adjust to the ground. None of these movements
is rotation but rather a "closed circle of motion" is
present, the shape of which varies greatly with ground
conditions. Natural forward movement by walking appears to be greatly inferior to the rolling of man-made
vehicles, but it has the advantage that it adjusts
thoroughly to the natural ground and landscape, while
rolling requires artifically prepared pathways.
In walking the

lum motions and the
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paddle

8 The generation of propulsive forces

by swimmers and
movements

flyers

though

circular

8.1 Axial, tangential,

movements.

In drive

and radial thrust from rotating
mechanisms designed to create

propulsive force through continuously rotatating
"vanes" or "blades," one must distinguish between
arrangements with "axial thrust," "tangential
thrust," and "radial thrust." The vanes or blades
are drawn in Fig. 129 and labeled with the designations used in the following discussion.
8.2 Axial-thrust arrangement of a rotating screw. The
axial thrust acts as a driving force in the direction of
the axis of rotation. The apparatus invented in 1826
by the Austrian Ressel as a ship propeller, which
provides axial thrust, is still the predominant device
for driving ships today, and, as modified for use in
air, is the propulsive device of airplanes. The axis of
the rotational movement is horizontal in the longitudinal direction of the object to be moved forward.
This wheel hub provided with blades is called a
"screw" because, with a forward movement do along
the axis (in the direction of thrust) and a rotation u
about the axis, helical lines are described, as exemplified in the flying seed of Figs. 117 and 118,
which falls with a velocity vq and rotates at a speed
u. The rotation of a screw blade around a hub N is
shown on the left in Fig. 126 and in the center of Fig.
129. The longitudinal axis L of the blade coincides
Fig. 128 Oscillating Pendulum
Simple translations— coupled translation. Left: longitudinal oscillation.
Center: transverse oscillation. Right: superimposed

Fig. 129 Propulsion devices of ships. Wheel paddle and propeller blade
v

M

= forward

speed of object, u

of incident flow, a

=

=

peripheral velocity, v x = resultant speed

angle of pitch.

with a radius R (a "spoke") during the entire rotational movement. If the blade is turned about its
longitudinal axis in such a way that the profile is
positioned at an angle to the plane of rotation, then a

is exerted against the blade perpendicular to the
plane of rotation and hence axial thrust is created.
The arrangement sketched corresponds to ship screws
and airscrews.
lift

8.3 Difficulty in creating axial thrust by translatory
rotation. In living organisms we find no propulsive
elements similar to screws, for pure rotations are
not found in nature, but rather the rotation is translatory. We wish to discuss briefly, however, how
axial thrust can be created by the translatory rotation
of blades.
Translatory rotation is diagramed in Fig. 126 on
the right. If this rotation takes place as in a screw
with a constant pitch-angle a then the lift applied to
the semicircle from / through o to r is exactly opposed
by the lift through the path from r through u to /.
Hence no axial thrust results. It must also be possible to rotate the blade profile around the longitudinal
axis, and in positions / and r the sign of the pitch
angle must continuously change.
Moreover, both
edges of the profile must be shaped the same way,
since the edge which is the leading edge in one semicircle becomes the trailing edge in the other semicircle. An apparatus to create axial thrust by blades
rotating in translatory fashion (somewhat like the
hand in Fig. 127) would be very complicated. No such
system can be found in nature.
,

8.4 Tangential thrust arrangement. Tangential thrust
acts as a driving force at the circumference in a direction perpendicular to the radius of rotating movements. The first ships driven by man-made engines
(toward the end of the 18th century) were "paddlewheel steamers." The axes of the paddle wheels,
which were arranged as drawn in the upper part of
Fig. 129, were positioned horizontally and transversely to the ship, somewhat above the water line,
so that the consecutively submerged paddles provided
"tangential thrust" for propulsion. Wheel arrangements of this sort naturally are not to be found in
living organisms.

"Radial force" arrangements. A very recent development has been the "Voith-Schneider propeller,"
which is installed in the ship with a vertical axis. Its

\8.5

blades (as shown in Fig. 129, bottom) are parallel to
the propeller axis but deliver radial forces in this
position. With increasing forward speed the forces
deviate increasingly from the radial direction.
This generation of thrust by rotating blades cannot be found in nature either, but it shows a certain

similarity to the fin propulsion of swimmers, so that
we wish to look at it somewhat more closely.
The incident flow v x on the blade results from the
rotational speed

u of

the blade and the forward speed

vo of the propelled object. The blades must be able
to be turned around their longitudinal axis, which is

perpendicular to the plane of rotation, in such a
fashion that the pitch angle between the profile and
the incident flow v x during rotation is always favorable, i.e., that the greatest possible propulsive forces
are always generated. For propulsion with a forward
speed vo, the angle of pitch a should be as follows:
a = a m in = Of when vq and u
« = «max» when i>o and u are

are parallel; and
mutually perpendicular.

The radial thrust system is advantageous for generating high thrusts when the ship is stationary (i.e.,
when uq/u = 0) or when the ship is moving forward
slowly (where vq/u is much less than 1). The system
becomes unfavorable at high forward speeds, whenuo
reaches the same magnitude as u. The disadvantage
of the arrangement is that thrust components that are
perpendicular to the forward velocity to are also
present. These cancel each other during a revolution
but they also produce asymmetry and waste power.
The diagram in Fig. 130 shows how the blades can be
controlled to create a propulsive force (to the right)
when the object already is moving forward (to the
right) at a speed v m (i.e., there is an incident flow
from the right at a velocity vo). For the sake of example, vo in the diagram was made equal to the peripheral speed u of the blades, i.e., vq/u = 1. The
maximum pitch angle a max was assumed to equal
20 degrees.
Figure 130 shows the setting of a blade in 12 positions

—

:

first, as

seen from the center of the circle,

i.e.,

in the circle;

—

second, as seen from still water, i.e., in a
trajectory running from left to right, which is
quite flat at position 9 and quite pointed on the
opposite side at position 3, so that instability
and sudden twists occur here.

In the circular diagram the current forces are
also plotted. These always have a forward component
but appreciable transverse components are also present (especially at positions 7 and 11).
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rotating

movement

forward and rotating movement
(seen from the medium)

(seen from the moving object)

Fig. 130 Radial thrust system with forward velocity
Rotating blades with longitudinal axis perpendicular to plane of rotation.
Adjustment of attack angle bytwisting oscillation of the profile, a = angle
of attack of the profile, A = lift force, v M = forward velocity of the object, u = peripheral speed, v x = resultant velocity of incident flow on
blade profile

9

Transition from

man-made

rotation to

natural oscillation

The drawings on the right in Figs. 131 and 132
show, for all three cases, the velocity components
perpendicular to the forward speed vo, depending on
y, to be always the same as in rotation. In the vq/u
ratios given, therefore, the velocity u is always
understood to be the peripheral speed of the corresponding rotating drive. In Fig. 131 on the right, the
velocity ratio vq/u is 1/6, i.e., the forward velocity vq
is small, and the trajectory is given with the setting
of the blade.

After having shown that radial-thrust drive is
favorable for small forward velocities but unfavorable for high forward velocities, we should now compare it with other types of propulsion. The movement
of the blade when the vessel is motionless (vo = 0)
should be characteristic for the three cases studied.
In Figs. 131 and 132, left, these movements with the
ship stationary are represented for movement of the
profile:
I

II

a circular path, continuously with polecontrol (Voith-Schneider) of the blade pitch;
in a straight trajectory in harmonic oscillation
with harmonic twisting of the blade to adjust
the pitch to the incident current (as does the

a twisting of the profile so as to give a good
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ficially.

in

when starting); and
Lemniscate trajectory, a figure-eight path with

pitch.

With rotating drive (Voith-Schneider) favorable pitch angles are obtained with a control
inside the circle at a distance e from the
center M, where r > e > r/3. When r > e, the
profile rotates about its longitudinal axis.
This drive, of course, is possible only arti-

II

fish
III

I

Ill

In the case of drive achieved by sweeping the
blade back and forth, at the point where the

bending motion is reversed there are severe
twisting movements in a relatively short trajectory, so that disturbances occur with larger
ratios of blade chord length to amplitude.
When the drive mechanism is moved in a
figure-eight pattern, the disadvantage of severe
twisting movements at the reversal points is
diminished. The only disadvantage, however,
is that the total range of blade angles is

v /u = 1'6

v /u =

+yM

*
-yf
/

tyn

-yf

But now the movement at the
lower reversal point becomes unfavorable for
this, owing to the severe twisting movements
of the profile and the associated formation of

Fig. 131 Thrust systems at a standstill (d /u = 0) and at low forward

velocity (vq/u = 1/6).

oscillations.

Trajectories with blade positions

greater than in system II, and the twisting of
the blade no longer follows a pattern of harmonic oscillation.

II

In Fig. 132 on the right, the trajectories and blade
positions for the special case in which vq/u equals 1,
that is, the case of high forward speed (as in Fig.
130), is shown. Here we see the following:
I

With rotating drive the control pole now lies
outside the circle so that the blade no longer
rotates about its axis but undergoes torsional

Ill

eddies.
When the drive mechanism is swept back and
forth, the path of the trajectory is spread out
and the torsional oscillations are now even
less vigorous. We can see no disadvantages in
this type of movement.
This phase-shift
coupling of bending and torsional oscillation
is ideal for natural conditions and hence is
found preferentially in living organisms (particularly in the tail stroke of the fish).
When the drive mechanism is moved in a
figure-eight pattern, all is also in order, but
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v /u

=

v /u =

1

"^— Forward movement
——-Backward movement

tioned,

Fig. 132 Thrust systems at a standstill (vq/u = 0) and at high forward
velocity (uq/u = 1). Trajectories with blade positions

is

movement

preferable to simple sinusoidal
at

smaller ratios of

vq/u.

In conclusion, we see, therefore, that the types of
propulsion preferred by living organisms, namely,

since the nonharmonic torsional movements of
the blades are more difficult to control, this
pattern of movement is not appropriate at
large values of vq/u (approximately > 1). The
figure-eight movement, as was already men-
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—
—

a figure-eight at low forward speeds; and
coupled bending and twisting oscillation at high
forward speeds, are both theoretically very
favorable and in no way disadvantageous as
in

compared with man-made rotating drives.

G
FISH-

MOVEMENT
AND SHAPE

I

The Speed

of Fish

In discussing the shape and movement of fishes,
the first question that comes up is that of the speeds
which fish can achieve and of the relationships that
exist between the speed and the driving movements.
Until a short time ago our knowledge of this subject
was limited to a few scattered data. Quite recently,
however, basic information has been obtained by sys-

tematic experiments.

appeared in the case of the bass, which can swim 1.6
times as fast in flight as he swims in the school. To
do this he must theoretically expend 4 times as much
power. The speeds which solitary swimmers can
reach depend first of all on their length, as shown in
Fig. 134, according to measurements under natural
conditions in the SeeburgerSee. Swimmingin a school,
the smaller fishes must make a greater effort than
the larger fishes in order to keep up with the speed
of the school.

1

Speed studies

in

nature

Observations and measurements of the speed of
fishes under natural conditions in the Seeburger Sea
by Ohlmer and Schwartzkopff were related to the basic
question of the difference among speeds a) in schools,
b) in solitary movement, and c) inflight. These speeds
are compared in Fig. 133. The most striking difference

2

Speed studies

in

the laboratory

Measurements were made on a great number of
fishes to determine the effect of body length / as well
as the frequency f and amplitude a of the tail stroke
in the Bainbridge Laboratory at Cambridge.
The
"fish wheel" developed by Hardy and Bainbridge was
used in the study. This is a closed annular channel
made of transparent plastic which is filled with water
and turned so rapidly that its tangential speed exactly
compensates the speed of the fish swimming inside.
Therefore the fish does not vary its position relative
to the observer and its drive movements (tail stroke)
can be conveniently filmed and the pictures readily
analyzed.

3

The specific speed,
of stroke frequency

n

-

v/l

,

as a function

f

of fish, whose movements studied
wheel" are analyzed below, are sketched
Several lengths of each species of fish

The three species
in the "fish
in Fig. 135.

/

flight

deviation

solitary fish

school
1

1

6-

solitary/ school

1.27

1.33

1

flight/ school

1.4

1.5

1.54

1.74

solitary/school 2

2.3

2.8

4.1

flight/school

3.4

37

53

4

1.6

G ±

speed ratio

power ratio

110

c

2-

0.

10

28

Fig. 133 Fresh-water fishes (.Seeburger Sea)
Difference in speed: schools, solitary swimming, flight

15

length of fish

Fig. 134 Fresh-water fishes (Seeburger Sea)
Bream. Speed as a function of length of fish

—

3(--

_.

frequency of

tail strokes, f

Fig. 136 Dace (Leuciscus leuciscus)
Specific speed v/l as a function of frequency of tail stroke

The maximum specific speed

of 20 would be shown,
according to this compilation, by the dace, if he executed 24 tail strokes per sec. If his length were
24 cm, his maximum speed would be 480 cm/sec

Fig. 135 Fish shapes. Speed studies with the "Fish Wheel" (Bainbridge)

were studied, and the specific speed (speed/length, n)
was determined. The latter indicates by what multiple
n of the body length the fish moves forward in a second. Figure 136 is a plot of the specific speed for
dace {Leuciscus leuciscus) of different lengths (about
160 trials altogether) against the frequency
of the
tail beat, as determined from photographs. Figure
137 contains the upper boundary curve from Fig. 136,
the corresponding curves for the trout and the goldfish, and the lower boundary curve of the scatter.
We see that the maximum specific speed of the
trout and the dace practically agree in their relationship to the beat frequency f and that n is approximately
equal to 0.87 f. In other words, these fishes can
/'

travel a distance equivalent to 87% of their total
length with each stroke of their tail. The values
given correspond to the maximum values in all trials.
If, instead, we take the average values, as plotted in
Fig. 136, we find the following relationship:
'avg

= (u//) avB = 0.75/"

frequency of

tail

Fig. 137 Specific speed of fishes
Distance traveled on 1 sec 'body length
tail-stroke frequency

strokes, f

(n

v/l) as a function of

111

(fmax - l'n = 24*20 = 480). This maximum speed,
however, is not reached by the adult fish 24 cm long,
because he cannot achieve this stroke frequency.

25

1/sec
•

/

20

4

Maximum

stroke frequency of the fish

The maximum stroke frequency

tail

/

15

that a fish
can achieve is plotted in Fig. 138 as a function of
length, according to measurements in the fish wheel.
We see that the maximum frequency which a fish can
achieve increases with its length up to a certain optilength (in this case about 8 cm), and beyond this
length the frequency again drops off. This means that
from this length up, the maximum speed of the goldfish and the dace will increase but slightly.
The trout is a fast swimmer because it can achieve
f max

/ /
/ /

5

Sustained

tail

stroke frequency

in

fish

The difference between sustained and maximum
speed follows from the decrease in stroke frequency
during sustained swimming. In Fig. 139 the frequency
for short-period and sustained effort is plotted
f

1/sec

max

-*0.5

max

//
//

'
1

10

/..

mum

^

/ /
/ /

10

mum

a high stroke frequency at a large size
When / = 25 cm and f max is 17/sec, n is 15/sec,
and thus the maximum speed is 380 cm/sec.
The goldfish, on the other hand, is slow, and at
best, with a length of 18 cm and a maximum beat frequency of 8/sec, n will be 6/sec and thus the maxispeed will be 108 cm/sec.

V

-o

30

20
fish length,

/

Fig. 139 Dace. Tail-stroke frequency

Maximum and steady values

plotted against fish length

against the length of the dace. At the optimum length
of 7.5 cm, the sustained stroke frequency is 0.6 of
the maximum frequency.

6

Frequency and amplitude of the

tail

stroke

One might suspect that the amplitude a would
change with the frequency of the stroke. Tests have
shown, however, as indicated in Fig. 140, that the
average specific amplitude a/l is 0.2. Thus the specific amplitude of the tail stroke changes neither
with fish length nor with the frequency of the stroke.
The scatter of values is large at low frequencies and
for small fishes, but at the highest frequencies of
practical interest, the scatter is smaller. On the
other hand, observation of fishes and analysis of our
(trout) show that at high acceleration
(darting) the amplitude a is substantially larger than
with fin strokes to maintain a speed (rapid swimming).

own films

7

10

20

fish length,

Fig. 138
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Maximum

Experiments

frequency as a function of fish length
wheel"

tail-stroke

in the "fish

/

Generalization of the data

The fish for which the preceding data were collected on the basis of the fish-wheel tests are, as
Fig. 135 shows, quite similar in the shape of their
body and their tail. The numerical values given
probably cannot be transferred to other fish which
differ markedly in shape. However, the basic information should be generally valid.

body length
1

o

£=17. 5

data are known for this forward lunge:

cm
cm

/

= 0.20

/

= 0.17

m
m

v
v

= 1.5
- 2.1

m/sec
m/sec

i.e., n
i.e., n

= 7.5 sec -1
= 12.5 sec -l

0.2

According to these data, the pike in darting forward
can cover a distance in 1 sec equal to 7.5-12.5 times
its length.

The salmon (Salmo salar) is of interest as a wellknown jumper. The following numerical data are

01

known:

Normal
/

4

6

8

10

12

14_!_16
sec

/

tail-stroke frequency, f

/

fast

swimming:

= 0.85
= 0.75
= 0.75

m
m
m

i=

5.0
v = 4.8
v = 6.0

m/sec
m/sec
m/sec

n

=5.9 sec -1

n

= 6.4 sec -1

n

=8.0 sec -1

Jumping:
Fig. 140 Goldfish (Carassius auratus). Tail stroke

Specific amplitude as a function of frequency of tail stroke

8

Speed considerations
salmon, and sailfish

relative to the pike,

H

=

1.83m

H = 2.00m
H = 3.05m

=
=
/ =

/
/

0.91m
0.80m
0.91m

v
v
v

= 8.3
= 6.7
= 11

m/sec
m/sec
m/sec

n

n
n

= 9.2 seer 1
= 8.4 sec -1
= 12.2 seer 1

The sailfishes (Istiophorus) swim at particularly
It has even been stated (Norman and
Fräser) that they move forward with a velocity of
27 m/sec.
high speeds.

The pike (Esox
because

it

lucius) is of particular interest

can lunge forward quickly. The following
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The Swimming Movements of Fish

1

Basic question:

How does

a fish swim?

In clear mountain brooks and pools we marvel at
the standing, lightning-fast darting, and the leaping of

Underwater swimming with mask and oxygen
reveals to us the astonishing world of the fish with
wonderful shapes, colors, and movements. On sea
voyages the large swimming inhabitants of the ocean,
especially the dolphins, show us their skill at swimming and leaping, and small fish, such as the Catalina
flying fish, perform as flyers. In the large aquaria
we have the opportunity to study the shapes and movements at leisure. Despite the strongimpression which
the shapes and movements of the inhabitants of the
water make on the observing human, the simple
question, "How does a fish swim," that is, "How
does propulsion take place with the swimming movements of the fish?" has not been answered adequately.
Our lack of knowledge about these swimming processes
is strangely out of keeping with the high state of
knowledge that we have developed in the 20th century
in the field of aerohydrodynamics and its application
to airplanes, missiles, ships, and hydroplanes, as well
as their drive mechanisms. Collaboration between
biologists and engineers was poor for decades during
this century (with a few exceptions such as, in particular, E. von Hoist in the field of flight). During the
past 50 years, in contrast to previous times, engineers have picked up but little from living nature and
also have contributed far too little through application

fish.

of technical

processes

of

knowledge to the clarification of natural
swimming and flying.

Different types of drive

2

mechanisms

The "drive mechanisms" of different fishes and
swimmers that resemble them (dolphins, whales, and
seals) are quite different. Figure 141 shows several
propulsive motion.
involved, namely:

fish

in

1.

2.
3.

4.

I

,

Fig. 141

Trout

|

,

,

y

a single tail fin

Swimming movements. Fin and body oscillations

knifefish (Xenomystus nigri); 2 = sole (Solea solea); 3 = eel (Anguilla
anguilla); 4 = sturgeon (Acipenser sturio); 5 = trout (Salmo gairdneri)
1 =

All these shapes and
in

movements have something

common which

reach

Knifefish, ribbon fin with traveling waves
Sole, vertical
wave movement of the enEel, horizontal /
tire body
Sturgeoni
...
_ .
several fins on the
&
oscillation of the
..
(

5.

Oscillations are always

Fig. 142 Blue trunkfish {Ostracion lentiginosus)
Slow swimming by shoveling with the pectoral fins

a

will be brought out later in order to
general explanation of the propulsion of

swimming organisms.

In all forward movements
oscillations are executed by the body or attached fins,
which can be seen as undulations running backward
from the head. In special cases, such as when a
knifefish swims backwards, the undulations of the
ribbon fin (on back or belly) are reversed and run

forward.
The following investigations treat these propulsive
wave movements which make rapid swimming possible. Many fishes, e.g., the trunk fish in Fig. 142,
can also move forward slowly by "shoveling with the
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pectoral fins," fins which otherwise are used for
stabilization and steering. This propulsion with the
pectoral fins is, as Fig. 143 shows, also the method
by which the sea turtle propels itself.

Fig. 143 Sea turtle (Eretmocheles imbricata).
Top: drawing back the front flippers. Bottom: backward stroke of flippers
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Ill

1

Undulating Ribbon Fins

Fin fringes on dorsal and ventral sides
which do not have their own motion

In a number of fishes the dorsal fin above and the
anal fin and tail fin below form a fringe that moves
with the movements of the body without generating
waves of its own. These include the eel (Fig. 144);
the eelcat (Gymnallabes typus), Fig. 145; the sole
(Fig. 141); and the surgeonfish (Figs. 146 and 147).
The rigid fringes make it possible for organisms
with cylindrical bodies (e.g., the eel), to exert greater
lateral forces with propulsive components in undulating
movement. The action of the fringes to increase
lateral forces is seen well in the surgeon fish. When
it is swimming fast and straightforward, for which it
executes very rapid strokes of the tail and body (it
looks as if it is vibrating), this fish folds down its
fringe (Fig. 146, above), and it unfurls the fringe
(Fig. 146, below), in order to be able to twist and
curve rapidly with its large arched shape (Fig. 147).

2

Ribbon

fins

which do not include the

tail

In cases where the anal fin is a long ribbon but
the separate tail fin still retains its beating function,
as in the catfish and glassfish (see Fig. 148), the wide
fin fringe supports the action of the body stroke.

Fig. 144 Eel (Anguil'.a anguilla)

Fig. 146 Large surgeonfish
(Acanthurus fuliginosus)
Fins as fans
Top: folded fins- movement
straight forward
Bottom: spread fins -ready to turn

Fig. 145 Eelcat (Gymnallabes typus)
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Fig. 148 Anal ribbon fin and tail fin
Top: Bullhead (Ameiurus nebulosus). Center: Glassfish (Parailia longifilis).

Fig. 147 Large surgeonfish (Acanthurus fuliginosus)
Tight turn with maximum curvature. Spread fins = larger
paddle

3

Knifefishes

Fishes in which the anal and tail fins (or also in
rare cases the dorsal and tail fins) are joined into a
single ribbon extending over almost the entire length
of the underside of the fish and which execute rapid
undulating strokes, are "knifefishes."
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Fig. 149 Electric eel (Electrophorus electricus)
Propulsion by undulation of ventral ribbon fin and body

Fig. 150 African knifefish

(Xenomystus

nigri)

Propulsion by undulation of
ventral ribbon fin
Top: slow movement along
the bottom.
Bottom: fast swimming

3.1 Electric eel.
The electric eel (Electrophorus
electricus), which can produce strong electrical
bursts for defense and to disable its prey, moves, as
shown in Fig. 149, by undulation of the ribbon fin and
supplementary undulation of the body. The body waves
are about four times as long as the waves of the
ribbon fin. The waves of the ribbon fin run from
front to back, and thus the electric eel moves forward.
By reversing the direction of the waves from backward to forward he swims backward.

Figure 150 shows an African knifefish, which stands at the end of one path of evolution.
The body is much elongated. It makes no stroke
movements of its own but rather it is the support for
the ribbon fin and its driving muscles. The knifefish
uses its ribbon fin in the following fashion:
3.2 Knifefishes.

— When the

—

fish is stationary, the ribbon fin idles,
that is, the waves in the anterior half run backward and those of the posterior half run forward.
To accelerate forward, the posterior half is
switched to the direction of the anterior half
and the frequency is raised markedly.

—

To swim backward, the undulation
ribbon fin moves forward.

of the entire

The big advantage of this type of propulsion lies
in the fact that the fish can accelerate forward and
backward without turning around and without losing
sight of an attacker. The backward movement also
permits the knifefish to back into a narrow hiding
place, such as a cleft in the rock.
Figure 151 shows the stages of a slimefish backing
into a pipe.

—

Stage

1:

—

Stage

2:

—

Stage

3:

The fish swims up to the pipe opening
as if to enter the pipe head first.
Just in front of the opening he accelerates in the reverse direction.

From

this

reversed position, in which

he is aligned with the axis of the pipe,
he swims by forward undulations of his
ribbon fin backwards into the pipe.

Many knifefishes, such as the green knifefish
(Eigenmannia viridescens) of the American knifefish
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Fig. 152 Green knifefish (Eigenmannia viridescens)
American knifefish family (Gymnotidae). Radar. / = 45 cm

Fig. 151

Runula rhinorhynchus. Forward-reverse-backward

family (Gymnotidae) shown in Fig. 152, have an elecapparatus which they use as "radar." The
particular advantage of a radar of this sort lies in
the fact that the knifefish, which can swim backward,
can also "see" backward by means of the radar. The
completely smooth body without projecting fins could

trical

be important in not disturbing the electrical field of
the fish. Figure 37 gives a summary of the two most
important families of knifefish.
Of particular engineering interest is the propulsion
system with idling waves that run counter to one
another and sudden reversal of one half to match the
other. This system would provide for a high degree
of readiness and thus permit rapid application of high
propulsive force in any direction.

Figure 151 was assembled by the author from a foreign motionpicture film in order to demonstrate that Runula swims up to a pipe in
the forward position, turns around, and backs in. The author could not
personally observe this Runula in preparing the montage, because the
otherwise exceptionally well-stocked Berlin Aquarium did not have one
at the time. Two errors were made in preparing the photographs:
1.

2.

The ribbon fins, which had become almost invisible in the copy
photographs, were retouched in the author's studio, unfortunately
without consulting the producer of the film, so that the fin rays
and outlines do not appear anatomically correct.
The author mistook an active undulating movement of the ribbon
fin, as in theGvmnoüdae, for propulsive movement of the Runula
in backing up. Propulsive movements can hardly be detected in
the film, which was taken in side view and was not intended for
analysis of fin movement.

To show clearly and measurably the propulsive movements of the
very rapid strokes are now being filmed by the author from
above and below. As the author has been able to verify quite recently
by filming several fresh-water and salt-water Runulae in the Berlin
Aquarium, these fish move by strokes of the body with its fins and by
fish, these

oscillation of the pectoral
undulations of their own.

fins,

and the ribbon fins do not execute
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The Coordination

IV

of Different

Propulsion Mechanisms

1

Propulsion mechanisms and shapes
of the "Picasso fish"

Balistapus aculeatus (thorny Balistapus) is called
Hawaiian home "Humu humu nuku nukua-puaa"
("the humu-humu that has a pig's snout") and has
received the beautiful and appropriate name "Picasso
fish" from Mr. Werner Schröder, director of the
Berlin Aquarium in Germany, because of its splendid
colorful pattern. Figure 153 shows this fish. As the
drawing in Fig. 154 shows, its body is approximately
an ellipsoid, with a width height length ratio in side
view of 1:2:4. This ellipsoid is quite resistant to
bending of the body, especially to lateral oscillation
of the entire body. The flexibility of the tail and of
the very thin and narrow tailprocess, however, makes
possible a coupled bending and torsional stroke of the
in its

:

:

tail fin.

The Picasso

fish possesses, for propulsion and

steering:

—

—
—

the tail fin, which can be spread like a fan from
the folded position to a span 2.5 times as wide;
two ribbon fins, one on the lower back and one
on the abdomen, each about one-third the length
of the body; and
pectoral fins, which also can be spread and
folded like fans as well as pressed against the

body.
In addition to these propulsive and steering fins,
the Picasso fish also has

—

—

a thorn at the highest point on his back (Fig.
153, above), which is not often seen because,
during slow and fast swimming (Fig. 153, center
and below), it is folded back into the body completely; and
below the belly, approximately in the center of
the body, a skid which also is withdrawn during
fast swimming.

153, 155, and 156
conditions of motion.

Figures

show the

fish in various

The holdfast shape. For protection against attackers the Picasso fish can withdraw into clefts in
the rock. He fixes himself tightly therein by extending
Fig. 153 Changes in shape of the Picasso fish (Balistapus aculeatus)
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At rest- slow- fast

1

extensible apparatus
thorn on the back with locking

mechanism V

equivalent ellipsoid

/W
......

b:h:f=1:2:4
Fig. 154

Picasso

fish.

View from

Resting shape. The dorsal thorn and the belly projection can be extended, as shown in Fig. 153, above.
The fans of the tail fin and pectoral fins are open.

Slow movement in various directions. Both ribbon
fins can be set in undulatory motion by the fish and
thus propel him. Various directions of this propulsive
force are possible, as shown in Fig. 155. The undulatory motion of the ribbon fin has the following results:

waves moving simultaneously backward cause
the fish to

swim forward;

forward

P
Rr
Ra

Ra

= skid on the ventral side

1

Fig. 156 Picasso fish. Retractable defense apparatus

three sides and equivalent ellipsoid

the belly skid and the back thorn. Figure 156 shows
him in the holdfast condition. It is noteworthy that the
thorn D in the extended position is protected by a
locking mechanism V against folding back. The fish
sits tight and cannot be withdrawn from his refuge
even with force.

—

K

constriction for tail-fin
mobility

backward

Ra

= resultant thrust

induced by undulation of dorsal fin
= flow induced by undulation of anal fin
= fin flow

Fig. 155 Picasso fish- maneuverability
Propulsion by wave movements of the ribbon fins

downward

Wedging

—

in

crevices by means of extensible apparatus

D and K

waves moving simultaneously forward cause
swim backward;
waves moving in opposite directions, those of
the lower fin moving backward and those of the
upper fin moving forward, cause the fish to
the fish to

—
—

drop; and

waves moving in opposite directions, those below moving forward and those above moving
backward, cause the fish to climb.

Forward swimming can be assisted by lateral
strokes of the opened tail-fin fan. Because he has the
shape of a flat ellipsoid, the Picasso fish can, with
folded tail and this ability to maneuver, easily withdraw
into cracks in the coral reef, where, wedged tight, he
is safe against attacks of other beasts and man.
Faster swimming. The thorn on the back and the
belly projection are withdrawn, as shown in Fig. 153,
center; the fan of the tail fin is completely closed and
is used only for steering. The pectroal fins are held
against the body. Both ribbon fins drive the fish
rapidly forward by powerful undulatory movement in
the same direction and without other assistance.
Figure 155, left, shows how the reaction current
created by the undulatory motion of the two ribbons
can flow smoothly backward.

Very rapid swimming ("attack"). The

initial

con-

dition is as in "faster swimming." In a fast attack
the fish exerts vigorous strokes with the suddenly
extended tail fan. In this combined propulsion the
movements of the ribbon fins and of the tail fan are
coordinated to follow one another.
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V

1

Body Shapes

of the

Adaptation of shape and way of

Powerful Swimmers

life

Bodily shape and way of life of a swimmer are
adapted one to the other. Hence by no means are all
fish fast swimmers. Instead they may have special
mobility or be able to dart quickly from a hiding
place. Many species are not very skillful in their
movements or move practically not at all or maintain themselves by other means than movement. In
this book we cannot go into the numerous kinds of life
and everything that pertains to them. Two types of
swimmers, the "fast swimmers" and the "lungers"
we will discuss in detail, because in the light of our
knowledge of hydrodynamic engineering they seem to
be especially well designed and because, as hydrodynamic engineers, we can learn much from a study
of these shapes and their movements and "accessories."

2

"Formless"
It

is

fish

bodies

impossible to say anything that

is

generally

valid concerning the shape and locomotion of fishes.
This is demonstrated, for example, by the walking
fish shown in Fig. 157, the pectoral fins of which have
been developed into strong leg-like members which
are used for locomotion on land and which permit the
fish to make leaps of several meters. It is obvious
that the body of this walking fish cannot and need not
be adapted for rapid swimming.
Another instance of the fact that salvation need not
be sought only in swimming speed is to be seen in the
Puffer (Fig. 158), which does not have a "streamlined shape," or even a laminar shape, and when in
danger blows himself up into a globe shape. In this

Fig. 158

Puffer (Spherioides mephalus)

condition he can hardly be grasped, especially if the
parts projecting from the globe are then above water.

3

The numerous functions of the body
of the powerful swimmer

The body of the powerful swimmer
ber of functions in such a way that

fulfills a

num-

shape is an
optimum solution from the point of view of hydrodynamics and propulsion:

—
—
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Fig. 157 Mudskipper (Periophthalmus barbarus)

its

contains a musculature fashioned in the best
shape, which is the powerplant as well as the
associated fuel.
It provides a place for "interfering objects"
such as mouth, gills, eyes, and ears in such a
way that the interference with flow is minimum
and yet the functions of these organs remain
It

unimpeded. A beautiful example of this is the
front of a shark shown in Fig. 159. This "consistent" and "beautifully shaped" solution can

engineering devices. But the study of nature's solutions can stimulate "more organic" technical solutions. This "organic thinking" leads the builder to
"integral solutions" in engineering. In "integral
structures" the individual functions are not each taken
over by a single element and then the elements "rigged
together," but larger units are built in which several
functions are combined (integrated).

4

Bodily shape of the large, fast denizens
Thick spindles
of the sea

The latest findings of engineering fluid dynamics,
which have been developed through research to find
the best shape for airplane fuselages, show us that
the bodies of the large, fast-swimming inhabitants of
the sea have an ideal shape for their functions:

—
airplane builders who do not
finish the overall shaping of the bow of the airplane properly.
It constitutes, together with the fins that it
carries, the propulsion and steering mechanism.

be a model for

—

all

The "unity of airframe and powerplant" is a requirement for the design of airplanes which has been
prominent for about 20 years. The blending of functions into the body of the powerful swimmer should be
a shining example for the planner and builder. Of
course organic creatures cannot be converted into

Their profiling ensures a thorough laminarity of
boundary layer, so that the drag in fast

the

Fig. 159 Shark. Irregularities at front end of body: mouth, eye, gills

—

swimming

is low.

Yet their large relative thickness makes it
possible to accomodate the mass of muscles
and the stores of fat.

Figure 160 gives an older comparison of the
shapes of large, fast fishes and mammals of the sea.
The sketches, however, do not reproduce the profiles
for they show more the hypothetical "drop
shapes" than the actual "laminar shapes." They are,
however, correct with respect to the relative thickness
(thickness divided by length). According to this set of
diagrams the tuna are thickest, with a thickness /length
well,

,

Fig. 160 Bodies of fast

swimmers. Equivalent
bodies of rotation
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ratio of 0.28. But swordfish, also, which are famous
for their enormous swimming power, have a thickness/length ratio of 0.24, while whales and dolphins
(porpoises) have thickness ratios of 0.21-0.25.
Naturally these thickness ratios are only examples,
for there are considerable differences among the
species of a family and among the individuals of a
species. Thus in this diagram we have a shark with a
thickness/length ratio of 0.26, while in Fig. 161 there
are others with ratios of 0.18 and 0.14. The point is
that the bodies of these inhabitants of the sea are
quite thick (with thicknesses reaching those given in
the diagram) and that at the same time they can swim
very fast and for very long periods. There are no
such thick fuselages in modern aeronautical engineering. In airplanes designed to fly at high subsonic
speeds (v - 800-1000 km/hr), one does not exceed a
thickness /length ratio of 0.1 if possible, because
otherwise the perturbation velocities owing to constriction of the flow reach the speed of sound too
early in places and limit the flight speed. The movement of the body of a fish in the water, where the
speed of sound is 4000 km/hr, however, does not
involve supersonic problems, and large thicknesses

are permissible. The advantages of thicker fuselages
for airplanes, however, are so great that a moderate
decrease in maximum speed would not be critical, and
the thicker fuselages are better in overall efficiency,
which is the most important factor.

5

Powerful swimmers Similarity
engineering profiles

Fig. 161

Fish bodies- Predator fishes

shape

In contrast to the land vertebrates, in which the
weight of the body must be supported by the skeleton,
the body of a water animal is supported in uniformly
distributed fashion by the water. Hence its contours
can vary more widely with bodily movements. The
dolphin (porpoise) in Fig. 162 is quite symmetrical in
top view but somewhat lopsided in side view ("sagging
belly"). In Fig. 163, above, the average vertical section (symmetrical with respect to a straight skeletal
line) has been sketched on a photographed side view
with curved skeletal line. The differences in the two
shapes are not great. In the lower part of the same
figure the averaged vertical and horizontal sections
are sketched over one another as well as the section
averaged from them, which we have selected as a
rotationally symmetrical equivalent body.
This equivalent body, which is suitable for theoretical study and for comparison with ordinary profiles, shows a pronounced "laminar" shape, for which
we can expect that the boundary layer will remain
"laminar," and therefore low in resistance, over a
longer distance along the body. The dolphin studied,

Fig. 162 Silhouette of dolphin
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in

to

Top: side view

Fig. 163 Shape of a dolphin
(after Fig. 162).

Averaged

sections. Relative thickness
of equivalent body, 18%.

side view as photographed

curved skeletal line

averaged symmetrical vertical section
vertical—,;>- section,

averaged

horizontal

equivalent body (rotationally

symmetrical)

m

with a length of 1.9
(excluding the tail fin), has the
greatest thickness, with a thickness ratio of 0.18 at a
rearward position x/l of 0.45.
In Fig. 164 the profile of this dolphin-equivalent
body is compared with a modern laminar wingprofile,
which carries the U. S. NACA designation 66-018.
There is an amazing similarity. The dolphin head,
which is even more pointed than the NACA wing profile, might well prove to be an advantage in windtunnel tests. The comparison given in the pages of
this book between the spindle profile and airfoil
profiles is not exact to the extent that "threedimensional" flow around the spindle is somewhat
different from the "flat" flow around the airfoil

The profiles in NACA development series 66
are shaped in such a way that the thickness increases
from a relatively pointed nose in a flat rise, and thus
the water displacement increases constantly up to the
section.

of maximum thickness. The water pressure
during fast swimming, then, decreases from the tip,
where there is a stagnation pressure, continuously
approximately to the position of maximum thickness.
In the region of decreasing flow pressure the boundary
layer can remain laminar. (Hence the designation

point

"laminar profile.")

6

Shape

of a "lunger"

— The

trout

The vigor and agility of the
6.1 The lively trout.
trout have been objects of wonder and song. The
trout, however, actually is not outstanding as a fast
swimmer but rather for its very rapid lunging from a
stationary position. Hence we also have filmed the
acceleration of the trout and determined some facts
about this lunging, which will be reported in the section titled "Fast Start." The analysis gave the following results: in the case of a trout 0.29
long with
a thickness ratio d/l of 0.18, the initial acceleration
is 50 m/sec 2 (five times the acceleration of gravity),
and the maximum speed 0.15 sec after the start is
2.6 m/sec, and then the speed again declines.

m

Fig. 164 Shape of a dolphin
(after Fig.

rearward

y/d = 3.0

163)compared with

position of

NACA

66-018. Thickness ratiod// = 0.18;
x/l - 0.45; slimness of stern

maximum thickness
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6.2 The body of the trout as an earlier "ideal shape."
Since the trout, because of its fast lunging, was considered particularly fast, the researcher Sir George
Caylay in about 1800 suggested that the body of the
trout should be the model for aerodynamic design in
the development of airplanes. He divided a trout into
14 slices of equal thickness, measured their circumference, and drew an equivalent body with a diameter
d = u/3. Von Karmän discovered that this sketch by
Sir George Caylay corresponds quite well with the
modern NACA profile 63016. The Caylay sketch and
the comparison of von Karmän are reproduced in Fig.
165. If the ingenious advice of Caylay from the days
before flying had not gone unheeded but, following his
example, nature had been further studied, we certainly would not have taken so long to reach an understanding of the "laminar shape" and would be farther
along in the development today.
The maximum thickness of this trout is located at
x/l = 0.3, which is well forward, and the "laminar
effect" of this profile is slight (laminar to a point
approximately 30% along the profile length). But then
the trout is not a fast swimmer like the dolphin, for

example.

7

The epitome of the laminar shape

— the

tuna
Fig. 166 Natural shapes: Minature tuna, Brittany

On

a trip to the coast of Brittany, I was struck by
the particularly well-shaped and extremely smooth
miniature tuna, which the fishermen took home for
themselves. In Fig. 166 a fisherman loaned me his
meal for a photograph. Figure 167 shows the analysis
of the dimensions of this miniature tuna. Its profile
(above) agrees well with NACA profile 67/021 (center),

(
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Fig. 165 Conformation: Natural and man-made (von Karman, 1955)
Measurements of the body of a fish D = -s by Caylay (about 1800) shown
in the top figure and plotted with "0's" in the bottom figure. Modern
profiles shown below: NACA 63 A016 by the solid line and LBN 0016 by
the dashed line

superimposed drawing shows (below). The
7
in the second position of the profiledesignation means that, because of the location of
maximum thickness rather far to the rear, the boundary
layer can remain laminar to about x/l = 0.7.
as

the

number

In aeronautical engineering, profiles with the
region of maximum thickness so far back are considered overdeveloped. The restoration at the rear
must take place over a very short distance (only 30%
of the profiled length), so that the pressure rise is
quite steep. This overdevelopment thus has the effect
that the flow does not follow the contour of the fuselage
at the rear, but separates behind the section of maximum thickness with the formation of turbulence.
In the case of the tuna, this extreme rearward
location of maximum thickness is obviously not "overdeveloped" but an extremely "high" development. We
can conclude from that that fish can utilize extreme
laminar shapes in such a way that no disturbances
and particularly no separations of flow occur, whether
it
be by utilizing the effects of the tail and body
strokes, or through the effect of the skin (as in the

does not make them stiff. Figure 168 shows the
strong curvatures that the body of a dolphin, which
has a relative thickness of 23%, during a body-tail
stroke in fast swimming. Maximum bending of the
body results, as shown by the sketched circle, when it
is bent in a single direction rather than a figure S.
8.2 Body shape in lunging— Severe alternating curvature. In contrast to the dolphin, the body of the trout
is bent into a wave shape during the body stroke of a
rapid start, as shown in Fig. 169. These severe alternate curvatures, which take place at the rear of the
fish, require a narrow stern.
8.3 Slimness of the rear part of the body— Indication
of flexibility. The slimness of the rear part of the
body, that is, the ratio of length of the rear part of
the body to thickness, y/d = (/ - x)/d (see Fig. 164), is
determined by the two ratios d/l for thickness and x/l
for rearward position of maximum thickness.

slimness of rear =y/d

m

-

f)

— A
—

—

Fig. 167 Conformation: Natural

trout with a d/l of 0.15 and an x/l of 0.3 has a
y/d of 4.7.
A dolphin with a d/l of 0.20 and an x/l of 0.5 has
a y/d of 2.5.
A tuna with a d/l of 0.25 and an x/l of 0.6 has a
y/d of 1.6.

and man-made. Laminar drops of maxi-

mum volume.
dolphin), or yet because of the cleanness of the surface. A study of the flow around this extremely profiled body would certainly provide important ideas to
the design engineer.

A comparison of the shape of the tuna in Fig. 167
and that of the dolphin in Fig. 164 shows how a body
shaped as a laminar spindle is best suited for fast
and prolonged swimming both in the case of a mammal
inhabiting the sea and in the case of a fish.
8

The Slimness of the stern of a
indication of the flexibility of

8.1

fish
its

as an

body

Fast swimming— strong curvature in one direction.

The great thickness

of the fast

swimmers obviously

Fig. 168
(dolphin)

Propulsive movement of the entire body. Body and

tail

stroke
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The "frontal area" means the area of the maximum
cross section. The "volume surface" is Fv = V 2/3 ,
or the square of the third root of the volume V. In
the case of the body of a powerful swimmer it is
practically irrelevant which c^o value is achieved. We
are looking rather for the shape with the smallest c WVi
It is desirable that the drag IV with a particular
volume V (or, what is the same thing, a particular
weight) be minimum, and hence we wish to find the
minimum "volume drag coefficient" c wv . In Fig. 170
the c w q and the c wv values for laminar drop shapes
as determined from experiments are plotted against
relative thickness d/l.
value.

—

The surface drag coefficient cw q is minimum
when d/l is approximately equal to 0.22; it increases when
smaller, since, with a very slim spindle,
turbulence of the boundary layer occurs too
early, and when
* d/l is larger, because, with stouter spindles,
pressure drag becomes surface friction.
* d/l is

Fig. 169 Trout. Propulsive stroke. Top: starting.

Bottom: swimming fast

The trout, with its very slim posterior (y/d = 4.7) can
execute undulating body strokes for lunging forward.
The fast-swimming dolphin has a stouter rear (y/d =
2.5) and a less undulant body-tail stroke. The tuna
has a very stout posterior (y/d = 1.6) and drives itself
forward mainly by its tail stroke. Thus we see that
the fast-swimming beasts do not simply have a laminar
form as we might assume at first glance, but rather
the shape of the body is adapted in the best manner to
the particular mode of life of the animal.

9

Minimum

resistance with

40% thickness

maximum volume

W

The current drag
of a profiled object is computed from the formula W = c w Fq where q = v 2 p/2 and
is the stagnation pressure of the current.
The surface of equivalent drag or drag product,
c w F = W/q, is determined by wind-tunnel tests for different shapes (and Reynolds numbers). Nowifwewish
to determine the drag coefficient c w for a body, we
must make a decision as to the surface which we are
considering. We can select as F:

—
—

—
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Fo, the surface of the object with a surface drag
coefficient of c w q = W/qFo;
F s the frontal area of the object with a head
drag coefficient of c ws = W/qF s or
F v the volume surface of the object with a
volume drag coefficient of c wv = W/qFv .
,

laminar
10

20

30

40%

profile thickness d/l

;

,

Fig. 170 Drag coefficients. Bodies of rotation.

BVL

laminar profiles

—

The volume drag coefficient c wv is minimum
when d/l is approximately equal to 0.24, and it
soon increases markedly with decrease in
thickness. Thus the value of c wu for a d/l of
0.12 (which is standard in aeronautical engineering) is approximately 50% larger than with
optimal relative thickness.

With their thickness -length ratios
fast

swimmers

of 0.18-0.28 the

all fall in the vicinity of

minimum c wv

,

and they exceed this by 10% with a d 7 of 0.18 and only
by 5% with a d/l of 0.28.
Thus we see that the fast swimmers, with their
d/l of 0.24, have their thick bodies to thank for their

minimum

resistance.

From

this

comparison the

engineer must realize that the thick laminar spindles
have the best shape from the point of view of fluid
dynamics, not only according to a theory but also
according to actual design of the greatest Designer
as seen in the creatures of nature.

10

—

is a laminar spindle of the
thickness, for purposes of comparison;
at the bottom is the laminar spindle with a 15%
thickness as a model.

below the Caravelle

same

—

The very slender drop and cylinder fuselages are
aerodynamically bad and excessively constricted in
space. The completely inadequate passenger space in
the cylindrical "transport tube" with its unrelieved
monotony can be seen in the side elevation (Fig. 172a).
Since all present-day large commercial jet aircraft
of the English, French, Americans, and Russians
have transport tubes of this sort and are so similar
that they can be mistaken for one another, one can
conclude the following:

Airplane Fuselages

10.1 Present state.
The trend of development of
fuselages in aeronautics is running grossly contrary
to that which nature has developed as optimum. Figure
171 shows the fuselage shape of the large commerical
airplane:

—

last of the

—

is the "Super Constellation," the
"drop" fuselages;

At the top

below that

is

fuselage with

the "Caravelle," a cylindrical

bow and stern capped;

Caravelle

10%

Fig. 171 Fuselage shapes. Prop-cyclinder-liminar spindles

Fig. 172a Fuselages of commercial jet aircraft. Monotony-single solution
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1.

2.

3.

Creativity in the design of bodies and space

sure

in his study of nature that he will find no

seems, at the present time, to be somewhat
weak and should be strengthened by studies of

false

economy

10.2 Outlook for the future. The future will certainly
bring commerical aircraft with vertical take-off and
landing capabilities. A chief concern in airplane design here is the accommodation of the lift jets which
will raise the aircraft vertically at take-off and set it
down again vertically in landing. Space requirements
in the aircraft hence are much increased, and the
" laminar spindle" promises a solution.
A critical factor in future development will be additional space, and this is treated in Fig. 172b in extreme fashion. If one were to change the shape of the
fuselage of the Boeing 707 commerical jet airplane
into a laminar spindle of the same length but with
twice the thickness, so that the thickness corresponded
approximately to that of the tuna in Fig. 167, then it

nature.
The technical difficulties involved in building a
fuselage and equipping it with aerodynamic accessories such that it can achieve in practice
the theoretical advantages of the thick laminar
spindles still are considered great. The study
of natural phenomena which make the thick
laminar spindle a useful practical shape would
assist us in making progress.
The manufacturing advantage of the fuselage
shell and the whole out-fitting of the fuselage
which is seen in the identity of all cylindrical
cross sections is overrated, for this saving is
small in relation to the total cost and operating
cost of a large modern aircraft. One can be
based on:

there.

160 passengers

Boeing 707

^mmäiMm^
NACA

65-020

two-deck arrangement with salons

T
First-class salon. 3.5

Tourist-class salon, 2.5

m
m

^AUliUjJI
NACA

65-020

two decks and
lift

engines

AAAAAAAAAAAAA

300 passengers

^^

Jgjfplui
passenger space
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Fig. 172b

Comparison of fuselage shapes. Utilization of space

baggage space

lift

engines

position of covers

TOL commercial
Cross section of fuselage
Fig. 173a \

aircraft.

Fi». 174a

VTOL

commercial aircraft with

la.iinar fuselage

Lift engines fixed in position

VTOL

commercial
Baggage space below floor
Fig. 173b

aircraft.

Cross section of fuselage

below deck.

Air brought from top of fuselage through

ducts
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Fig. 174b Vertical take-off aircraft with laminar fuselage. Vertical

lift

Fig. 174c

VTOL

commercial

aircraft,

\ertical

lift

turbines in laminar

turbines in subfloor space

fuselage

Air admitted from above (ducts)

Installed below floor with air ducts. (Closed in cruising flight)

would be possible
above, with a closer seating arrangement in the
to accommodate three times as many
passengers;
in the middle, with "salons," to accommodate
most comfortably 1.5 times as many passengers
at tables; and
below, with a comfortable arrangement or twice
the number of passengers, to place the lift jet

future,

for vertical take-off in the lower portion of the
fuselage.

10.3 Planes of the future. The engineering idea of
using laminar fuselages will be illustrated with two
planning studies by the author for fast commerical
airplanes capable of vertical take-off and landing,
which have a laminar fuselage of 15% thickness.
Lift-jet turbines in the lower compartments of the
laminar fuselage. Figure 173b shows the cross section

^b

Fig. 175 Comparison of medium-range fast commercial aircraft
Left:

Caravelle, horizontal take-off and landing. Right:

VTOL

design, vertical take-off and landing

of a pressure-type laminar fuselage, whichhas, thanks
to its large diameter, a spacious lower compartment
under the floor. This lower compartment space will
be used, as shown in Fig. 173a, to store the lift-jet

turbines. This powerplant space is closed off and
isolated from the passenger space above by a downwardly arched ceiling. Because the laminar fuselage
is so large, it is possible to bring the inlet air to the
lift turbines from the top of the plane in ducts through
the cabin to the lower compartment in such a way that
back flow of the hot gases from the bottom to the intake

above need not be feared.

As the horizontal section through the passenger
space in Fig. 174a, right, shows, because of the
laminar thickening, the air ducts interfere little with
the broad cabin space, and from all seats one can see
a window.
Figure 174b shows a model of a vertical-take-off
aircraft of the sort outlined as it would look when
cruising.
Because the lift engines are contained
within the fuselage as described in the bottomcompartment patent, the aerodynamically excellent
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Fig. 176a \ TOL commercial aircraft
with laminar fuselage
Lift rotors stored

below deck and

can be swung out

Fig. 176b \

TOL

commercial

aircraft.

Rotors below deck. Laminar fuselage
Top: cruising flight.
Center: during retraction.
Bottom: vertical flight
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fuselage shape which we have learned from nature
remains undisturbed in the vertical-take-off plane and
the space problem has been solved.
Figure 174c shows the same model with the cover
flaps for the air intakes above and the jet exits below
opened for vertical take-off or landing.
Figure 175 compares the shape of a classical airplane (Caravelle) on the left and a vertical-take-off
airplane (author's design) on the right. By reducing
the wing, which is needed only for cruising lift in a
plane that takes off and lands vertically, and by
thickening the fuselage, we obtain an overall shape
that much more closely resembles the shape of natural
creatures (the dolphin) than that of the classical air-

European smelt
Osmerus eperlanus
Whitefish

Coregonus wartmann
Grayling

Thymallus thymallus

plane.

Large rotors as lift generators which can be swung
lower compartment. The laminar fuselage,
as shown in Fig. 176a, is a very promising solution
for the problem of concealing during fast flight
into the

(cruising) large-diameter lift generators (which are
desirable) in a commercial airplane which is to take
off and land vertically. This concealment would be to
prevent additional drag. In this plan the large lift
generators are in a favorable position next to the
fuselage during take-off and landing (right), while
during cruising (left) they are withdrawn into the lower
compartment space.
Figure 176 shows a model of this plane.

—
—
—

above, in fast flight with "concealed" lift
generators
center, during retraction of the lift- generator
gondolas; and
below, in vertical flight with lift- generator

"extended."

The retraction and extension of airplane landing gear
years ago was an important characteristic of
"high-powered aircraft" and has been taken for

fP^
Fig. 177 Propulsion of fishes. Rear of body with fins

anterior borders correspond to the maximum height
of the body. The shapes depicted for fish of the trout,
salmon, characius, carp, and pike types are especially
similar in the following particulars:

—

thirty

granted for a long time. Similarly the retraction and
extension of lift generators can be the future solution
for "vertical airplanes." Both solutions for the variable shape involving withdrawal and extension agree
very well with natural principles, for the "landing
gear" and "flying gear" can always be retracted or
folded down.

11

fish

and

its

fins

Common shapes in tail-fin propulsion. Figure
177 shows a series of "stern bodies" with fins. The
11.1

138

The rear of the

—
—
—

Ahead of the rear end of the fish the body is
prolonged into a laterally compressed columnar
tail, the height of which is about 40-50% of the
height of the body.
This tail bears the caudal fins, which spread in
fan-like fashion to about 1.0-1.3 times the
height of the body.
In most cases the caudal fin is more or less
forked.
The angle of divergence of the fans is +20° to
+ 30°.

In fishes with a disk-shaped body,
columnar (as shown in Fig. 178),
angle of divergence of the fan-like
stantially larger (up to + 60°), so

the tail

remains

slender, and the
fin

becomes sub-

that,

even though

1 = Species of carp (Discognathus sp) in fast-moving water
(Congo) / = 8cm

4 =

2 =

Rasbora

lateristriata in flowing water (Orient), 1

3 = Ostaochilus

vittatus

(Great Sunda Islands),

1

C itharinus

congicus (Congo).

I

to

45cm

^ 8cm

^

20cm

5 - \tyloplus schultzei

(Lower Amazon),

/

to 20

cm

Fig. 178 Propulsion of fishes. Relation of body to tail fin

the tail process is not high, the height of the fin again
reaches the maximum height of the body.
As Fig. 179, right, shows, at maximum fin excursion a max » the inclination of the fin ß changes very
rapidly with a change in the direction of the stroke.
The slender, thin, and hence very flexible tail column
permits nimble adjustment of the fin to the right
angle to produce hydrodynamic forces with a propulsive component with the correct angle of incidence
(based on tail stroke and forward velocity). The
columnar tail has the added hydrodynamic advantage
that the fin can function well hydrodynamically. Since
the height of the fin is approximately equal to the
height of the body, it follows that the flow which is

slowed down along the body can be engaged to full
height by the fin and can accelerate it, and here drag
and propulsive mechanisms are interlocked.

Rear and caudal

fins of the disk-shaped fishes.
striking that, in the disk fish (as shown on the
right in Fig. 178), the dorsal and anal fins extend
over practically the entire rear portion of the body,
and thus these ribbon fins of the body are situated in
line with the tail fin. These fins of the rear part of
the body, since they represent an extension of the
body disk, cannot freely engage the current with a
free leading edge as the tail fins can, nor can they,
like the tail fins, being attached to the rigid disk, be

11.2

It

is
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coupled

singly

twisting back

and forth

bending up
and down

in

phase

90 phase
shift

direction of
thrust desired

Fig. 179 Fin strokes. Twisting, bending, coupling

stroked at the "correct" angle of attack.
If these rear-body fins are to contribute thrust to
the disk, they will not be stroked but undulated, and
we shall have more to say about this later. The advantages of the slender, thin, flexible tail column,
which we have just discussed, are especially obvious
in the disk fishes, for the tail fin can execute sweeping
movements as with the slender fishes and thus create
thrust.

Fig. 181 Hemibalistes chrysoptera
Propulsion: dorsal and anal fin. Caudal fin a fan
Top: slow swimming- fan open. Bottom: faster swimming -fan closed

Fig. 180 Sturgeon (Acipenser stwio). Lateral stroke of the body with fins
= 0.13 m/sec, w = 0.33 m/sec
Back-and-forth stroke symmetrical. v
Top: side view. Bottom: top view (center lines)
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In contrast to the slender fishes (the pike) and
especially the very slender fishes (the sturgeon), in
which, as Fig. 180 shows, the pair of fins at the back
of the body and the caudal fin work together one behind
the other very effectively as a unitary "stroking
fin," these fins interfere with one another in the disk
fish. Thus it happens, as for example with Hemibalistes
chrysoptera in Fig. 181, that during faster swimming
using undulating thrust from the pair of fins on the
rear of the body the interfering tail fin is folded
together completely like a fan.

H
FISH - PROPULSION

I

Eddies and Circulation

The interplay of forces between the parts of an
oscillating object and the eddies and circulation
created by the oscillation has so far been little
studied. Eddy formations play an important role in
the propulsion of the swimmer and the flyer. We can
come closer to a solution of movement problems by
making eddies visible and by observing them.

1

Eddy separation in detached flow
(the Karman street)

When a current impinges upon a cylindrical rod
perpendicular to its axis, the flow separates at the
back of the rod (provided it is not slow enough to
"creep"). Eddies form immediately at the back

Fig. 182 Vortex street

Expansion

•-

-

Karman

type. Separation behind cylinder

separation

surface in the "dead water" and separate as soon as
they have reached a certain intensity. At Reynolds
numbers from 10 3-10 6 the eddies separate from the
back side of the rod alternately on the right and left,
and the train of eddies floats behind the cylinder in a
"dead water street" or "trail" that has been slowed
down relative to the undisturbed water.
The separation of the flow at an obstacle with a
poor profile is always associated with the formation
of eddies of this sort. The eddies of the separated
flow form a double series, as shown in Fig. 182. The
behavior of such "vortex streets" was first studied
theoretically by Theodor von Karman in 1911. He
found in his fundamental work that, in the case of
stable eddy arrangement in an ideal fluid, the ratio of
axial distances in the transverse h and longitudinal /
directions is 0.28 for a series of eddies.
It should be noted that generally it is not possible
to determine directly the position of the center of rotation of an eddy from a photograph.

<

I
4^
apparent values: h
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Q

/£

= 0.36

h

K /i

= 0.6

-

the formula n = ojvo/d at medium Reynolds numbers,
the "Strouhal number" w is a constant equal to 0.2.
The variations in a> with the Reynolds number are
given in Fig. 183. If a current of air moving at
in diameter,
5 m/sec impinges on a wire 2.3
eddies separate at a frequency n - 0.2 '5/0.0023 =
440 per sec, and one hears a tuning-fork tone at this

When eddies move, translation and rotation are
superimposed. The points in photographs which apparently are rotating only are not the centers of
eddies but rather particles subject to the combined
effect of wake velocity and torsional velocity.

mm

Recently, R. Wille has carried out detailed studies
of vortex streets at the Institute for Turbulence Research of the Technical University of Berlin. In a
report dated 1957, Wille and Timme demonstrated
experimentally the following things about the flowseparation eddies in the "trail" behind a cylinder:

—

—
—
—

—
2

3

Eddy separation by

"Karman

type."
The longitudinal interval I between the eddies
increases only slightly with time.
The row interval h, however, increases more
rapidly with time.
At a short distance behind the cylinder the h/l
ratio is 0.1-0.15 below the Karman stability
value.
A degree of stability h/l equal to 0.28 is reached
at a distance of about 15 cylinder diameters.
With time (increasing distance from the vortex
generator), the h/l ratio increases to 0.4, and
then rises less steeply.

variation

in

the incident

vortices — circulation-stopping

flow. Starting
vortices

There are well-defined vortex streets similar
to the

—

frequency.

By starting we mean that a body is set in motion
medium from a condition of rest. For example, we can start a profiled plate (wing) into a
parallel displacement, a rotation, or a coupled movement. A "starting vortex" forms when a body is set
in a still

in motion.

Figure 184 shows the starting vortex formed at the
back of a ship when the water is turned at the stern.
The rotation involving movement of the sharp trailing
edge displaces the fluid upward on the front side of
the rotor and sucks it back again on the back side.
The flow around the trailing edge associated with the
equalizing current leads to the formation of the vortex. Eddies in a gas or a liquid form in pairs in such
a way that they remain in equilibrium with each other.
Simultaneously with the formation of an eddy at a
body as a result of its being set in motion or of
separation, a circulation around this body begins in
the opposite direction. Figure 184 shows clearly how

Natural frequency of eddies
in separated flow

The frequency n of a series of eddies in a Karman
street behind a circular cylinder is proportional to
the velocity of incident flow vq and inversely proportional to the diameter d of the circular cylinder. In
Fig. 183 Flow separation circular cylinder
Reduced frequency plotted against Reynolds
-
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Fig. 184 Starting. Formation of a pair of eddies
Rudder movement from center position without forward motion. Trailingedge eddy H and circulation Z

extend and how far the circulation
the movement responsible for the
starting eddy and the circulation is again stopped,
the circulation winds into a stopping eddy behind the
obstacle. In Fig. 185 we see the starting eddy below
the rudder and the stopping eddy above it, the latter
separating from the object. The flow around the body,
that is to say, the circulation, again comes to a comeddies

far the

reaches.

When

plete stop.
When a wing is set in motion, starting eddies and
circulation also are initiated. Figure 186 shows how,
when the object is stopped shortly after it is set in
motion, the circulation separates, and because of the
short interval of movement a pair of eddies remains:

—

Above, the circulation at the moment of stopping
almost complete, but below at the trailing edge we see the curling of a vortex and, on
the upper side, disturbances.
In the center, there is a vortex toward the rear
on the underside and toward the front on the
upper side.
In the bottom picture, the flow-separation eddy
below the trailing edge is still quite strong, but
a vortex has also formed above on the leading
is still

—
—

edge.

4

Continuous circulation

A continuous circulation and thus a constant lift is
created when, for example, an airfoil moves forward
with constant angle of attack and constant speed. In
this case a starting vortex formed at the "starting
point" and separated and remained there. It did not
follow along. Except for this one (and the circulation
associated with the wing), there are no other vortices
with the axis perpendicular to the flow between the
starting point and the wing. (We shall avoid consideration of the "marginal eddies" with their axes
in the direction of flight.)

Pig. 185 Stopping. Separated pair of eddies being formed

Movement
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of rudder without forward motion. Entrainment of layer next to

the rudder surface by the trailing-edge eddy

5

Forced periodic circulation separations

Periodic circulations arise as a result of the following periodic movements:

Jerky forward movement of a tilted airfoil
(straight line of eddies). Figure 186 shows the
formation of starting and stopping eddies which
can be formed repeatedly by jerky forward

a.

of the tilted air foil to form a row
of eddies. Figure 187 shows such an arrangement of six eddies in a straight line. The
eddies in this line remain where they separated.

movement

Jerking or periodic tilting and return of an airfoil during forward movement. If, as shown in
Fig. 188, the plate which is meeting an incident
flow from straight ahead at a constant velocity
vq initially without a tilt is suddenly tilted and
then again suddenly returned to the zero position, a starting and a stopping eddy are formed.
When this process is repeated, a standing
series of eddies is formed, as illustrated in
Fig. 189 for a case of periodic variation of the
attitude angle.
In the case illustrated, the
standing series of eddies is complicated by the
fact that the separations are "twinned."
Coupled, sweeping, and twisting movement of
a plate. The circulation changes with a change
in the angle of attack of the plate. If we move
a plate that is meeting an incident flow from
ahead at a velocity vq simultaneously up and
down and rotate it, we find that eddies separate
continuously. This particularly interesting case
of
phase-shifted,
coupled bending-twisting
oscillation is shown in Fig. 179 on the right.

b.

c.

The disposition of the series of eddies depends on
the interrelationship of the bending amplitude a, the
twisting amplitude ß, the phase-shift 6, and the frequency f of the oscillation, as well as the velocity of
the incident flow vo. We cannot discuss these relationships here, but we would much rather consider
specific cases which, through experiments, have
shown us the following:

—

In Fig. 190, top and center: A straight line of
eddies may be formed in which there is no
flow of an eddy street.

Fig. 186 Start and stop eddies. ' ing profile at an attack angle of 15
1

to 3
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development of the stop eddy
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Path of wing
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189.

Eddy series of twin vortices

Twisting oscillation of a plate with forward motion v
Amplitudes:
bending a, 0; twisting ß, ±35°. Lengths: profile L, 50 mm; oscillation
-1
A, 325 mm. Frequency: f, 0.75 sec
.

Fig. 187

Backward movement

Start eddies

=

A, Stop eddies

at an attack angle of 15
=

.

Vortex line

S

—

—

forward

Figure 190, top, and Fig. 191, top and center: A
double row of eddies may form which agree
more or less with the Karmän street.
Figure 191, bottom: The double row starting
out broadly at a low incident flow velocity vq
disintegrates.

OK
circulation
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Z

Assumption: no separation of flow

Fig. 188 Development of a vortex series. Linear profile in forward motion
Alteration of circulation by change of attack angle

The illustrations running from Fig. 190, top, to
191, bottom, are arranged in a series corresponding
to a decreasing vq/w ratio (incident flow velocity /wave
velocity), or, with w constant, to a decreasing flow
velocity.
While with vq/w = 1, a straight row of eddies is
present, vtithvo/w= 0.75, the double-row arrangement
is apparent, with vq/w = 0.50 the Karman street is
present, and with vq/w = 0.25 the very broad street
disintegrates.
If the arrangement is altered, another special
case is created:
Figure 192, top: Here the situation is such that
the oscillatory motion can be called a "passive
stroke," as illustrated in Fig. 78. In this case the
theoretical attitude angle is always equal to zero
with respect to the sinusoidally changing incident
flow. Hence the flow picture ("theoretically") shows
no eddies, but rather we see only the sinusoidal
trajectory of the plate. The presence of individual
small eddies in this picture can be explained by the

s*

v

Fig. 190 Eddy series from coupled bending-lwisting oscillation
Single row and transition to double row. Amplitudes: bending a, + 30
o mm;
twisting ß, t 35°. Frequency f, 0.75 sec -1 phase 4>, 90°; forward ve-
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Domm

has shown that, in a fluid with friction
relationships of eddies can be stable. As eddies
age, the core diameter, always present in real eddies,
as well as the lateral spacing (age) increase. The
range of h/l corresponding to stable trails is plotted
against time in Fig. 193 (after Domm). A fact of

h/l,

fact that small angles of attack which necessarily are
present in a practical situation have an immediate
effect.
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Fig. 191 Eddy series from coupled bending-twisling oscillation
Double row(Karman) and decay. Amplitudes: binding a, t 30 mm; twisting
-1 space 4>, 90°, forward velocity v
ß, t 35°. Frequency f, 0.75 sec
variable; profile length L, 50 mm
,
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special interest to us in connection with our study of
nature is that, according to this graph, single-row
eddy arrangements corresponding to an h/l of also
become stable theoretically after a timet = 0.17 -l 2 /4u.

,

Single-row eddy arrangements of this sort appear
behind fast-swimming fishes and have been created
in our experiments in a variety of ways.

7

Eddy

series:

Forward-moving, backward-

moving, and stationary
7.1

the eddy trail ("wake" of
The generally known form of

Forward movement of

the object)— resistance.
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Fig. 193 Stability of vortex streets
Stable h/l patterns in relation to development time

Fig. 192

Neutral

Eddy series from coupled bending-twisting oscillation
oscillation without eddies, line, and double row. Amplitudes',

bending a, t50 mm; twisting 3. ±35
frequency f, 0.75 sec -1
90
forward velocity u
variable; profile length L 50 mm
;

;

,

phase

flags).

<t>,

,

the Karmän eddy street constitutes a "wake" behind
the obstacle around which flow is occurring. For example, if a cylindrical object (smooth flow) is towed
at constant speed through still water, the "dead
water" follows the object. Viewed from the still
water, the dead water has an average forward speed
Viewed from the moving object, the undisturbed
ii«
water moves backward at a velocity do, while the
speed of the dead water is reduced to v w (vo-u). The
loss of current speeds means, for a wake cross section
S/ , a momentum loss of
J = pF\v w (vo - vw ).

This loss of momentum is equal to the current resistance of the cylinder.
Figure 194, bottom, shows the flow picture of the
forward-moving eddy trail that appears when a vane
executes passive stroking movements (twist-bends)
in the current do. It creates drag and extracts power
from the current (fluttering of airplane wings or
7.2 Backward movement of the eddy trail— propulsion.
When the coupled bending-twisting oscillation of a

wing in an incident flow

when

do

(or a fin) is active, i.e.,

generates propulsive force as the tail fin of a
fish which is picking up speed, water is thrown backward. Figure 194, top, shows the eddy trail of this
active stroke. The direction of eddy trail movement
and of eddy rotation is opposite to that in the passive
strokes.
The increase in speed from do to u which equals
do plus u, of a trail having a cross section ¥2 corresponds to a momentum gain
it

i'

J = pF2v w (vw

- dq).

.,
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Fig. 194 Eddy series with coupled bending-twisting oscillation
Various v/w velocity ratios. Active, neutral, and passive strokes.
= forward velocity of fins
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gain of the current corresponds to

the thrust.
7.3 Stationary eddy series.
When a line of eddies
forms, this band has no forward speed relative to the
still water or the undisturbed speed relative to the

The stationary line of eddies, therefore, receives no change of momentum and indicates that
neither thrust nor drag result at the object but they
cancel each other in a cross section. Figure 194,
center, shows this neutral condition, which must
occur in the transition from a passive stroke to an
active stroke.
We have gone into detail on eddy trails to show
that, in the ideal case of natural movement in which
resistance and thrust are equal in a cross section and
thus the thrust cancels the resistance with the slightest
expenditure of power, an eddy line appears, and that
therefore such observed lines are not unusual and
remarkable but rather must be expected. The vortex
energy represents a portion of the energy expended
for propulsion.
object.

~.

Fig. 195
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Effect of circulation on"lift"

(Magnus

effect)

When the medium impinges on a circular cylinder
perpendicularly to its axis in parallel fashion and at
the same time circulates around it, the Magnus effect
appears (Fig. 195):

E
o

CM

>>

—

C

0.6

side of the cylinder, incident flow and
circulation are similarly directed; they add,
and an underpressure is associated with the

V

*j

L

0,4

excess velocity.

—
—

b

On one

On the other side, the velocities are opposed,
there is a speed deficit, and consequently an
underpressure is created.
The pressure differences result in a lateral
force at the cylinder when directed transversely
to the parallel flow; in other words, a "lift"

10

10 2

103

(Fig. 196).

The lift of an airfoil is generated in accordance
with this Magnus effect. The wing receives a parallel

10 4

10 5

T

A

10 6

10'

Reynolds number
Fig. 196

Eddy separation

Lift coefficient

at a circular cylinder. Periodic

depends on Re

lift
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passes around it in such a way that the parallel flow
is opposed underneath (overpressure) and accelerated
on the upper side (underpressure). If the eddies in
separated flow form and detach alternately on the two
sides of the rear portion, therefore with alternating

152

direction of rotation, the circulation also changes at
the same intervals and so does the lift. We see the
effect of such periodic lift due to the Magnus effect in
the swaying of poles, masts, and chimneys transversely to the wind direction.

1

Passive Stroke Movements Induced by Currents

II

1

Drag measurements on living, anesthetized,
dead, and rigid Fish Bodies

1.4

llparalyzed
.5x1

1.2

Everyone concerned with questions of drag on
swimming animals probably thinks of making tank
tests with anesthetized or dead fish bodies to eliminate propulsive movements from the drag measurements. A method of this sort, which seems normal
to the hydrodynamic engineer, does not, however, lead
to a solution of the drag-propulsion problems of living

//
j.

first, as

in the section titled "Solution

—

forces.

I

>g

a

3

Gray Paradox," drag and propulsive
mechanisms are so intertwined that the drag
the

alone is of little interest;
second, all effects of the propulsive movements
are actually separated from the flow around the
fish; and
third, the flow around a lifeless body acts quite
differently from the flow around a living body
which adjusts itself actively to the current

with
slime

CO

A/

we see

'S

without) n
slime \~

op

y /

of

—

i.u-

for

swimmers,

—

1

z7

I

rigid

0.2-

0.

is

Fig. 197

12

r$Ü^^-—"

3 m/sec

speed of flow
five times the value of the rigid body numbered

Towed drag

Tests with paralyzed

1

of pike
soft

bodies and dead rigid bodies

About 25 years ago towing tests were conducted at
Ship Design Testing Station in Hamburg in cooperation with the Institute for Environmental Research of the same city using anesthetized or dead
pike, which were either soft and quite flexible or
made completely rigid with chemicals, as well as
with rigid models of pike. The tests with the dead,
flabby body were intended primarily to determine the
effect of the slimy covering of the fish on the drag.
Reduced resistance is to be expected because the
surface irregularities— the scales, in particular— are

body "rides the current" especially well. But a lifeless body that is very flexible in its longitudinal axis
does not ride motionless in the current but executes
bending oscillations that extract power from the current constantly and create drag. These oscillations
correspond theoretically to the passive fin strokes

covered.

2.1

the

The most important results
shown in Fig. 197:

—
—

of these studies are

The completely soft but also completely passive
body had about five times the drag coefficient
of the completely rigid body; and
the slimy coating improves the surface and
reduces frictional resistance, but this effect in
the tests was small in comparison with the
additional drag caused by the softness of the
body.

This finding, namely, that the drag increases
several times when a slender lifeless body is changed
from a rigid to a flexible condition, is perhaps surprising at first, for one might suppose that the flexible

shown

2

in Fig. 78.

Fluttering of a flag

The fluttering process. This passive oscillation
evident in extreme fashion in the fluttering of a
flag.
A flag in a parallel air current with low resistance to bending in the longitudinal direction does
not remain quiet in the parallel flow but "flutters,"
that is, it executes undulating movements in the direction of flow. This fluttering is "induced" by the
air current and the flag adjusts to its direction. The
flow processes at the fluttering flag were studied
with models in a tank of water. To retain similarity
in the model tests using water with its higher density,
it was necessary to make the flags or streamers used
in the water correspondingly thicker and heavier.
The fluttering waves of a flag move substantially
more slowly (with a speed w) than the speed of the
current v . The wave crests are overtaken by the
current at the difference velocity (vq - w), and eddies
is
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and separations take place on the back side of the
crest. Figure 79, bottom, shows the formation
of eddies behind the wave crest, and the upper part of
the figure shows the beginning of flow separation.
The eddies move with the wave crest and separate
completely at the end of the streamer, to form, as
shown in Fig. 198, an eddy trail at approximately the
wave velocity w, which corresponds to the Karman
type, with a ratio between the lateral and longitudinal
spacing of the eddies equal to 0.27. Thus we also have
relationships between wavelength and amplitude for
the theoretical study of passive fluttering.

current direction

wave

2.2 Drag of the fluttering flag. With eddy formation
and separation, flow forces perpendicular to the undulating flag surface appear, and the sum of these
forces over the entire length exerts a tug on the Flagpole in the direction of the wind. The pull of the flag
(with an area F) on the flagpole is equal to the drag
W of the fluttering flag. If the flag is stiffened (for
example, by stretching it taut), friction of the turbulent
boundary layer with a coefficient cwt (because of the
flagpole ahead of the flag, which creates turbulence,
laminarity is not possible) acts on boths sides of the
flag, and, thus, with a Reynolds number of about 10 6,
the coefficient of friction c w q is equal to c wt and is

The

coefficient of total friction (c w to t> of the fluttering flag reaches several times the value ofc^o- In
Fig. 199 the coefficient of total friction (c w to t> of the
flag is plotted against the length-width ratio of the
flag l/b. With increasing l/b the wave number and the

drag increase markedly:
with
with

l/b
l/b

equal to 1 (square):
- 4 (rectangle):

Cw tot/c^o = 0.05
c w tot/c^o = 0.18

If we start with a square flag and increase its
length four times, the drag increases 4 «18/5 = 14.4
times. A more detailed study shows that the drag
coefficient of the fluttering flag depends on

—
—
—

elongation:
thickness:
the density ratio:

= length/width

its

l/b

its relative

s/b = thickness/width

yF/yM = flag/medium

the following approximation formula, which is
based on tests, cw is related to elongation, relative
thickness, and the density ratio:
In

Co-tot = 0.8(l/b)(yF/yM)(s/b)
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The medium may be

Fig. 198 Fluttering flag. Vortex street

The application of this formula to a fish in the
water with yF/yM = 1, and cwtot = 0.8(//6)(s/6) + 0.02
gives a drag coefficient that is too large, since the
marked resistance to bending and damping effect of
the fish are ignored.

3

"Fluttering" of the airplane wing

We

approximately 0.01.

—
—

flag

+

a gas or a liquid.

0.02.

that

have concluded from the tank studies with pike
"passive" fin strokes occur. This has not been

studied further. In aeronautics there is a phenomenon

very closely related to the passive fin strokes: the
"induced wing oscillations" or the "fluttering" of the
wings in the airstream. About 40 years ago this fluttering became a matter of deep concern to airplane
builders.
Fundamental theoretical and practical
studies were begun, and methods of computation and
design principles to avoid these induced oscillations
were developed. Nowadays "aeroelasticity," to which
these oscillation studies belong, is a field of aeronautics that is no less significant in scope and importance than "statics and strength."
The following is a short and simple explanation of
these airplane oscillations.

The wing of an aircraft can bend and twist over its
span and thus execute bending and twisting oscillations.
In Fig. 77 the frontal view of an airplane is shown
with the extreme position of a bending oscillation of
the wing drawn in. Underneath that, in side view, we
see this bending oscillation, a twisting oscillation,
and the coupled bending-twisting oscillation with a
phase-shift 6 of 90 degrees for a profile close to the
This oscillation of the wing tip is
tip of the wing.

Re number when

f

b =

<

Uo

=

—

1.2m

25m/sec
8x10«

6

0.18

—

.2

j

0,10

a particular velocity i-o is reached, which is
called the "critical velocity," i C rit. then the
relationships are similar to those of the "neutral fin strokes" (Fig. 76). The oscillation
requires no contribution of energy from the
body or from the stream.
After exceeding crit we are in an instability
region similar to the "passive fin stroke."
Energy is no longer contributed to the fin by the
body, but the oscillation receives energy from
the stream.
If

i.

In the case of the airplane wing, experience has

shown that, when cr is exceeded, this transfer of
power from the airstream to the oscillatory system
of the wing is so large that the oscillation breaks the
wing in a short time.
The concept of the "bent-twist stroke" of fins is
i'

-

:

:;

y
0.01

}'I

j

t

by analogy with this coupled bending-twisting movement of the airplane wing. In this case the fin executes

length width

wind

crn

I

u_

Fig. 199 Fluttering flag. Drag coefficient (measured)
Width 1.2m. Weight of cloth. 80 g m
c wo turbulent friction of both sides;
c wtot total drag (friction and eddy separation)
.

—
—

a translatory movement perpendicular to its
surface; and
a twisting about an axis lying in its plane.

,

.

theoretically similar to the coupled bending-twisting
oscillations of the passive fin stroke. The form and
frequency of the oscillation of these "fin strokes" of
the airplane depend on the bending and twisting resistance of the wing and its mass distribution. The
behavior of the wing, whether it remains quiet in flight
or executes oscillations of this sort, depends on the

speed of

—

These are movements similar to those executed by a
wing section in bending and twisting.
This relationship between induced wing oscillation
and the stroke of the tail fin of a fish was described
here because

—

small, no oscillations occur.
We are in the range of the "active" fin strokes
with a small vq va ratio (Fig. 75), where oscillation can be maintained only if the body contributes energy to the process.
i'o

is

the

author's

ideas about fin propulsion

were obtained from the application of airplane
"aeroelasticity theory" to the problem offish

flight ro.

As long as

first,

—

propulsion; and
second, more thorough study of tail-stroke
propulsion and also of the wing strokes of the
bird obviously holds considerable promise if we
make proper use of information from the field
of "aeroelasticity."
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New

Ill

Theory of Propulsion by Tail-Fin Strokes

The new theory of fish propulsion by tail-fin
strokes developed below is based on observation and
the simplest laws of fluid dynamics. The fact that
this simple solution has not been offered previously
demonstrates how little attention is paid by engineers
to the natural phenomena associated with fishes.

1

Tail-fin stroke

without forward movement

("Stationary case")
stroke is composed of * 'twisting" and
"bending," the "twisting" taking place around an
axis in the plane of the fin and "bending" being understood as a translatory movement directed obliquely to
the plane of the fin. These components of the movements are shown individually and coupled in Fig. 179
as harmonic oscillations of a fin model. In these
theoretical cases essentially only forces perpendicular
to the plane of the fin act on the model fin.
The following cases are to be taken into considera-

The

tail

tion theoretically:
/

Twisting back and forth. This movement at
best can effect only a small amount of propulsion through secondary forces. We see that no
substantial amount of propulsion is generated
from the flow photograph in Fig. 200. This
picture shows that a rotation is not accompanied by any significant thrust current directed backward.

//

Bending up and down. This cannot generate
any propulsion, for the hydrodynamic forces
are resistances perpendicular to the plate
and can have no forward-directed components.
= 0). In this coupling,
In-phase coupling
maximum bending a max and maximum twisting
ß m ax coincide, and thus a is equal to zero
when ß is equal to zero. Propulsive components remain, as in case I, very small (secondary forces).
Coupling with + 90° phase shift. In this case

///

IV
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(<j>

the rotation leads the bending:
In the up stroke, when the bending is zero,
the rotation is maximum. When the bending
passes through the point a = 0, the speed is
maximum. The flow separates when the angles
of incidence are as large as drawn and the
hydrodynamic force is perpendicular to the
plane of the plate, i.e., ahead and down in the
upward stroke, and aheadandupinthedownard

Fig. 200 Twisting of a rudder at the stem of a rigid object
Double row of eddies flowing away. Eddy formation in the downward
±23°; amplitude a, ±30 mm;
stroke of the rear edge. Rudder angle &„

frequency

V

f,

0.4 c/s.

stroke. Thus it always has a propulsive component.
Coupling with - 90° phase-shift. In this case
the rotation lags the bending: in the upward
stroke, when the bending is zero, the rotation

equal to — ßmax and the hydrodynamic force
contains a backward component.

is

In the stationary condition, when the forward speed
the fish v Q is still equal to zero, a coupling of
bending and twisting in which twisting leads bending
can effect forward movement from the resistance
of

This creation of propulsion from resistance,
as drawn in Fig. 179, is not efficient because of separated flow.
For fast starting (initiation of flight) or lunging
forward (in hunting), however, the maximum accleration and highest degree of efficiency in propulsion are
required. Hence the coupling of the bending and
twisting stroke of the tail fin is accomplished in a
different fashion, so that the propulsive component
is created from lift rather than resistance.
(See
section titled "Fast Start— Trout.")
Hydrodynamic conditions change very markedly if
a forward speed v is present in addition to the coupled
bend-twist stroke, for then, as we shall soon see,
this propulsion system operates by means of the lift
forces that act perpendicularly to the incident flow
and permit a good degree of efficiency.
When the fish starts off he completes the transiforces.

tion

from the stationary position

to fast

very rapidly with a single stroke of the

swimming

fin

back and

forth.

2

d/£=0.18

Fig. 201

x/f=0.4O

d=(ds + cU/2

Rainbow trout (Salmo gairdneri)
3. Body shape- spindle equivalent

Test fish no.

aligned only moderately with the tangent to the trajectory, so that lift forces are created and the flow
does not separate. We can see that, with the fins at
these angles, the lift forces have a considerable forward component over almost the entire oscillating
inverval by comparing Fig. 203 with the corresponding illustration of the theory of the "active stroke"
in Figs. 75 and 87.

Motion analysis of the fin stroke when
there is a forward velocity

phase
Vo

= 0.75 m/sec

shift

r— ? = 72

:

To study the body and fin stroke during forward
motion, we filmed the movement of the trout and the
sturgeon from directly above. The trout (Fig. 201) is
particularly suitable for the first study, because the
tail fin is very strong and the
'rear fins" are insignificant.
In Fig. 202 the following are plotted
against the distance covered (and the time):
c

—

Back-and-forth movement (bending, a) of the
middle of the fin between + a max and - a max
The scale of the abscissa and ordinate is the
same, so that the curve reproduces undistorted
the trajectory of the midpoint of the fin.
Back-and-forth rotation ß between +/3 max and
— ßmax. The bending and twisting are almost
exactly sinusoidal with a phase-shift 9 of 72°.
.

—

The twist positions

of the fins are plotted on the
trajectory in Fig. 203. We see that the fin is always

0.4

0.3

time

Fig. 202
/

=

Rainbow

trout

29cm. Coupled oscillation

of tail fin

0.2

cot

in fast

swimming. Film analysis

for center
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is the

ß

angle of rotation of the fin relative to the

zero axis; and
the

a is

attitude angle of the fin relative to the

motion resultant R.
In the center part of the figure we see the two components of the incident flow represented which are
derived from the movement of the fin against the
still water:
14

cm

12

8
6
distance s

10

vo is

the velocity of incident flow due to forward

movement; and
0.6

0.4

0.5

0.3

time

0.2

vs

0.1

is the velocity of incident

flow due to the stroke.

cot

upper part of the figure we see the resulting
incident flow with a velocity vr at an angle a, which is
the angle of incidence relative to the fin.
When the plate receives an incident flow at an
angle that is not too large (a here equals 20°) a lift is
created at the plate A perpendicular to the incident
flow.
This lift A is broken down in the top of the figure
into the following components:
In the

Fig. 203

Rainbow

Oscillation of the tail

3

Forward swimming
fin (center). Analysis of film

trout.

Theory of propulsion by the tail stroke
when forward velocity is present

3.1 Superimposition of the forward velocity on the
tail stroke. On the far right in Fig. 87 the tail move-

ment

V = the propulsion component; and
S = the component perpendicular to the latter

is shown without forward velocity. On the left
in this picture the movement of the fin relative to the
still

water of the fish tank

The diagram

—

is

is

developed from

drawn as follows:

the abscissa is the forward path of the fin to the
left x;

—
—

the ordinate is the up-and-down path a and
the lines drawn in are the fins with angles of
rotation ß.

4

Propulsion during a complete
stroke
"Active" fin stroke

—

;

Also the trajectory of the fin is shown with arrows
along the sine curve and the instantaneous incident
flow against the fin is shown with small arrows.
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(di-

rection of stroke).

this.

3.2 Movement, incident flow, and forces in the superimposition. Figure 88 is intended to explain the origin
of propulsive force from the tail stroke of a fish to
maintain or increase his speed vq through the water.
For purposes of illustration a moment was chosen in
which the fin is passing through the zero bending position (a = 0) from top to bottom and the twist ß, is
maximum, in accordance with the 90° phase shift.
In the lower part of the figure the resultant movement R is developed from the downwardly directed
arrow of the stroke movement of the tail and the
left-directed arrow of the forward movement of the
fish. We see the two angles there:

The forces developed theoretically in Fig. 88 are
shown in Fig. 75 for the set of incident flows given in
Fig. 87. We see that propulsion is created by lift not
just during passage through the bending zero position
(a = 0) with ß = ß max , but throughout the entire oscil-

The stroke is "active" over the entire cycle.
The speed of the bending stroke varies periodically
= v s cos (cut), where pa is the maximum of this
with
position. As folspeed at passage through the a =
lows from Fig. 88, bottom, the angle (a + ß) depends
on the ratio vs /vq. For example,
lation.

-

l'{,

v s /vq

= tan (a +

ß)

=

1.43.

Therefore,
a +

/3

= 55* = 20° + 35°.

The proper angle of incidence a of the flow against
the fin is thus obtained from the correct relationship
Of Ve /VQ

and ßmax.

In Fig. 75

way

we have chosen these values

that an excellent propulsive

in such a
component results.

A comparison
ments

with the measured propulsive moveshows that similarly
relationships exist in nature in the case

of the trout in Fig. 203

favorable
studied.

We

measured the trout at only one speed vq
was very small). One might now ask, "But

first

(and that

what is the situation at other speeds? How is the
propulsive force obtained when the fish is moving
very fast?"
This fundamental question can be answered, now
that we are familiar with the systematic studies of
Bainbridge and in the light of the discussion in the
section titled "The Speed of Fishes," as follows: The
increase in forward speed vo has no significant effect
on the process of generating propulsive force by
means of the tail stroke. This is shown in Figs. 136
and 137, where the specific forward speed vq/1 is
plotted against the tail-stroke frequency, f = a>/2n,
after Bainbridge. These curves show the following
fact that is of critical importance for our problem:
The higher forward speed vo-'l is always associated
with an approximately proportional higher stroke frequency f and, with the amplitude a max remaining the
same, an approximately proportional stroke speed v s .

Thus the ratio v8 vo as well as (a + ß) remain
practically independent of vo.
The following objection might still be raised: If
the relationship of vq/1 to f does not change, a max or
jSmax might still vary. Figure 140 shows that a max
does not vary with f. But if a max and v s /vo do not
change, /3 max may also be assumed not to change, for
the propulsive forces increase just as constantly as
the resistance forces with Vq. We may therefore
draw the conclusion and demonstrate it by experiments with the trout and the sturgeon, namely, that
the propulsive mechanism presented in Figs. 75, 87,
and 88 provides the generally valid explanation for
propulsion by means of the tail-fin stroke.

equilibrium condition is disturbed, i.e., if the
fish is also pulled forward by another force (such as
a fishing line), then vo increases but the stroke frequency and stroke amplitude continue the same, so
that the angle of incidence and thus the forces also
(in
the forward and stroke directions) decrease.
Figure 76 shows a borderline case of this. While, in
Fig. 75, vq/vs is equal to 0.7 withfavorable propulsion
conditions, in Fig. 76 the speed is increased to vq/v s =
this

1.43 or approximately twice as high, since a and
thus v s were diminished and vq was increased.
In this situation, as shown in Fig. 76, the fin is
always positioned tangent to the trajectory, so that
the angle of attack is always equal to zero. No lift is
present and thus neither a propulsive force nor a
force perpendicular to it is directed oppositely to the
stroke movement (except for friction). This movement (which is possible if the fish is subjected to an
outside pull) is "neutral."

6

"Passive"

Special case of the tail stroke not associated
with force, the "neutral" fin stroke

Propulsion occurs if the fin receives an incident
flow from ahead during oscillation at an angle a such
that the lift of the fin perpendicular to the incident
flow has a forward component as shown in Figs. 75
and 88. During continuous swimming an equilibrium
condition is established between this propulsive force
and the hydrodynamic drag on the body of the fish. If

driven by the current
fin

—

stroke

By increasing

the velocity ratio vq/v s , we found that
forces decreased and became zero in the
"neutral movement." The power which the fish transfers to the flow also decreases as i>o is increased by
an outside influence and becomes zero in the "neutral
movement." Now if we increase the speed wo further
by a stronger external influence, lift forces appear at
the fin because of the fin stroke which have an effect
opposite to that shown in Fig. 75, namely,
the fin

—
—

lift

backward instead of a forward thrust; and
up and down forces in the direction of the stroke
instead of opposed to it.
a

case power is no longer transferred by the fish
through the active fin stroke, but rather a passive fin
stroke is "induced" by the flow.
In this

7
5

Tail stroke

Contrast of the cases

Figure 78 shows, for the same a max , ßmax. l 's< an d
the fin position and path, as well as the incident
flow, lift, and its propulsive and stroke components
at transition through the zero bending position (a = 0)
in the downard direction with ß equal to /3 max

ö,

:

—
—
—

at the top, the "active stroke";
in the center, the "neutral stroke"; and
at the bottom, the "passive stroke."
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IV

Fast Start-Trout

Solution of the tail-stroke problem

executes a coupled, phase-shifted bend-twist oscillahim further to suppose a similar process in
the tail stroke at take-off.
Hence, we filmed the process of starting in various
swimmers from directly above so that the fin and
body movements could be analyzed. The analysis
showed that the starting stroke is a coupling of bending and twisting which results in the creation of a
thrust in a manner that is easy to explain hydrodynamically.
The trout can dart forward from a stationary position with extraordinary speed.
We filmed this
starting process and analyzed the films. The sudden
fast start was initiated by a weak pulse of electricity
in the water. The brown trout (Salmo trutta) reacted
only weakly to this command. The rainbow trout
(Salmo gairdneri) shown in Fig. 201, on the other
tion, led

Up to this time the following question has been
completely open: "How does the stroke of the tail fin
create propulsive forces which accelerate the fish in
the briefest time from a condition of rest to a great
speed?" All efforts at explanation, which resorted to
very involved theories to solve the difficult-appearing
riddle, foundered because knowledge of the movements executed by the fin was deficient and it is misleading to assume a simple twisting stroke. This
erroneous assumption of a simple twisting stroke is
understandable if we note that direct observation of
the take-off of a fish shows nothing else. The process
is much too short to follow the movement with the
eyes.
The author's thoughts concerning propulsion
in fast swimming which led to the fact that the fin
Fig. 204 Starting thrust - lunging of trout (Salmo gairdneri)
Top: progress of movement according to motion picture record.
Bottom: fin stroke
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64 frames per sec

hand, was every sensitive to this stimulus and was
used for the filming. In Fig. 204, above, we have
drawn a top view of the 29-cm fish in the completely
extended rest position and in the nine positions following the electrical command.
The films show the following phases in the forward
lunge of the rainbow trout:
a.

b.

completely still, stretched out (Fig. 201);
bending into almost a semicircle in about 1/30
of a second (Fig. 169, above, shows this condition);

c.

d.
e.
f.

stroke of body and tail fin until maximum curvature in the other direction within about 1/20 of
a second;
back stroke in about 1/30 of a second;
outward swing in about 1/30 of a second; and
gliding with body extended.

The entire process

lasts only 0.15 sec and the
trout reaches a speed i>o of 2.6 m/sec or a specific
speed n of nine fish lengths per sec(i>o/n. As we know
from the measurements in Fig. 137, this is not the
highest speed that the trout can reach. That is not
astonishing because the animal discontinued propulsion in the tests after only 0.15 sec and glided.

In all tests it was observed, as shown in Fig. 204,
that the forward velocity was rotated at angle y with
respect to the stretched-out initial position. This

angle was wider, the stronger the acceleration and
The widest angle measured in the forward lunge from a state of rest was 33°, while in the
case of acceleration initiated while swimming slowly,
an angle y of 12° was measured.
In Fig. 204, bottom, the path of the fin in starting

final speed.

is

shown:

—

—

In the curving phase (1-3), the fin reaches an
extreme position (3) in which it generates
practically no propulsive force.
From the extreme position the stroke moves in
1/20 of a sec from position 3 to the opposite

curvature,

6.

During the entire stroke the fin is positioned at an
a of approximately 30° to the incident flow,
which is always opposite to the stroke movement.
angle

—

The back stroke

to position 9 is executed in

corresponding fashion.
Figure 205 contains an enlarged diagram of the fin
positions during the thrust stroke.
The dotted line

256 frames per sec

Fig. 205 Rainbow trout
{Salmo gairdneri)
Starting thrust.

Movement of

tail fins
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Fig. 206 Fin stroke of the trout (Salmo gairdneri)
Right: forward acceleration. Left: fast swimming

32 per sec

64 frames per sec

of the center of the fin

^-

joining the midpoints of the fin represents the principal incident-flow direction of the fin, while the
arrows perpendicular to this line show the direction
of the lift force acting on the fin. This fin lift is
essentially directed forward during the side and back
movement. Thus propulsive force for lunging forward
is created by the fin stroke according to the same
hydrodynamic principle which explains the creation of
"lift" with "thrust" components at the oscillating
fins with a phase shift between bending and twisting,
as shown in Figs. 75, 87, and 88 for fast swimming.
Thus, for the fast start, the fish utilized this most
favorable means from the point of view of efficiency.
The position of maximum curvature drawn in Fig.
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path

204, above, at the beginning of the stroke is (with the
position of the fin almost parallel to the direction of
lunge and with the rear of the fish almost perpendicular to it) an extreme position and thus the best
possible starting position.
The fin stroke during forward lunging must be
different from the strokes during fast swimming.
As Fig. 206 shows, however, the principle utilized
in both cases of propulsion is the same. The stroke
used in lunging forward is different only in the larger
angles of rotation and the much larger amplitude of
the bending strokes corresponding to the strong body
curvatures; the stroke is also executed much more
rapidly.

Y

1

Body Stroke and

Fin Stroke

Stroke movements of the whiting and
the sturgeon

Figure 207 is a composite of top views of a whiting
swimming forward (Fig. 208) taken from a motionpicture film. The pictures show the body in mid
stroke (positions 2 and 4, bending amplitude (a) approximately equal to zero) and in stroke reversal at
maximum amplitudes a max in positions 1, 3, and 5.

3

2

stroke

mid

reversal

stroke

stroke
reversal
<

4

mid

stroke

stroke

reversal

_

We

note that a large portion of the body, with exeption
curved in the stroke movement.
The sturgeon swims continuously but slowly and
quietly with a slow, elegant oscillation of his body
close to the bottom. One-half of an oscillation cycle
is reproduced in six pictures in Fig. 209 from a film
which we took in the Berlin aquarium. These normal
movements are smooth, neither jerky nor fast. The
undulation of the body extends over a considerable
portion of the long spindle-shaped body, so that the
sinusoidal path of almost an entire wavelength can be
seen (Fig. 210). According to these observations, the
shape and movement of the sturgeon must be especially
favorable for sustained swimming with minimum expenditure of energy. In the case of the sturgeon (Fig.
210) the pair of fins on the rear of the body consisting
of the dorsal and anal fins operates like a second tail
fin, so that if the tail fin is removed, the fish will
still have an afterbody with a fin like other fishes
have.
The tail fin and the pair of fins ahead of it can be
treated in accordance with the theory of the fin stroke
at the outset, although the relationships are complicated by the concomitant oscillation of the entire
body. The body shapes and their changes during a
stroke are drawn over one another in Fig. 210, and
Fig. 211 shows the undulant motion of the midline of
the body.
Comparison of the bodily oscillations of the whiting
and the sturgeon shows that the form of oscillation of
the very slender sturgeon and the sturdy whiting must
be very different. Figure 211 gives a comparison
based on our film analyses. Inthecaseof the sturgeon
the oscillation involves 75% of its length and shows
entire waves, while in the case of the whiting 45% of its
length oscillates and less than one-half of a wave can
be seen. Both show oscillations in which the rotation
of the fins is approximately maximum when the fins
pass through the zero bending position.
Our films of the sturgeon have shown that the
twisting of the tail fins leads the associated translation (bending) of 105°, while the rotation of the pair of
of the front portion, is

Fig. 207 Whiting (Gadus merlangus) Stroke cycle

Fig. 208 Whiting (Gadus merlangus)

rear fins consisting of the dorsal and anal fins lead
by 75°. Thus both phase shifts are in the vicinity of
the optimum value of 90°. The shift of the bend-twist
oscillation of the fins on the rear of the body relative
to the tail fin is as follows:

—
—

for bending, 45°; and
for rotation, 75°.
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may

be assumed that, in the case of a sturgeon
in an open body of water, both values of 8
approach 90° to provide outstanding smoothness
of propulsion. The sturgeon which we studied moved
in its annular tank along a course whose radius corresponded approximately to the length of the fish's
body. Figure 212 gives an analysis of the bend-twist
oscillations of the fins. Reference points land 2 were
It

swimming

chosen arbitrarily.

2

0.3

m

0.4

Fig. 209 Sturgeon (Acipenser sturio) Lateral body stroke
Vertical silhouette from motion-picture film

Fig. 210 Sturgeon (Acipenser sturio). Lateral stroke
Movement relative to the head.
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of body with fins

Active stroke movement of the body of
a fish
Propulsion with and without
the tail fin

—

In the "tail strokes" the entire fish forms a
unified oscillating body. These lateral oscillations,
which run as waves through the body from front to
back, accelerate the water toward the rear and create
thrust. A study of the tail fin itself and also, as the
occasion arises, the similarly functioning fins at the
rear of the body (as in the case of the sturgeon or
especially in the pike [Fig. 213]) will cover only a
portion of the propulsion mechanism. Gray demonstrated this clearly by measuring the movements and
the swimming speed of whitings (Gadus merlangas)
before and after amputation of the caudal fin.
Figure 214 shows the body strokes in both cases
after drawings by Gray, in which we doubt, however,
the form of oscillation drawn for the amputated con-

The fact that the whiting can still generate a
strong thrust following amputation of the caudal fin
appears quite reasonable if we note, as Fig. 208
shows, that large lateral surfaces are still present in
the other fins.
An important finding was that the loss of thrust
following amputation of the tail fin was compensated
by increased amplitude to such an extent that the
same forward speed was reached in a short time with
and without this fin. It was concluded from a comparison of the two oscillations that the tail fin of the
whiting normally contributes only about 40% of the
thrust and that 60% is contributed by forces on the
dition.

sturgeon

whiting

Fig. 212 Sturgeon (Acipenser sturio). Analysis of motion-picutre film
Tail stroke at slow forward speed (no = 0.13 m/sec). Coupled bending
a and twisting ß over the path

Fig. 211 Sturgeon and whiting. Comparison of body and tail-fin stroke
Top: sturgeon (Acipenser sturio), after Fig. 180. Bottom: whiting (Gadus
merlangus), after Fig. 214
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Fig. 213 pike (Esox lucius)

Fast predator)- fish

fish

rear

body

fin

amputated

intact

flexible body began, at a speed of 2 m/sec, to execute
passive lateral movements with its posterior portion.
They seemed to resemble the natural tail movements
of the fish."
In our study of the tail stroke as a coupled bending
and twisting oscillation, we investigated first of all for
the fin alone the conditions for the "active stroke," exceeding a "critical" vq/vs speed ratio, and the "passive
stroke." We were then able to conclude from the experiments with the sturgeon that the fins farther ahead
on the body also function similarly in the body stroke.
Figure 215 shows the body stroke of four swimmers.
Use of the comprehensive information on the passive wing stroke from aeronautics was desirable for
the further study of the active fin stroke.
The following objectives are recommended a
priori for investigations of "active fluttering" of the
entire body of the fish, a matter about which we still

know

—
1

10

pt
9

£

Fig. 214 Whiting.

|

3

7 4

—

6

—

Swimming movement

Sinusoidal movement relative to head. Analysis of motion-picture film.
Share of work performed by rear body fin about 40%. After amputation:
stronger body stroke, speed unchanged

oscillating body with the rest of the fins.

little:

deeper studies of passive fluttering, which offer
no experimental difficulties, using slender objects similar to fish;
elucidation of the laws derived therefrom for the
transition from passive to active fluttering; and
formulation of the principles derived for the
active fluttering of the entire body of the fish.

Part of the purpose of this book is to point out a way
of exploiting relationships to engineering from a field
of biology in which, amazingly enough, there is still no
exact knowledge.

3

Passive and active "fluttering" of the body
of a fish
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There is a statement in the report on the Hamburg
tests involving lifeless fish bodies that "the completely

4

Active fluttering for ship propulsion

What we learned of the great importance of oscillations of the entire body of the fish as well as of its

water snake

trout

sturgeon

on the rear of the body and the tail for acceleration and sustained swimming led us to the conclusion
that it is of engineering interest to study this oscillating drive for the propulsion of ships. Once we had
learned enough about the nature of these fish oscillations, we built a miniature boat with "flutter drive."
This boat, which is shown in Fig. 216, was named
TUB-TUB-1, an acronym for the words Technik und
fins

Biologie an der Technischen Universitaet Berlin— 1
[Engineering and Biology at the Technical University
of Berlin],

performed amazingly well, another boat
was built, the TUB-TUB-3. This is now
being used for thorough studies about which much
cannot yet be reported. The first results are given in
Since

it

of this sort

Fig. 217.

5

Fig. 215 Body stroke of four swimmers. Extreme positions
(Analysis of films made for measurement)

Comparison

of the theory of long oscillating
plates with experiments on fish

According to theory, in the case of a swimming
plate undergoing propulsive oscillation, the efficiency
of propulsion ij depends on the ratio of the velocity of
the incident flow vo to the velocity of the plate wave w.
The efficiency increases with vq/w.

Fig. 216 Experimental boat TUB- TUB 1
Model for study of swimming oscillating

objects
1 oscillating fin
2 stroke shaft
3 twist shaft
4 drive
5 steering-van boom
6 steering van
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theory

-a

assumptions:

-e

S

two-dimensional
representation

_ _rj|^.

A =L

Fig. 217 Undulating stroke of an artificial fin driven at the front edge.
Coupling of bending and torsion.
Length
L = 400 mm
s = 0.3 mm
sheet kon
E = 21,000 kg/mm
Width
b = 100 mm

...

a

~ a max

sin 2^rft

ß

~

^max

cos 2wft

with

70mm

a max
An«,

= 35°

f

= 3.1

=

sec

'

Mean wavelength K, about 550 mm; wave velocity w, = \.f **> 1700
650 mm/ sec; speed ratio (u /u.), about 0.38;
mm/sec; forward speed u
,

thrust S, about 300 g, efficiency (according to T. Yao-tsu Wu),

Test device

TUB -TUB

tj

<*

50-60%
0.4

3

0.6

speed ratio V(/w

In Fig. 218 this efficiency is plotted against v /w
with the nth wave number as parameter k and the
points corresponding to the measured relationships of
vq/w and k for the sturgeon, trout, eel, and water
snake are indicated. According to the graph these
swimmers achieve efficiencies that are quite good,
although it is still unclear how far we can compare
the three-dimensional flow around these animals with
the theory of flat potential flow. Future thought might
be given to the question of the extent to which an
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Fig. 218 Propulsive efficiency-oscillation of body

Theory swimming of oscillation plate. Tests
ming fishes

(k

and vq/w) with swim-

isolated evaluation of the "propulsion efficiency" of
fishes only is appropriate, when actually the propulsion and drag mechanisms are intertwined, as will be
brought out in the section titled "Solution of Gray's

Paradox"

(J, II).

Fast

VI

Swimming Dolphins (Porpoises)

In contrast to the fishes, the whales and dolphins
have a horizontal tail fin. The side and bottom views
of the whale given in Fig. 219 show that the tail, which
carries the fin, is very high and narrow. The great
height is used for the powerful muscles that provide
the power of the tail-fin stroke. Because it is slender
and high, this fin-carrying organ can contribute little
to thrust in its vertical stroke. A lateral tail stroke
(as used by the fishes), on the other hand, will be
quite effective because of the large lateral surface.
In Fig. 219 the tail fin, the under surface of the tail,
and the lateral surface of the tail are diagramed,
and their areas, the location of their centers of gravity and their static moment about the axis of rotation
A- A are shown.
This study shows that the whale (and the similarly
constructed dolphin) can produce approximately the

same stroke

effect in the vertical direction as in the
horizontal. Moreover, they can rotate the tail about
its longitudinal axis.
From this we conclude that

Fig. 220 Fast-swimming dolphin. Wave deformation of the skin
Vertical-lateral tail stroke combination

18m

area

m
flukes

2

lever

arm

m

moment

m

3

3.3

5.8

19

column

4,5

1.9

8.5

top view

7,8

tail

side

view

9.5

27.5

2,9

27.5

Fig. 219 Sei whale {Balaenoptera borealis). Vertical and
Comparison of striking areas and their moments

lateral stroke

Fig. 221 Fast-swimming dolphin. Tail stroke
Characteristic stages (analysis of a film by Parry)
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these very rapidly swimming
oscillations for propulsion:

—

—
—

mammals combine three

Thus

a horizontal sweep using the high lateral surface of the tail; and
a twisting about the longitudinal axis.

of the

Figure 220 shows a very powerful down stroke of the
by a dolphin in the combination described of three
oscillations at great speed, as indicated by the skin

folds.

Eight stages of a tail stroke of a fast-swimming
dolphin have been compiled in Fig. 221 from a film
(by Perry). These show the up and down movement of
the tail with the fin:

—
—
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In the middle of the upward stroke, the fin is
oppositely directed at a sharp angle down and
back.

a vertical stroke with special use of the tail
fin;

tail

—

—

In the upper position of the tail fin (1 and 8),
the tail is curved sharply upward, but the fin is
lined up (quite clearly in 8) in the direction of
flow, i.e., horizontally.
In the lower position of the tail fin (4 and 5), the
tail is bent sharply downward, but again the fin
remains horizontal.
In the middle of the downward stroke, the fin is
positioned at a sharp angle up and back.

The coupling
up-and-down stroke with a twisting oscillation

this vertical fin stroke is active.

of the fin around a transverse axis and shifted in
phase by 90° is a "coupled propulsive oscillation"
as in Figs. 75, 87, and 88. Since the rear of the body
is very slender, the propulsion might approximate
the "pure fin strokes" (with slight participation of

bodily undulation)."
The picture shows also that the tail executes a
side stroke:

—
—

—

In the topmost position the tail does not seem
to be arched laterally.
In the vertical downward stroke (1-4), however,
the tail oscillates laterally to the left. Lateral
bending is shown by the body and also quite
clearly in the rotation of the tail fin about the
vertical axis.
During the upward stroke the lateral stroke

returns.

More detailed information cannot be gleaned from
the small amount of photographic material that has
been published.

!

SLENDER

SWIMMERS

Body to Propel

Oscillations of the

I

Slender Swimmers
1

Motion processes

— Speed
v

/w=0

we examine

the motion processes of a slender
swimmer propelled by oscillations of the body (e.g.,
a snake or an eel), viewing it from the head of the
animal it appears to the observer that body waves
move backward relative to the head with a speed w.
The point of observation (the head), however,
moves relative to the still water with a velocity vq
forward. The actual speed of the body wave relative
to the water is determined from the backward motion
of the wave w as seen from the eye of the animal less
the forward motion of the point of observation vq relative to the water (<u = w - vq). An important characteristic quantity is the velocity ratio, 77 = vq/w. The
significance of this velocity ratio will be shown at the
end of the section titled "Swimming Snake" using a
simple engineering example. In general an animal
moving forward in the water by body oscillations
creates a definite number of waves n with a wavelength A and amplitude ± a.
If

2

Body

oscillations of the simplest form
Fig. 222

made:

Wavelength:
Amplitude:
Frequency:

—
—
—

of waves, n = 1;
shape of the waves, sinusoidal; and

number

amplitude, a - constant, the
body, and tip of the tail.

same

slender body.

a

Oscillation

wave

of constant

amplitude

y

=

-*

sin

T L

\A.

K
a =
f

=

a/6
1/T

<

\ =

T w =

w\J'

1

-J.Ü?
T w

Wave velocity:

w

Forward velocity:

v

Parameter:

t/T = 0.

= A./T

for head,

This very simple scheme is suitable for showing the
process of thrust-generation theoretically and for
setting up preliminary computations.
The movement which we see from the head back
as a wave moving backward (according to Fig. 215) is
the transverse oscillation of parts of the body (approximately sinusoidal) perpendicular to the forward
movement. These transverse oscillations are shifted
in phase for the succeeding sections of the body in
such a way that the body always forms sine-like lines,
the zero points of which (y = 0) move backward with a
The
speed w = k-f = wavelength times frequency.
velocities observed in this swimming motion are given
in Fig. 223.
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Movement of

The positions (12 per cycle) of an oscillating,
forward-moving, slender body are diagramed in Fig.
222 for different vq/w, as they occur in the course of
one oscillation cycle. The following assumptions are

Figure 224 describes the oscillation of the body
without forward movement {vq/w = 0) as a wave moving
backward:

ÜJ

direction in

which body
swims

W

-

^^

X

V

— X/2 —

N

V

^y

direction in

^waveswhich

1

run

ra

1

Fig. 223 Oscillation of the body of a slender

swimmer

Simplified

diagram (sine curve) of the body wave. Speeds indicated

a = *max
Body wave

relative to head

w

-

X

Head-forward motion relative to water
Body wave relative to water

"0

+

x

-

X

Speed

CO

-

w

- "0

Direction

:

components of oscillating movement s of a section A
in the direction of body axis k
_L perpendicular to body axis n

components of movement of oscillation
in the direction of wave movement w

s

This drag force W q always has a thrust component
directed forward.
The longitudinal movement k
counteracts the frictional resistance W; of the cyl2
indrical section with area F with W/ = c wr p k p/2.
This resistance force W; always has a backthrust
component directed toward the rear. When the body
is accelerated to a greater speed, the propulsion
component of W q is larger than the backthrust component of Wi, so that the stroke of the body has a net
propulsive force.
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of the
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^
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»,
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wave form
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=

=

constant

Schematic
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Fig. 224 Oscillation of slender bodies in the water

Movement

—
—

of a section

A broken down

into

components

point A, because of its transverse oscillation,
moves with an average speed s to position A'.
This movement from A to A' vertically upward
can be broken down into two components
* w = the wave velocity to the right perpendicular to s;
* k = the velocity upward to the left in the direction of the line of the backbone of the

body.

Therefore, if the backward-moving wave w is included in the study of propulsion, the apparent forward movement of the body along the line formed by
the spine must also be taken into account lest the
various sections of the body be shifted in the x
direction in the results.
In Fig. 224, above, a different breakdown of the
transverse oscillation of the body is assumed. Here
the components of the A - A' motion are:

—
—

of the forces is simplified by as= const, and A = const, with the wave assumed to be sinusoidal. An additional simplifying
assumption is that the force on each small section of
the flexible cylinder (the body) is equal to that on a
corresponding section of a long straight cylinder,
shaped the same over its entire length and receiving
a parallel incident flow. It would become impossible
to transfer from the straight to the curved cylinder

suming

1

only

a

when

—
—

the diameter of the cylinder d is of the
order of magnitude as the wavelength; or
the Reynolds number is very small.

The equilibrium condition is studied for a section
(every section) of length A, along which the resultant
force from perpendicular and longitudinal forces becomes zero over the entire length A at the steady

swimming speed

£

longitudinal movement k of the section of the
body in the direction of the spine.

The transverse movement u counteracts the profile
drag W q of the forward surface F q withW g = cwp Fq u 2 p/2.

N

v

sin

.

•

ds

+

X
I

L

cos

4>

ds

=

where N

is the perpendicular force per unit length, and
L is the longitudinal force per unit length.

In this

transverse motion u of the section of the body
perpendicular to the line of the backbone; and

same

hydrodynamic study,

in addition to the
the direction of the spine (sine curve),
the stationary sinusoidally curved cylinder receives a
parallel incident flow with a> = w - vq. Considering
the situation this way, both "propulsive" and "backthrust" hydrodynamic forces are taken into account
for each section. This agrees with the theory of
natural propulsion in which drag and thrust do not

movement

k in
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occur

at

different

places

mechanisms are interlocked

but the drag and thrust
(see Section J, II).
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coefficients c wp and c wr depend strongly

on the Reynolds number. They increase with decreasing Reynolds number. In order to become better
acquainted with these relationships for more thorough
investigations, experiments were undertaken at the
author's institution, and the initial findings are given
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The propulsive components of the hydrodynamic
resistance W Q on the segments of the body are greater,
and the backthrust components of the hydrodynamic
resistance W/, are smaller, the greater is the attitude
angle
of the spine to the vq direction. These
attitude angles vary across the wave cycle and reach
a maximum value, which we shall designate a.
The attitude angle a = max increases with the amplitude ratio a/A (amplitude/wavelength) as shown in Fig.
228. It is evident that the attitude angle a increases
steeply from a zero value of a/A to a value of about
0.4 (to about 70°), but then the increase is slow.
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Pig. 225 Drag at small Reynolds numbers. Balloon experiments at the
Technical University
Roughness and elongation effects

Fig. 227 Filaments and small rods. Small Reynolds numbers
Drag coefficient c wo against a
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curves in the useful range
curves in the range not useful mm
lower limit v /w = 1/2 sin« (Re < 100)
conditions for v
at given energy
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S = snake (Natrix)
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Fig. 228 Undulating stroke. Sine wave
Attitude angle a(- <£ max ) dependent on amplitude and length

According to measurements summarized in Fig. 215,

—
—

a for the

water snake

for the eel,

it is

is 40°;

and

35°.

In Fig. 229 we have plotted, after Taylor, the
velocity ratio vq/w against the attitude angle a = <£ max
of the__undulation for various resistance parameters,
c wp /\Re. It is evident that the water snake {Natrix
natrix) also reaches an a of 40° according to these
measurements and achieves the velocity ratio vq/w
measured by us as well. Thus, if we have measured
the angle a of the undulation and the velocity ratio
w/vq, we can read the resistance coefficient cwp from
the theoretical curves in Fig. 229.
The method of computation has been explained by
Taylor in Proceedings of the Royal Society of London,
Vol. 214.

6

Computation of propulsion of an oscillating
ribbon

More recently Yao-tsu Wu has set forth the theory
of a ribbon oscillating in water. It is being tested by

"Swimming diagram"

attitude angle, a v

for long, slender

animals

us with the experimental boats TUB-TUB-I (Fig. 216)
and TUB-TUB-III. One of the types of oscillation
studied for a ribbon and the data obtained are diagramed in Fig. 217. In the case of objects with a
rounded cross section flattened on the bottom, such
as we find in the water snake, propulsive efficiency
is certainly less than that of the oscillating ribbon,
and the hydrodynamic drag is greater, as might be
expected for an area 1.6-2.0 times larger than that
of the ribbon. The theory of an oscillating ribbon is
being studied for oscillating, slender objects and
experimental verification is now under way at the
author's institution. As Fig. 144 shows, the eel has
a high fin fringe, which increases the lateral forces
on its body and thus it more closely resembles the
oscillating ribbon than the water snake with its rounded
and flattened cross section.

7

Oscillation of a body with amplitude
increasing toward the rear

In many animals the transverse oscillations of the
body show an amplitude that increases from the head
toward the tail. Thus the height of the wave running
from the head backward increases all the way to the
tail.
Figure 230 is an example of this. Figure 231
shows a simplified form of this bodily oscillation for
and 1. The
various vq/w between limiting values of
simplifying assumptions are:

—
—

of waves n = 1;
amplitude of the head a\ =

number

1;
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—
—

amplitude of the tip of the tail a<i
a linear increase from a\ to Q2.

and

ja

0.2

The propulsive forces and

the propulsive power of
oscillating in this way have been studied
mathematically quite recently. The results of computation of the propulsion efficiency are plotted in
Fig. 218 against the velocity ratio vq/w with a parameter k of nl/k (nth wave number). We see that an
oscillating plate corresponding to a very slender
swimmer (water snake or eel) would reach a very
high propulsion efficiency 77 of 0.85 with a value of n
that is a little larger than one and a velocity ratio
vq/w of 0.7.
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Measured amplitudes of body
oscillation plotted against body
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Movement

of a slender

body
Oscillation wave with increasing amplitude,

wavelength: \
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frequency: f = 1/T

wave velocity:
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II

Propulsion by Forces of Resistance against
Plates or Paddles

The movement of a flat plate in the direction perpendicular to its surface at a velocity v p relative to
still water is opposed by a hydrodynamic resistance
W v . If a force Wv is exerted by an object floating in
the water to overcome the resistance of the plate,
then it acts as a propulsive force in the direction opposite to that of the plate movement. The magnitude
of the plate resistance can be affected by an arching
of the plate (formation of a paddle bucket). We find
man-made apparatus in which propulsive resistance
forces of this sort act continuously on floating objects.
An example of this is the sidewheel steamer, in which
the paddles dip into the water at the side of the ship
one after the other, are rotated backwards, and then
rise out of the water to enter again in the forward
position. We shall designate the forward velocity of
the paddles moving in the water relative to the propelled object as w.
The object is set in forward motion by the force Wv .
When a constant forward velocity vo is achieved,
an equilibrium exists between the continuous resistance force IV;; of the propelling paddles and the resistance W k of the object, that is, W v = -W k . When an
object is moving relative to still water with a velocity
vo, the velocity of the propulsion plate (paddle) causing
the hydrodynamic drag is equal to the difference in
velocity, v p = w - vo. The power required for movement of the paddles to create thrust is
Nv

=WV

to move the object at a speed
against the resistance of the object WK is

Nk

%

—
—

of the
to the

/?

of this

drag thrust

VQ

equivalent to

%

power used by the object
power consumed in the propulsion

%

%

"o

•

In the steady state of unvarying velocity vo, the
efficiency 77 is equal to vq/w. The drag force (in
kilopounds) of the propelling paddles of area F v (in
2 is as follows (where w and vq are in
m/sec):
)

m

50

W,

•

(w - vq)

•

Cum

Fy

•

.

The drag

coefficient c w y depends on the shape and
arching of the paddle; it is of the order of one. In
the steady state, with WK = W
Vq

•

c wK

FK

= {w - vq) 2

c wV

Fv

.

Thus

W

= VQ

1

+

J

C »«-

J c wv

vo

vo

'-*-

FK
Fv

1

=

lx
•

is

and the efficiency

-w.

The power required

=

The efficiency
the ratio

.

J *»*•**Fy
1(

Cw v
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Ill

1

The Swimming

of the

Observations on the swimming movements

and

their effects

By means of the pictures and films which we made
swimming water snake we were able to observe

of the

the path of the snake on the surface of the water and
the movements of its body. But this was not sufficient
to solve the problem of the forces actually responsible
for the forward movement, because the currents
created by the swimming movements were not visible.
A knowledge of the hydrodynamic processes, however, is necessary to determine the forces which
propel the body of the snake. In the case of the water
snake, which swims partly out of the water, it is
uniquely possible to photograph the flow of water. We
sprinkled the surface of a small pond with spores of
the club moss (0.03
in diameter, density 0.27

mm

g/cm 3 ),

which 5 g/m 2 were sufficient to permit
good photography of the currents. We expected that
no bodily injury to the snake would result from
sprinkling the water in this way. The motion- picture
film and the still photographs showed the currents at
the body of the snake very well.
In swimming, the water snake creates a wave system that moves outward from the head and the body.
of

Fig. 232 Water snake (Natrix natrix).
Bow waves -Lateral thrust waves
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Swimming

Water Snake

An alert observer (Schwenk) said in regard to Fig.
232 that "the structure of the body, the movement,
and the wave shape merge into a unity." It is really
amazing that, over the rear half of the body, waves
of the water and waves of the body are quite harmonious. In a smooth and optically homogeneous
surface the waves are difficult to see. Hence, it was
necessary to use special light conditions or screens
for our photographs and moving pictures. A study of
the wave system based on the first motion picture,
however, shed no light on the manner in which the
wave forces contributed to propulsion.

2

Swimming

position on the water

surface

The water snake (Natrix natrix) normally is
partly out of the water when swimming, as is shown
in Fig. 233. The head is held completely above the
water and the middle portion of the body remains half
out of the water. Only the posterior portion of the
body (about one-third of the total length) is submerged
completely (Fig. 233, bottom). A bow-wave system is
created behind the head as the body moves forward
at the water surface, as we often see in the case of
ships with a blunt bow. The bow-wave spreads out
behind at an angle of plus and minus 19.5°, as shown
in Fig. 234.

wave system

for point disturbance.

diagram of a bow wave

Fig. 234

Bow wave

(diagram). Propagation of the

wave system

superimposed on the forward velochas double the frequency of the oscillation
of the body.
oscillation

ity

Fig. 233 Swimming water snake (Natrix
Head and midsection emergent

3

natrix)

Horizontal oscillation of the

viewed from the side.

body

The swimming movements of the body of the
snake are horizontal oscillations. Analysis of a motion picture gives the following bodily positions during
one-half of an oscillation cycle, as shown in Fig. 235:

—
—
—
—

Path and movement of the head. As shown sepain Fig. 236, the head describes a flat sine
curve with a ratio of amplitude to wavelength a/A of
± 0.07. It describes this path through parallel transverse displacements without twisting about the vertical
axis, so that it always looks straight ahead. Since the
body also follows this sine curve, in order for the
head to be directed straight ahead, it must curve
directly behind the head quite strongly. This curvarately

The body has a constant forward velocity vq.
The body wave moves backward at a constant
speed w.
The amplitude of the oscillation of the body
increases from the head to the tail.
The forward component of the movement of the
tip of the tail is not constant as is that of the
head, but rather it is much more rapid during
the vigorous outward stroke of the tail. This

ture is maximum when the sinusoidal trajectory of
the head passes through zero, and it is equal to zero
at maximum amplitude.

Amplitude increase along the length of the body.
The increase in amplitude of the horizontal oscillation of the body from the head to the tip of the tail is
shown in Fig. 230 for the entire length of the body.
The amplitude of the head is only ± 2.8% of the body
length, and it increases linearly to ± 9.5% from 0-75%
of the

body length, rising steeply toward the end of
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rearward position of
maximum amplitudes
forward speed vo = 0.52 m/sec
body length 1.05 m
,

.

.

the tail to ± 17% at the tip. The amplitude at the tip
of the tail, therefore, amounts to six times that at
the head.

i

::}

Oscillation of the tip of the tail. The distance e of
the tip of the tail from the head becomes appreciably
less than the length of the body / when the amplitudes
of oscillation are large. Figure 237 shows the "meandering trail" left by a snake swimming at a water

surface strewn with Lycopodium spores. Analysis of
Fig. 235 (see also Fig. 215) shows that the ratio of e
to / varies between
(e//) ma x

when the

tail

passes through the zero position, and
(e/l\

when the

= 0.94

tail is at the

= 0.85

position of maximum excursion.

While the head moves forward at a constant speed
vq
the forward movement of the tip of the tail is
represented by superimposing a longitudinal oscillation on no. Figure 215 shows this longitudinal oscillation of the tip of the tail (as seen from the head) for
the water snake and other swimmers (dotted curve).
,

Swimming water snake (Natrix

Fig. 235

natrix)

Horizontal oscillation as swimming movement. Positions of body during
one half-cycle

Fig. 236 Movement of the swimming snake (analysis of film)
Top: trajectories of head and tip
of tail with indication of water

area traversed.
Bottom: trajectory and position
of
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head

ratio ß = c/a and the velocity ratio y = vo/aco y
As
seen in Fig. 238 II, III, and IV, when values of ß and
y are maximum, a trajectory that can be designated a
"meander" is formed.
.

Meander of the tip of the tail. Figure 215 shows,
on the basis of measurements, that the tips of the
tails of water snakes and other slender swimmers
that propel themselves by body strokes execute oscillations resembling a figure-8 when viewed from the
head as a fixed point. When a longitudinal movement
of the head at constant velocity is superimposed on
this oscillation of the tip of the tail, the trajectory of
the tip of the tail must assume a meandering shape,
as shown in Fig. 238.
The trajectory obtained for the tip of the tail of
the water snake (Natrix natrix) from analysis of
motion-picture films is shown in Fig. 236, above. The
following are plotted in the figure:

—
—
—

—
Fig. 237 Swimming water snake (Natrix
Swimming of straight forebody

natrix)

This oscillation at twice the requency of the transverse oscillation resembles a figure-8 with a transverse amplitude c and with ß equal to c/a.

5

the meandering path of the tip of the tail;
the sinusoidal path of the head;
a few positions of the body of the snake moving
through these trajectories; and
the water surface passed through by the body
of the snake (white) and the water surface which
the body of the snake does not touch (shaded).

Meanders as natural pathways

Rivers flowing through a flat terrain in the course
time have dug themselves a bed which resembles
less the sine curve than a curve resulting from
superimposing a figure-8 oscillation on a forward
velocity (Fig. 238). The course of the Meander River
in Asia Minor, which showed this shape quite clearly,
in ancient times was the model for the decorative
"meander" lines, and in general we designate these
lines as "meanders" after the path followed by this
river. In Fig. 239 we have sketched two river courses
having a typical meandering shape, and the meandering
path followed by the tip of the tail of a water snake is
reproduced below for purposes of comparison.
Currents other than those of rivers follow a
of

A

Meander

of the tip of the tail

The harmonic basis for understanding the trajectory of the tip of the tail is developed in Fig. 238.
Sinusoidal trajectories. If a constant longitudinal
velocity v
is imposed on a harmonic transverse
oscillation y/a = cos (cot), a sine curve results. This
is shown in the top row of the figure.

Meandering trajectories. If a harmonic longitudinal
oscillation x/a = ß sm(2a>t) is superimposed on a harmonic transverse oscillation y/a = cos(wt) at twice
the frequency, a figure-8 results. The shape of the
figure-8 depends, as shown in Fig. 238 (first column),
on the amplitude ratio, ß = c/a. If a forward velocity
v is superimposed on a figure-8 movement, a "snaking
line" is produced, which depends on the amplitude

meandering

—
—

path.

Examples include

the Gulf Stream in the Atlantic; and
the jet streams in the atmosphere, which reach
very great speeds (about 400 km/hr) approximately at the tropopause (the boundary of the
stratosphere at a height of about 11 km).
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oscillations at a standstill
straight line in line

1

figure -8's in lines 2-4
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apparent, then, that the meandering trajecof considerable importance in natural phenomena, and it is not correct to be satisfied with the
simplified assumption of a sine curve.
It

is

tory is

6

Different forms of movement by snakes:
Creeping on land, oscillating in the water

The normal forward movement of snakes on land
a creeping movement. The snake describes a
"snaking line" with its head, and the body follows
this line over its entire length. The path laid out acts
like a river bed between the banks of which the snake
moves without leaving them. Our studies on the most
favorable shape of the bed "meanders?" are not yet
finished. For the sake of simplicity, sine curves are
assumed at first. The snake can creep in this fashion
is

old bed

V^

y^N

^x^

trajectory of tail
of swimming snake

I

%
Fig. 239 Meanders. River bed on a plain and trajectory of the tail of

swimming snake.

it can build up sufficient lateral forces against the
ground by utilizing bottom friction or lateral obstacles.
Figure 240 shows this creeping of a snake in
which three obstacles are utilized. The snake pushes
against these with lateral forces S\ and S3, curving
the body to fit. In the top figure the friction involved
in sliding over the substrate is disregarded. The
lateral force S acts perpendicularly to the side of the
snake, and we break it down into a component Q,
transverse to the "direction of travel" of the snake,

if

Fig. 240 Snake on land
Crawling by means of lateral thrust

at three

obstacles

3 points of support along a steeper side surface (3 = 60°)

S = lateral force

V
Q

without friction against the obstacle

= forward thrust
- transverse force
= points of support

p = arctan u

=

angle of friction

3 points of support along a flat side surface (3 = 45") with friction against the obstacle
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and component V in the forward direction. When a
situation like that

shown

in the picture exists, the

transverse forces Q\ + Qs oppose Q2 with no momentum left (i.e., there is equilibrium) and the propulsive components add (V = Vi + V2 + V3). The propulsion V is in equilibrium with the frictional forces of
the underside of the snake against the ground. An
added factor in Fig. 240 which is not shown in the
figure, above, is the friction that exists between the

184

obstacle and the side of the snake.
The
force here is shown to be applied through an angle
P = arc tan n in an oblique direction, where u is
the coefficient of friction between the side of the
snake and the obstacle.
Conditions are more favorable for forward movement, the steeper are the
sides of the snake, and hence we may assume that
the meandering path is also favorable for this movelateral

ment.

IV

1

The Eddy

Field of a

Swimming Water Snake

Generation and behavior of the eddies

result of flow separation, as might be expected. As
in Fig. 241 next to the photo-

shown by the drawings

A swimming snake, in thrusting himself forward
through still water, creates an eddy field, as shown
photographically in Fig. 241. All the eddies lie in a
straight line corresponding to the axis of swimming
movements (the forward direction). The spacing of
the eddies in this linear arrangement is equal to onehalf the wavelength. The formation of a new eddy
always begins when the front of the body passes
through the longitudinal axis of the swimming movement. These eddies remain where they are generated
without displacement relative to the still water, and
the body of the snake runs along the centers of the
eddies. Since the amplitude of the bodily oscillation
increases toward the tail, the strength of the eddies
also increases with the forward movement of the
snake. But no new eddies form farther back as a

graph, transverse currents arise (Qi, Q2), between
two eddies in the line (Z\. Z2). These currents are
perpendicular to the line and thus perpendicular to the
forward movement of the snake. Thus in still water
there is no current opposite to that of the forward
movement of the snake, no "backwash."
Eddy separations along the fluttering flag in Fig.
198 contrast sharply with the currents alongthe snake
(Fig. 241).
The "snake-like" movement of the flag
in the wind is associated with a very vigorous back-

wash

2

in a

"Karman vortex

street."

Significance of the "eddy line" for the

study of drag
All the eddy centers left behind by the body in its
forward movement remain in a single line at a distance a/2 apart, and this line of eddies does not move

relative to the still water. On the other hand, if there
were a "backwash," as shown in Fig. 198, of cross
section F and "backwash velocity" vw (relative to the
body) when the body had a forward velocity of vo, this
backwash would represent a loss of momentum J =
pFv w (vo - v w ). The loss of momentum would then be
equal to the drag exerted by the flow on the body,
W = J . Since, according to observations, vw always
equals vo behind a swimming water snake, backwash
measurements cannot show any current drag on the

body.

3

Blending of drag and thrust

In this natural thrust of the swimming snake the
of the animal are so interrelated
that at the place (or in the vicinity of the place)
where the loss of momentum (drag) occurs, it is directly cancelled by the thrust. Thus, since we see no
backwash for the snake swimming on the surface,
where the flow can easily be observed, we may also
expect no backwash for other swimmers that propel
themselves by oscillations of the body (or strokes of
the body and tail). In any case, we cannot observe in
these swimmers a back-flowing "Karman vortex
street" with shifted eddies, such as occurs when the
flow around a body separates at the back with periodic formation and shedding of vortices.

drag and thrust

Fig. 241 Swimming water snake (Natrix natrix). Photograph of currents
Direction of flow; vortex centers
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Fig. 242 Comparison of eddy fields

Satrix with eddy field
Right: coupled bending -twisting stroke
Left:

of a plate

Fig. 243 Lndulant path of a

swimmer

Possible arrangements of eddies.
Flow at the body due to eddies

4

produced stationary

eddy patterns

are not just an unavoidable phenomenon
accompanying the movement and involving a waste of

A

to the

Artificially

single row of eddies, such as slender swimmers
create by oscillating their bodies, can also be gene-

rated artificially:

—

—

5

strongly

energy, but rather that the eddy currents are useful
forward movement of the animal.
Eddy patterns are plotted in Fig. 243:

—

Figure 187 shows such an eddy field produced
by repeated starting and stopping of an inclined
wing.

Figure 242, right, shows the flow field of a
plate moved forward with coupled bending and
twisting oscillation, and on the left it shows the
flow field produced by a snake.

Effects of the

eddies on the body passing

through them

The assumption
appear

obvious that the eddies which
snake as the result of the
body and then move backward more

the eddy currents are always approximately
perpendicular to the line of the spine.
With a staggered pattern of eddies (two rows)
as drawn below, and also with a backwardly
shifted single line (as

shown

in the center), the

eddy currents would be related to the spinal
line of the body in such a way that the flow directed backward along the body, which would
slow down the body, is diminished. The body
would utilize the eddies as if "rolling" on
them.

is

at the front of the

oscillation of its

—

The top drawing shows the eddies in a straight
line with the centers on the spine. In this case

The case of the snake is that shown in the top
picture without a "roller-bearing" effect.
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Waves Formed by the Swimming Water Snake

We have analyzed photographically the waves
created 'by a swimming water snake, which form a
system at and behind the body. Figure 244 shows how
the bow-wave system behind the snake spreads in a
wedge pattern with an angle of + 19.5°, and how partial
ring waves spread outward (from their centers) right
and left of the longitudinal axis with a A/2 staggered
spacing. The creation and spread of these partial
ring waves are shown diagramatically in Fig. 245.
When the path, as shown in Fig. 236, opens out from
the flat sinusoidal line of the head to the meander
line of the tail, water is displaced outward from the
convex side of the body, as shown in Fig. 237. This
outward displacement of the water by the moving body
of the snake, which is partly out of the water or close
to the surface, projects a wave forward. When the
'-:

body has passed, the waves have assumed a meandering shape, so that alternately right and left there are
semicircular waves spreading outward (approximately
radially).

These arc waves, therefore, show that forces
acted against the sides of the snake's body. The components of these forces in the direction of swimming
provided the greatest part of the propulsion for the
snake.
Further studies of these forces have not as
yet been completed.
Figure 246 shows two more
wave photos. The bottom photograph shows how the body
rides partly out of the water and how the submerged
part of the tail creates a wave when the trail broadens
particularly strongly to the meander configuration.
The upper picture shows the wave formation at the
front of the snake and the creation of the arc waves.

J :"-.•'-"
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Fig. 245 Swimming of snake
Photo: water snake (Natrix natrix)

plan projection

head wave

4>

body wave

<t>

-

^

19.5°^--^
4>

Fig. 246 Water snake (Natrix natrix).

Wave

formati on in

swimming

parallel projection

/
•X::

:>

<^< /

Fig. 244 Water snake (Natrix natrix).

Wave Syster
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Propulsion of a Sperm

VI

The forward movement of sperms was recently
studied thoroughly by Gray. Figure 247 is based on
the photographs of the movement of a bull sperm
which are given in his work. It is meant to show that,
even with a very small size and less differentiated
swimming structure as well as very low speeds,
propulsion is basically similar to that of larger, very
slender swimmers.

With a forward velocity vo of 0.2 mm/sec, the
Reynolds numbers become as follows:

—

relative to body length

Re/ =

—

0.2

•

0.07

-

(/

= 0.07

mm),

10-

1.4

10"

and relative to average thickness

Kerf

=

0.2

•

0.0002

•

10" 6

W

in5
•

{d

4

•

10"

= 0.0002

•

10

mm),

-6

These Reynolds numbers are extremely low and
purely "creeping," i.e.,
there are no separations of flow, eddies, or lift, so
that thrust is provided only by the resistance forces
against the body waves running backward.
the flow of the
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liquid

is

Fig. 247 Sperm of bull.

One

full

Body stroke-forward movement

oscillation relative to the point farthest forward

Dimensions:
length

/

=

TOfj.

head (diameter, d fc ),0.5/x
center (diameter, dM ),0.2ß

Velocity:

Oscillation:

frequency
amplitude

f,

10 sec"

a, ±13/x

v
0.2 mm/sec
wave w, 0.46 mm/sec
vq/w = 0.44

forward

,
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NATURE'S
SUPERIOR

METHODS

Fast

I

Swimmers and Modification

of the

1

Boundary Layer

Keeping the boundary layer laminar
and preventing separation

Fast swimmers achieve their high speeds not by
exceptional muscle power but because their hydrodynamic resistance remains quite small. According
to hydrodynamic information developed during the
last 25 years, drag is reduced to a minimum if the
boundary layer between the surface of the body and
the free flow around the body remain laminar over
the entire length of the body. "Laminar profiles" are
a means of approaching this ideal. In the case of
rigid, smooth, artificial objects, the extent of 1aminarity is limited by the fact that pressure rises in
the flow at the rear of the body. This rise in pressure creates, downstream, either a turbulence of the
boundary layer, or, if this does not occur, the flow is
piled up and the boundary layer is turned back forward
so that the flow separates, a situation which is visible
as a wide turbulent "dead water area" behind the
rear of the profile.
Thus, to achieve a boundary— layer drag that is as
small as possible, something must be done in the
area of pressure increase at the rear:

—

to

—

to prevent

keep the flow laminar; and
reverse flow of the boundary layer
created by the rise in pressure and thus to
prevent separation of the flow caused by this
reversed flow.

It is actually possible technically to fulfill both
conditions for keeping the flow extremely laminar by
bleeding away the boundary layer. Practically, however, it is extremely difficult to achieve this suction
removal in aeronautics, where the problem is of
special interest. It is to be assumed that nature has
solved the problems of laminarity and prevention of
separation at the rear in the fast-swimming animals.
The following possibilities may be considered:

—

—
—
—
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prevention of turbulence in the boundary layer
by a damping effect of the skin, the hair, or
the plumage against the transversely directed
turbulence motions (i.e., perpendicular to the
surface);
influencing the boundary layer by moving the
skin in and out;
periodic modification of the pressure ratios at
the rear of the body by the tail stroke;
influencing the pressure field at the rear of the

body by

* the

*

2

stroke of the tail fin, by which the water
near the rear of the body can be "sucked"
backward, or
stroking or undulating the dorsal or anal fins,
which would create a current of water backward at the rear and near the surface of the
body and thus would move the boundary layer
backward.

Means
in

for maintaining laminarity
technology

Boundary— layer bleeding has been developed in
technology to maintain laminar flow. The outer skin
is made of porous material, or pores (holes) or slits
are cut. The boundary layer is bled away through
these small openings to inside ducts and ejected
backward at a suitable spot on the rear of the plane.
The thin boundary layer remaining at the surface
then continues to be stable even with pressure rise
and at higher Reynolds numbers. Boundary -layer
bleeding of this sort or by similar means has not
been observed in animals. Thus laminarity is maintained in fast-swimming animals by means that are
still unknown in marine engineering and aeronautics.

3

Boundary-layer control by the skin
(passive effect)

If a laminar boundary layer becomes unstable and
makes a transition from a straight line to an undulating
movement, pressure differences occur on the surface

over which the flow is taking place between the points
at which the peaks and valleys of the wave are momentarily located. If the surface is sufficiently
flexible, it undergoes a consequent undulant deformation.
The skin oscillates with the boundary-layer
wave. If a flexible covering of this sort has, underneath the surface swept by the flow, a provision for
the oscillation of the covering, this damping
also affects the boundary-layer waves close to the
surface, i.e., these waves are completely suppressed,
as they appear, by the damping effect of the skin.
Engineers have long been seeking means for keeping
the boundary layer laminar, especially by damping.
Twenty-five years ago, in 1938, M. O. Kramer suggested such a damping arrangement. He proposed that
just above the surface thin wires be arranged close
to one another in the direction of flow. It was assumed
that damping of the wave movements in the boundary

damping

F ig.

248 Sea

lion.

Fur of

a

swimmer

layer near the surface would be achieved by friction
(within the liquid and against the wires).
This proposed skin with fine wires seems to me
to be the same in principle as the pelt of seals and
related swimmers.
Figure 248 shows a sea lion,
whose pelt is "mirror smooth" in the wet condition
and yet guides the boundary layer backward by means
of the hairs. Experiments were started in Germany
with surfaces having longitudinal wires, but these
were interrupted by the war. It seems quite probable
that the surface of the pelt provides for stabilization
of the boundary layer and thus prevents laminar separation. Research in this area would be of interest to
both the biologist and the engineer. Steps are being
taken to prepare for experiments with hair surfaces
in the author's institute. Study should also be made
of the possibility of surface damping in the case of
plumage (the penguin, Fig. 249), as well as in the
case of the scales on the skin of fish and the slime
coating.

4

The skin of the dolphin

We
the

are

still

far

from solving

minimum hydrodynamic

all the secrets of
resistance of the dolphin.

Fig. 249 Penguin (Spheniscus humboldti). Swimmer. Surface
Top: smooth, soft plumage of underside.
Bottom: smoothing of plumage by water
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Studies on dolphins have already shown that the
skin in any case has a passive damping effect on the
boundary layer because of its capacity for deformation, but it also prevents separation by an active influence, so that laminarity is maintained to large
Reynolds numbers in the region where pressure
rises again. In 1960, M. O. Kramer published the
results of his research on dolphin skins and his experiments with artificial damping skins.
According to his findings (Fig. 250), the skin of
the dolphin consists of:

—

—

mm

An outer

skin of about 1.5
thick, which
covers the entire body including the head and
flippers. It is very delicate and resembles a
sponge filled with water, so that 80% of its
weight consists of water. It has a
* thin
outer
membrane extremely easily
wrinkled, and
* an inner layer with many narrow channels
that are filled with a spongy material.
An inner skin about 6
thick consisting of

mm

fibrous tissue.

The thin, soft outer membrane transmits the pressure differences of the boundary- layer waves undistorted to the elastically deformable inner layer, which
is compressed perpendicularly to the surface when
overpressure occurs or expands at points with an
underpressure. The fluid contained between this
outer membrane and the inner skin oscillates back
and forth in accordance with the deformations of the
outer

membrane

in a direction parallel to the surface.

This internal flow is impeded by the narrowness of
the channels, and the spongy filling provides a strong
damping of the overall oscillating process.

5

Engineering imitation of the dolphin's

damping

skin

After studying the skin of the dolphin and its behavior, Kramer developed (about 1956) an artificial
skin that was practical to produce and which showed
properties of elasticity and damping similar to the
biological skin. He demonstrated by experiment the
usefulness of the principles employed and the method
chosen. The artificial damping skin described by
Kramer in 1960 is shown in Fig. 251. Using a model
of this skin we have demonstrated the principle of this
process in Fig. 252. The elastic outer skin with a
soft underlayer is supported by soft rubber disks
(1 cm in diameter and 1 cm high) on a thin inner skin
necessary for sealing. The latter is in immediate
contact with the stiff supporting skin of the object
and is immovably attached. The easily deformed
disks are surrounded by longitudinal and transverse
channels between the inner and outer skin, and these
disks occupy only about 20% of the space between the
two skins. This space is filled with a damping fluid of
suitable viscosity.
(Kramer perfers "Dow-Corning Silicone Fluid
200," which is available with viscosities from 0.65 to
2,500,000 centistokes).
The natural rubber used for the damping skin has
a very high relative damping, according to the ordi-

nary drop-hammer tests, of 47%.
When the boundary layer is laminar, the skin
remains smooth, as if it were rigid. If this laminar
boundary layer becomes dynamically unstable and
Outer skin

—

Soft layer
Fluid

Inner skin
Solid body
J

:

30rJ3)r-©.c

Measurements
Fig. 250 Dolphin (Cephalorhynchus commersonii).
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Thickness of skin,

1.5 + 6 = 7.5

Damping

mm; length of body,

/

=

2

m

skin. Section

in

mm

Damping skin. Channeled rubber covering. Dimensions
Measurements in mm
Fig. 251

the eyes, mouth, nose, or air tube, gills, and

appendages; and
surface irregularities, such as
areas, foreign objects, and wounds.

fin

—

local

The

undulating movements begin with pressure differences
of the

—

waves, the oscil-

movements are transferred to the outer skin
and damped by this skin and also, especially, by the
lateral back-and-forth movements of the viscous
liquid in the channels. Figure 252 shows a model
test in which the inner skin and the supporting skin
are made of transparent Plexiglas. There we see the
flow that occurs in the channels when a pressure
wave passes over the outer skin.

—

7

Multiple functions of the

damping

skin

In addition to maintaining laminarity in the region
pressure increase, damping is also required at
places where the flow is locally distorted, e.g., by

130 cm.

test object,

Experimental

|

Kramer

apparatus.

damping skin using

/

=

114

a

cm
tip,

|

the

shaped in such a way that the pressure decreases
uniformly from a maximum value at the stagnation
point at the tip to the constant value observed along
the cylindrical portion. This test object was made of

local deviations in the shape of the body from
the ideal shape, such as are created in fish by
=

damps

studied his
pointed circular
cylinder, as in Fig. 253, with a total length of 114 cm
and a cylinder diameter of 6.3 cm. The 47-cm tip is

of

I

skin

the layer filled with the damping fluid is suitable, in conjunction with the covering layer, to
damp the boundary-layer waves, that are 10-40
times longer, with a smaller viscosity.

artificial

carrier,

the

of

short-wave local disturbances; it is thick enough
for this and has sufficient viscosity for short
waves (rubber in the artificial skin); and

Experiments on the conservation of
laminarity in the case of smooth objects

7.1

(passive effects)

—

turbulence in the

local

The outer membrane

lating

6

create

boundary layer close to the surface, and this spreads
backward at an angle of about 20°. The length of the
pressure waves of this local turbulence is, when they
appear, only about 1/10-1/40 the length of the waves
that lead to turbulence when the boundary layer becomes unstable (with an increase of pressure). The
shorter the wave, the greater must be the viscosity
of the damping mechanism. Thus the skin must have
a damping effect in two different frequency ranges.
The skin of the dolphin and the artificial skin patterned after it by M. O. Kramer meet this requirement:

Fig. 252 Damping skin. Flow pattern due to pressure wave

between the peaks and valleys

distortions

rough

/

=

47

cm

covered with damping skin

d

-

6.3

cm

^F

r ig.

253 Damping skin of the Kramer type. Test object

for

towing experiments
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nylon and covered with a damping skin (except for the
front 15 cm). The skin of the tip at the cylinder was
filled with different damping fluids. The object was
sprayed with a lacquer covering 0.05 cm thick and
polished to a high gloss. The pressure was constant
over the length of the cylindrical portion of the test
object, so that the flow and drag relationships corresponded to those of a flat plate and there was no
extra drag at the rear when the static pressure of the
flow acted against the rear wall of the cylinder. This
test object was towed behind a speed boat, and the
drag of the object was measured electrically on the

the boundary layer is to remain laminar, after
passing the crit at constant pressure a damping is
required just as in the case of a pressure increase.
Thus one can carry out basic studies on the effect of
damping using cylinders and transfer the results to
profiled objects (involving a pressure rise).
If

/

7.3 Decrease in resistance achieved. The drag coefficients c w f for the surface are plotted against the
Reynolds number in Fig. 255 for

—

suspension system.

—

7.2 Note concerning the boundary layer with constant
pressure. The velocity of flow along the cylinder did
not vary, and thus the pressure remained constant.
According to determinations for smooth, flat plates
(Fig. 254), at constant pressure the boundary layer
remains laminar up to a critical running length (/ cr it^.

figured from the point of the

tip,

the test object with

damping skins

of different

degrees of stiffness, indicated by the elastic
constant as parameter.

The curves show

—

with the critical

Reynolds number

that

the stiffness of the skin
elasticity constant of 22

becomes optimum at an
kg/cm 3 (i.e., 22 kg/cm2

pressure if one cm of depression or one
atmosphere causes 1/22 cm or 0.045 mm of
of

"fj'crit

Re crit

a completely laminar and completely turbulent
boundary layer along a smooth flat plate (theoretical); and

3

•

10 6

compression);
Fig. 254 Drag coefficients c w f of the surface (friction)
Flat plate and optimum profiles. Minimum practical values

[flat plate,

completely

turbulent
transition
/profiles,

loptimum value

bleeding, optimal

[flat plate,
I

1.01
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Fig. 255

ask whether and how high-speed swimmers have overcome the effects of disturbed laminarity.
If natural creation has produced bodies of perfect
shape and which are at the same time very well
adapted to special modes of life, and has ensured that
the flow around these bodies will be laminar (to an
extent that so far has eluded the engineer) by utilizing
skin of special construction, we can conclude that
nature has also overcome the problem of local disturbances that seem unavoidable at the head of the
swimmer because of the mouth and the organs of
respiration and sense.
The studies of Kramer have shown that a properly
constructed damping skin suppresses turbulence not
only on a smooth surface but also behind distortions.
Figure 256 shows the results of an experiment by
Kramer. The test object is fitted with a ring of wire
1.1
thick spaced back from the front tip 12.5% of
the total length of the object. The transverse flow
across this wire is "tripped" or "spoiled," so that
turbulence may be expected behind the "tripping wire

mm

ring."

—

when
drag

a critical Reynolds number is passed, the
coefficient first rises to a maximum value

and then drops

—

off;

when

the stiffness is optimum, the drag coefficient is reduced to 0.001, when the Reynolds
number is about 16- 10 6 by skin damping— i.e.,
to about 40% of the value of the coefficient
without the damping skin.
,

Larger Reynolds numbers could not be achieved
with the test apparatus available because of the limited
maximum speed. Computations based on the measured curves gave reason to hope that the lower
boundary value (completely laminar boundary layer)
is achieved at a Reynolds number of 25 10 6 .

m
0.6

•

0.4

8

Experiments on damping of local
disturbances

The laminar boundary layer

very sensitive to
Thus
it is not enough in aeronautics to develop laminar
shapes. It is also necessary to build objects that are
free of distortions. This requirement sets a task for
the designer that previously was impossible, and this
difficulty may also be an important reason why we do

0.2

-

--

is

local distortions of the shape and the surface.

0-6

8

10

12

15x106

Reynolds number

Fig. 256 Laminarity achieved with

Damping

damping skin

of local disturbances. Spoiler-wire tests
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The dashed curve in Fig. 256
a damping skin shows that
numbers
the
boundary layer

for the object with-

small Reynolds
does not become
turbulent directly behind the tripping wire. At Reynolds numbers above 6- 10 6 (i.e., when speeds exceed
5.2 m/sec where the length of test object is 1.14 m),
boundary— layer turbulence begins directly behind the
out

at

preserving laminarity in aircraft behind sources of
disturbance by means of local limitation of the disturbance through dampers, bleeders, and fins.

10

Necessity of extending our knowledge
of passive skin effects

spoiler ring.

The fact that turbulence does not set in directly
behind the tripping wire at lower speeds (or Reynolds
numbers) is explained by the fact that the ring is
located at a point on the profiled tip where a stronger
stabilizing pressure drop is present. In further experiments the profiled tip was covered with the damping skin behind the tripping ring. The continuous
curve in Fig. 256 shows the startling result that the
laminar region at small Reynolds numbers is practically unaffected by the skin but that, when a Reynolds
number of 8 • 10 6 is exceeded, the laminar distance
increases markedly, and at large Reynolds numbers
the effect of local irregularities is completely suppressed by the damping skin. The damping skin of
the dolphin covers the entire body, including the
irregularities on the head, and it may be assumed
today as certain that laminarity of the boundary layer
in the case of the dolphin is not disturbed.

Now that we know that the skin of the dolphin
actually possesses the damping characteristics necessary to keep the boundary layer laminar, we can
assume that other fast swimmers are able to damp
the boundary layer effectively— the fish with their
scales and slime covering, the seals with their pelt,
and the penguins with their plumage. Moreover, it is
also probable that the marvelous plumage of the fast
flyers has aerodynamic advantages. These biological
engineering questions should be investigated further,
for even though the work of Kramer is excellent, we
are not yet certain whether they will lead soon to
engineering application in their present form. In any
case they point the way to engineering goals that
signify great progress.

11

Prevention of flow separation at the rear
of the laminar profile

9

Optimum arrangement

of

unavoidable

sources of disturbance and limitation
of disturbances
It

fast

is

particularly interesting that in the case of
the unavoidable sources of disturb-

swimmers

ance are arranged in such a way that preservation of
laminarity is greatly facilitated by the overall arrangement. Figure 159 is an example of this. In the
shark, the mouth, the eyes, the gills, and fins are
arranged in a line or groove running in the direction
of flow around the body. If the boundary-layer turbulence is restricted to the band formed by the line of
strong local turbulence creators, much drag is saved.
In this case it is not necessary, as with the spoiler
ring which creates turbulence all around the object,
to suppress the disturbance completely, but rather it
is sufficient to prevent lateral spread beyond the disturbed bands. A strip of damping skin will be enough
to prevent the spread of turbulence (below an angle

11.1 The technique of boundary -lay er separation.
Keeping the boundary layer laminar to the extent
possible all the way to the trailing edge of a laminar
profile solves just a part of the minimum drag problem. It is necessary, as was mentioned earlier, to

prevent flow separation at the rear portion of the
profile. This separation is to be expected especially
when the boundary layer is kept laminar. In aeronautics flow separation is prevented by separating or
bleeding the boundary layer ahead of the point where
there is danger of separation. Separations of this sort
are found, for example, ahead of the engine intakes on
fuselages (Fig. 257) and on wings. In the case of
laminar fuselages it has been necessary to separate
the boundary layer toward the inside at the front of
the rear portion of the fuselage, suck it away with a
blower, and exhuast it toward the rear. In the case of
fast swimmers it is obvious that other means are
used to prevent flow separation.

of 20°).

Following up the information obtained in the study
swimmers and the research of Kramer, the
author has undertaken engineering studies aimed at
of fast
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11.2 Active influence of the dolphin's skin (wrinkling
of the skin at high swimming speeds). After several
years of study on the behavior of dolphins in the round

Fig. 257 Engine intake. Double opening. Lockheed F-104

tank of Marine Studios at Marineland, USA, F. S.
Essapian came to the following conclusion: If dolphins

—
—
—

begin fast swimming;
increase their speed above normal, or
slow down quickly from fast movement,

transverse folds appear in the skin.
Figures 258 and 259 show examples of such skin
folds, which seem to be located predominantly on the
lower half of the body. The pattern of skin waves is
different in male and female animals and varies with
the speed. The skin waves are usually stationary, and
only in mature animals at extremely high speeds do
we see a tendency for the waves to propagate toward
the rear.
of the

waves

in the skin is

in the case of short plunges (e.g., to catch a
sec or less; and
with more prolonged fast swimming (around the
tank) we see a series of folding cycles 2 or
fish) only 1

—

more seconds

long.

is made possible by the fact
in Fig. 250) the upper layer of this

Folding of the skin
that

(as

skin is soft and the rest is pliant and viscous and is
only loosely attached to the body. We still do not
know of any research on the effect of this folding on
the swimming resistance. In light of the unbelievable
swimming speed of the dolphin, however, we must
assume that the wrinkling of the skin is associated
with a favorable effect. More detailed study of this
folding phenomenon on a laminar object will yield

hydrodynamic knowledge of fundamental importance.
can be further concluded that favorable influences

It

The duration

—

Fig. 258 Dolphin. High speed (before lunging out of the water).
Skin waves

shown

are quite possibly exerted on flow in other animals
also by wrinkling of the skin, or by moving or stationary oscillations of the surface, influences which
are still unknown to the engineer.
11.3 Passive surface effect. Nothing is yet known
about passive effects on a skin to prevent flow separation. But research must be done to learn whether
or not hair, feathers, and scales have a passive
effect in preventing flow separation.
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rigid but provided with parts that rotate (as a propeller) or oscillate (as fins or wings), the aero- or
hydrodynamic forces on these moving parts and their
"lift" and "drag" components depend on the local
direction of incident flow, which is in turn determined
from the trajectory of the center of gravity of the
entire object and the additional movement of the part.

2

Water

forces

the case of a

swimmer

Force relationships seem very simple
of

swimmers which

3

Aerodynamic forces

in the

case

exert only propulsive forces to
overcome drag, while flyers simultaneously carry
their weight by aerodynamic forces. Fishes generate
thrust by lateral movements. Thus a lateral force
perpendicular to the path of the fin is generated at
the tail fin during its lateral stroke. This force is
called the "lift of the fin." The forward-directed
component of the entire hydrodynamic force on the fin
is called the "thrust of the fin." To turn the path of
swimming, the fish exerts forces transversely to the
trajectory ("lifts") by curvingthe body and fin strokes.

Fig. 259 Dolphin (Tursiops truncatus). High-speed skin folds

Notes on forces in fluid dynamics
(definitions)
1

"Lift,"

"drag," and "efficiency"

In fluid dynamics we basically always designate
the force components as follows:

in

the case of a flyer

The airplane with rigid wings (and horizontal jet
thrust) obtains in uniform straight horizontal flight a
buoyancy through the "lift" corresponding to the
weight. The aerodynamic drag is overcome by the
thrust of the jet engine. Birds (and insects) in almost
uniform straight horizontal flight create aerodynamic
forces by beating the wings, and these beats vary in
magnitude and direction periodically. We break these
aerodynamic forces down into lift and thrust components. When a wing stroke (back-and-forth stroke) is
averaged over one cycle, the lift is equal and opposite
to the total weight and the thrust is equal to the total
drag.

—
—

those in the direction of incident flow are drag;
those perpendicular to the incident flow are lift.

The goal of the designer is always to keep the drag
as low as possible, especially in relation to the lift
created, so that we designate the lift/drag ratio as
the "aerodynamic efficiency." The definitions of
"lift" and "drag" are related primarily to the trajectory of the center of gravity of the swimmer or
flyer under consideration. If the moving object is not
200

Depending on the position of the tail assembly of
the airplane and the tail of a flying animal, variable
aerodynamic forces act on these surfaces according
to their position relative to the flow, and these forces
are involved in the total equilibrium of forces.
There is an important difference between the
stroke of the tail fin of a fish and the stroke of the
wing of a bird or insect in that the swimmer generates
only a propulsive force while the flyer generates both
propulsive force and buoyancy.

Interrelationships of Drag and

II

Propulsion Mechanisms
1

Grays paradox and

solution

its

determined that the power L of a fastfish, which is usually computed by multiplying the speed ro of the fish by the drag IV to be
overcome, is much too large to be provided by the
muscles. Even when we make the most favorable
assumption concerning a laminar boundary layer, the
paradox remains that the computed power requirement L = W- it> cannot be applied. The solution of
this paradox lies in the fact that power computations
taken from engineering cannot be applied to living
swimmers, because such computations lead to too
great a power requirement. One of the principles

Gray

swimming

of physics is that of

minimum

In this separation of the objects into thrustgenerators and thrust-users (areo- or hydrodynamic
drag plus wave drag) it must always be kept in mind
that there is a mutual influence, even though it may
be small. For example, the propeller wash will alter
the flow at the stern of the ship and the thrust also
can be modified through the influence of the hull. In
steady movement (that is, in flight or swimming
straight ahead) the propelling thrust is in equilibrium
with the dynamic drag.
In the animal world it is usually impossible to
make a clear separation into thrust-generator and
thrust-user. It is quite impossible even to make a
conceptual separation; for example,

expenditure of energy;

for example, in elastic deformation

it

—

is the principle

minimum deformation energy. In the case of the
movements of a swimmer we now assume the principle of minimum expenditure of energy or "ingenious
laziness." How it is possible for animals to swim
fast with minimum expenditure of energy will be
of

—

of tail and fin strokes, since an appreciable
portion of the body, against which resistance
appears, participates in the generation of thrust.

shown below.

2

Propulsive forces
in

in

swimming and

—
—
—
—

is

in cases

to consider these

—
—

created in technology

by the propeller, which sucks air from ahead
and throws it behind;
by the jet turbine in similar fashion at higher
jet speeds;
by rockets, which exhaust their combustion
gases to the rear at very high velocity; and
by the fin, which pushes water backward through
its stroke movement.

In technology it is usually possible to consider
this thrust unit separately from the object as a whole,
so that the "useful thrust" generated by it propels

the rest of the object. Thus, for example,

—

in

—

sidered separately as thrust-generators, the
"useful thrust" of which propels the airplane;
and
in the case of the ship, the screws at the stern
are considered separately as thrust-generators,
which transfer "useful thrust" to the body of

the case of the airplane, the jet turbines
housed in nacelles under the wing are con-

the ship.

Even

flying

nature and technology

Forward propulsive force

in the case of the swimming of a snake or an
eel, because the entire body participates simultaneously in generation of thrust and utilization
of thrust; and
in the case of the swimming of a fish by means

—

where it initially appears possible
elements separately, such as

the undulation of a ribbon fin (knifefish);
the beating of the tail fin without appreciable
participation of a thrust stroke of the body
(tuna fish); and
the sweeping of the pectoral fins (trunkfish),

closer study shows that the fluid mechanics of drag
and thrust are closely interrelated. It is precisely
because of this close relationship, this intertwining
of drag and thrust mechanisms, that the minimum
required expenditure of energy is realized.

3

Loss and gain of momentum
and marine engineering

in

aeronautics

appropriate to use the modrag of an object as
well as in other flow problems. If we look at the flow
from the body around which the flow is taking place,
we see that this object is subject to a strong braking
force in the vicinity of its walls owing to surface
friction.
For this reason, the speed of flow behind
the stern of the floating object is reduced relative to
In

engineering

mentum theorem

it

is

in studying the
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the speed of incident flow vq to a value vWm Viewing
the situation from the still water one sees that a
"wake" is present. It runs behind the ship at the
surface of the water as a trail. Behind a rotating
submerged object it is a forward-moving current
relative to the undisturbed water at some distance
from the object with a velocity (i>o - v xw (variable

cruising:

Mach number
altitude H, 10

\/.

0.85

km

)

over

cross section).
These losses of speed
its

in the current result in a
loss of momentum, J w = fpv xw (vo - vxw )dF x .
In the case of a flying aircraft also there is a loss
of speed and a loss of momentum J w behind all elements around which air flows. Figure 260 shows diagramatically these losses of momentum behind a
cruising airplane. This diagram takes into account
not only the losses caused by surface friction and
flow separations but also the effects of the eddies
induced by the creation of lift at the wing tips. In
addition, Fig. 261 shows how the velocities differ
behind the aircraft by depicting the comparative
velocities.

^200

losses:
1

20

fuselage +

m

30

j

empennage
2.

wings

+

empennage
3. wings
4. marginal

Fig. 261 Comparative velocity v x for momentum distribution
Boeing 707 commercial jet, cruising. Diagramatic (as in Fig. 260).

vortices
5.

engines

According to the momentum theorem the drag
relative to the flow around an object is equal to the
total loss of momentum. Thus, to maintain the speed
of the airplane relative to the still air, it is necessary to accelerate air toward the rear (in the propeller stream) or to exhaust gases backward (jet
turbines or rockets), sothat excess velocities (v xs - vq)
are present behind the airplane as well as additional
momentum, J s = fpv xs (v xs - vo)dFx . These also are
plotted diagramatically in Figs. 260 and 261. During
horizontal flight straight ahead at constant velocity to»
the following are equal and opposite:

—
—

the

loss

of

momentum

Jw on the entire air-

frame; and
the

momentum

gain Js created by the engine

jets.
-1000

20

10

span
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Fig. 260 Momentum distribution and equilibrium. Diagramatic
Boeing 707 Commercial jet, cruising

m

30

We

see from Fig. 260 that the mutually compenJs occur at different places
in the cross section behind the aircraft and that large
differences in velocity are present in this cross
sating

momenta Jw and

section, as

shown

in Fig. 261.

The propulsive jets, which deliver the momentum
of thrust, shoot backward in the still air with a large
excess of speed. The efficiency of this thrust, therefore, cannot be very good.
In the case of ships, loss and gain of momentum
(especially when a stern screw of suitable diameter
is used) are considerably closer together in the cross
section behind the stern. Especially in the case of
completely submerged submarines (without wave resistance) it appears possible to achieve coincidence
of Jw and Js, which perhaps is the case with fastswimming fishes.

4

Coincidence of loss of
and momentum gain in

position of tip relative to eddies

momentum

"}

fish

•

shown

eddy centers as

prior position

path of tip of tail

• support posts

(Rosen's theory)

In general, behind a fish swimming at constant
velocity we expect and look for a current of water
which is directed backward relative to the still water
and whose momentum current Js is opposite to the
drag of the body of the fish. If the fish halts his
swimming movements and lets his motion run down,
then we see the drag, consisting of surface friction
and separation, in a "wake" behind the fish. The
wake represents a forward "current" relative to the
still water with a velocity (vo - v xw ). The momentum
of this current is Jw. When the fish is swimming at
constant speed vo, the loss of momentum Jw (forward
current) due to thrust (beating of the fins).
In the flow close to the body of the fish it is now
possible for the slow-downs (momentum loss) and
accelerations (momentum gain) of the water to alternate in such fashion that behind the fish the mo-

mentum is in complete equilibrium, and therefore
there remains neither a forward nor a backward
current relative to the still water. Thus the water
behind a fish swimming fast at constant speed can
remain completely still except for local "stationary"
eddies and turbulence. The fish will adjust the hydrodynamic situation to a compensation of this sort
behind him, because in this way an especially high
thrust efficiency is achieved. The power expended by
the swimming fish to overcome the drag, therefore,
except for the heat lost to the water, is contained in
the eddy and turbulence in the otherwise undisturbed
water behind the fish. From experiments by Rosen
to make visible the flow at and behind a swimming
fish, as illustrated in Fig. 262, we can conclude that
the eddies behind the fish remain at the point where
they were shed from the body. From what we have

Fig. 262 Effect of body-tail stroke of swimming fish. Diagramatic
vortex series after experiments by Rosen

said earlier it follows that a current between the
eddies directed backward is not necessary. Hence it
is
clear that, in the case of fast swimmers, the

hydrodynamic processes created by surface friction
and by propulsive movement should not be considered
separately but rather they belong together and create
a situation in which only eddies and turbulence appear
without any changes of momentum in the direction of
travel.

5

Unity of airframe and engine

Simultaneously with the development of the highspeed airplane there developed the principle of "unity

Fig. 263

Transoceanic flying-wing

aircraft.

Design

HTL

1946
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of airframe and engine." According to this principle
the engine is to be integrated with the airframe and
its outlines are to be blended with the total shape in
such a way that a minimum total dragis achieved with
the best engine efficiency and minimum weight. This
principle is expressed clearly in the airplane design
by the author in 1946, which is shown in Fig. 263.
This unity of airframe and engine, however, will be
realized completely only when we have achieved what
appears possible in the case of the fish, namely, that
the losses and gains of momentum are so arranged
one after the other that there is no net change of
momentum behind the aircraft or the ship.

6

Mathematical demonstration of energy
savings by "intermingling"
This intermingling can be explained on the basis

of the example given in Fig. 264. A screen by itself
in an airstream vo creates a drag W and a reduction
of velocity to vw; a propeller by itself in the air
stream creates a thrust S and an increase of velocity
to Vs.
If one wishes to overcome the drag \V with the
thrust S of the propeller, he will need to utilize the
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=

power output available from parallel connection Ln =
But if he connects the propeller in the
current behind the screen, he again
accelerates the current to the velocity of the incident
flow v w . No change in velocity is left behind this
series of drag and thrust, but vo is found everywhere.
Now the required power is Lh = W(vo + vw)/2. But
since vo is smaller than vg, Lh will be smaller than
Thus the power requirement Lh for location one
Ljv.
behind the other is less than L/v for the parallel
arrangement. The diagram in Fig. 264 shows the
magnitude of the difference between Lh and L/v. In the
limiting case where v^/vo =
andF s /Fuy= 1, the power
required with arrangement one behind the other is
only 40% of the power required for parallel arrangement.
W(vo +

i>s>/2.

slowed-down

7

Solution of Gray's paradox
Gray's paradox

is

solved by demonstrating that

the net power requirement is much less than computed previously. The correctness of the solution is
seen in the fact that behind fast swimming fishes we
find no velocity differences of the nature ofi>s > ^o
and vw < vo.

:

Ill

Wave

:

Riding as a Form of

Swimming

without Exertion
1

Dolphins

— The

fast sustained

swimmers

1.1 Thoughts concerning the amazing performance of
the dolphin. Seafarers have long enjoyed watching
dolphins and their relatives, the large mammals that
inhabit the sea. Careful observers are particularly
amazed by the fact that dolphins can keep up with a
fast ship for long distances. As the science of hydro-

dynamics advanced, considerable thought and mathematical effort were devoted to the search for an
answer to the following questions
"What drag must the dolphin overcome in this
sustained fast swimming? What power output must
his muscles provide for this purpose?"
One is immediately faced with a riddle. According to computed values for the drag, which were
based on the state of aeronautical engineering about
20 years ago, a propulsive power would be required
that is several times larger than the capacity of the

dolphin based on muscle weight. Thus there arose a
question of interest to both the biologist and the
hydrodynamic engineer:
"How does the dolphin keep it up, playing all the
time and not tiring?"
Intensive study of this question since about 1948,
particularly in England (Gray) and the USA (Woodcock,
Hayes, Scholander, Fejer, and Backus) has led in recent years to various explanations of this phenomenon
and to new knowledge which is significant for both
natural science and technology.
Our first explanation for the incredibly fast swimming of the dolphin, is the fact (Chapter J, I) that the

drag is reduced to a minimum. Its body is shaped
in such a way, its surface so fashioned, and the skin
at the surface so constructed that the most favorable
conditions are created for keeping the boundary layer
laminar. Movements of the body and the skin are
combined to achieve the greatest laminarity that is

m

practical. A dolphin 3
long swims at 10 m/sec
with a Reynolds number of 3*10.
Theoretically, at
this Reynolds number, drag with complete laminarity
is a tenth of the value at which complete turbulence
occurs. If the dolphin, as we are assuming, approaches
the theoretical minimum, it is far ahead of our engineering. For it is a long way from a knowledge of
the signficance of laminarity, which began about 20
years ago, to the actual building of flying and swimming devices with completely laminar boundary
layers, but this distance can be shortened by studies
of nature.

explanation for the fast swimming
found (Chapter J, II) is the unity of
propulsive mechanism, according to
requirement is greatly reduced.
A third explanation for the fast swimming of the
dolphin is related to the fact that the dolphin can keep
up the great speed of a ship for hours without showing
signs of tiring. He therefore seems to be a sort of
marathon runner who can run the entire distance like

The second
phenomenon we
drag object and
which the power

a

100-meter sprinter.
The explanation, which

will be discussed in detail
later, indicates that the dolphin does not swim these
long distances under its own power but utilizes an
external propulsive force available in the bow wave.

1.2 Observations on dolphins accompanying a ship. It
has recently been determined that dolphins swimming
ahead of the bow of a ship make no propulsive movements of the body or the flippers. Woodcock first
reported this in 1948 and later in 1950, somewhat as
follows
"It is reasonable to suppose the dolphins, may, by a
burst of effort, place themselves in the bow wave of
a passing vessel and then, with the aid of gravity,
maintain this high speed with a swimming effort which
is reduced in proportion to the force derived from the
wave. Presumably the animals could equally well
utilize, in a similar way, the energy of wind waves.
For the wave-riding dolphin which is making no
swimming effort, the force of gravity is assumed to
be equal and opposite to the drag force, thus making
propulsive effort unnecessary."

Woodcock attempted to explain the effect of gravity
opposite to the drag on the basis of the fact that the
total weight of the dolphin is greater than that of the
displaced water, so that he tends to sink in accordance with a thrust of weight, i.e., to glide forward on
the wave. Even though this explanation was not correct, Woodcock's basic concept has been brilliantly
confirmed.
2

Riding the waves

2.1 Passive objects in the passage of waves. The
masses of water moved by low waves do not follow
the progress of the wave. Objects which float motionless on still water thus will not be carried along by a
passing wave in the direction of its motion. Such
objects execute only a circling movement in place in
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the vertical plane. They rise on the front slope and
fall on the back slope of the wave. By way of illustration, we use the following nomenclature for the
bow wave created by the stem post of a ship:

—
—

the rise from the horizontal water level ahead
of a bow to the crest of the bow wave is called
the "front slope"; and
the drop behind the crest, which runs all the
way to the "valley of the wave" below the
horizontal water level, is called the "back

2.3 Dolphins in bow waves— wind waves— breakers.
Dolphins also use this source of propulsion. This
method of movement is called "riding the waves."
There are three different kinds of waves as far as
riding is concerned:
1.

2.

3.

slope."

A

boat floating on quiet water will not be
forward by passing waves but only rocked.
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the
the

"bow wave"

is raised by the wind
on the high seas; and
the "breaker," which appears when the wave
approaches the shore.

In riding the

moved

2.2
Boats riding on the waves. Observations of
native boats "riding" on waves created by the wind
or by a passing ship have led to the following conclusion.
An object located on the front slope of a
bow wave can, if the object moves at the same speed
as the ship vo, be moved along by the bow wave at
constant velocity vo without being in any way connected with the ship or without itself expending propulsive energy.
The power required to overcome the drag of water
and air on the boat being moved, which is transferred
to the boat from the wave, is originally expended by
the ship.
Energy is extracted from the wave in exerting a
propulsive force on the boat. At the spot where the
boat is located in constant relationship to the ship,
the wave is continuously renewed by the events at the
bow of the ship. We would not expect any appreciable
interaction between the force propelling the boat and
the ship, since the boat is far enough away from the
ship and the energy in the wave created by the ship is
utilized by the boat at a distance where there will be
little influence on the ship.
This process should be studied from the engineering point of view to find out how one might recover
some of the great amount of propulsive power that the
ship expends in creating the bow wave. Idrac, in 1921,
made some observations on the possibility of utilizing
a water wave to transport a boat. He wrote, "the
natives of the Ivory Coast follow the coastal steamer
with great skill, often for hours at a time without a
single oar stroke. They first try to bring their boat
to the speed of the steamer by rowing and then they
take up a position on the front of a wave which follows
the steamer and in this way without effort they achieve
speeds of 3.5 to 4 m/sec."

the

of a ship (Fig. 265);

"wind wave," which

subject

of

bow wave, which recently has been
thorough observations and scientific

Fig. 265 Dolphin. Riding in bow wave, viewed from above
Speed vq = 5 m/sec; end of tail 0.2 m ahead of bow

research, the dolphins are always located near the
stem of the ship. As Fig. 266 shows, they swim quite
close below the surface of the waves (about 0.3-0.6 m)
and also drop down to depths of 1.5-2.0 m. The lateral
riding zone extends about 1.5
to the right and left
of the plane of symmetry. When swimming in the
preferred position in the plane of symmetry, the

m

m

dolphin's tail is 0.1-1.5
from the stem of the ship.
When he is swimming directly alongside the ship, the
tail is 0.3-0.5
behind the stem post.
Groups of dolphins may also swim in a bow wave
next to one another or one above the other (up to three
deep). The dolphins approach the ship under their own
power and, about 6-9
away, they turn sharply toward
the bow of the ship. After reaching the tip of the bow
wave, they sometimes shift for several minutes in
front of the bow between starboard and port while
they apparently explore the pressure field (Yuen)
before they begin riding (or quit). They can remain
for hours in this "riding position," coming up for air
about every 6 min or leaping out of the water and returning to position.

m

may

see slow strokes of small amplitude. As Fig.
267 shows, dolphins frequently turn on their side while
riding; sometimes they ride with their back downward, or they may turn slowly around their longitudinal
axis. When they are alternating between starboard
and port in front of the bow, they roll from side to
side.

Because of the difficulties of observation, riding
wind waves is rarely seen. This is difficult to observe because the ship is not exactly an observation

in

m

Sometimes no swimming movements
observed during the riding, but

at

at all are
other times one

most common position

Fig. 267 Dolphin (Tursiops). Riding waves. Typical attitude of bodies
(film).

Fig. 266 Bow wave of a ship. Positions of a dolphin
Wave contour- streamlines -isobars (according to

Laute). Frequently observed dolphin positions
(according to Backus)

w„ = 20°
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stand for high waves in the ocean where dolphins ride
them, and the waves they are riding generally pass
rapidly by the observation point. The first satisfactory report on observation of wind-wave riding appeared in 1960. Two dolphins about 1.8
long
(Stenella) rode high on the forward slope of a wind
wave about 1.5-1.8
high with head down and rear
somewhat elevated. Their bodies were submerged,
although the tail fin projected out of the water somewhat. Their inclination forward and down was not
quite so steep as that of the front slope of the wave.
After several seconds of ridingthese dolphins dropped
back to the back side of the wave.
Calculations based on this showed that dolphins
can ride shallow wind waves having a front-slope
angle of 10° to 18° and speeds of about 5-6 m/sec.
Dolphins riding breakers were recently observed
by experts on the beach (1958). An underwater trench
ran parallel to the beach and ended about 30
from
the shore in a submerged sand bank. The dolphins,
which dashed about in the open sea, swam with a wave
moving toward the sand bank, and at the moment the
waves "broke" they darted to the front slope of the
wave to be carried through the underwater trench
toward the beach.
In this case also the head was down. Riding in the
breakers is evidently a game that dolphins play in
groups of up to four animals.

m

m

m

3

The

bow wave

3.3 Hydrostatic lift of a sphere with a flat water surface. The effect of the pressure field in the water on
a submerged object is studied in Fig. 268, left, for a
sphere with the water surface flat. The entire submerged surface of the sphere is subject to water

pressure, which is everywhere directed perpendiuclar
to the surface and toward the center of the sphere. In
still water, at every point x on the surface of the
sphere the pressure p x is equal to the product of the
specific gravity and the vertical distance h x from the
water surface. The shortest distance from a point on
the sphere to the surface we designate ho, so that
A/t = h x - ho
The pressure on the surface of the
sphere can then be broken down into

as a means

of transport
3.1

3.2 Flow field and pressure field of a bow wave. Of
particular interest to our discussion is the first
wave, the bow wave, whose crest runs at an angle
dependent on the speed of the ship and its shape.
Figure 266 shows the wave at the bow of a running
ship with streamlines (continuous lines) and the isobars (broken lines), which are different. The vertical
hatching shows very approximately the area where
dolphins may be expected to ride. The five objects
drawn in show the size relationships but not the
"riding positions" or "riding form" of the dolphins.
We shall explain what makes it possible for the dolphin
to ride, that is, to have himself carried along in the
water ahead of a fast moving ship without any propulsive movement of his own.

The bow wave. When an object moves in air or
its
movement displaces the surrounding

—

—

water,

medium is practically unlimited in
as is the case with an airplane flying
high enough or a submarine running deep enough,
according to the displacement foward at the bow the
medium moves backward on all sides around the
"submerged" object and continuously fills up the
space left by the stern in forward movement.
If the object, like a ship, is only partly submerged
or if a completely submerged object moves close to
the surface, the water level no longer remains uniform as the bow of the ship displaces the water. The
water is piled up at the bow and forced outward above
the flat water level. A wave system is formed that
moves with the ship. The wave system depends on the
shape, size, and speed vo of the ship. Figure 266
shows a typical example of these waves.
medium.

If this

all directions,
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If

pressure equal in all directions for the
interval ho,
Ap, the pressure that increases in the downward
direction according to A/i, the total resultant
force of which is equivalent to the hydrostatic
lift .4 perpendicular to the surface of the water.
po, the

the specific gravity of the sphere y is 1, equilib-

rium prevails between the force

of

displacement

A

on

the sphere and the weight G of the sphere. Since A is
independent of ho, this sphere remains stationary at
any depth in the water.
3.4 Hydrostatic pressure in the front slope of a wave.
As is shown in the measurements plotted in Fig. 266,
the lines of equal hydrostatic pressure run approximately parallel to the slope of the wave. If the sphere,
as shown in Fig. 268, right, is submerged in the wave
slope, pressures act on the surface of the sphere
which are approximately proportional to its distance

:

_^__^&_—

v„

direction of flow

lines of equal pressure

A
L

= lift
1 surface
= vertical component in equilibrium with

weight

S = thrust forward in equilibrium with drag

inclined wave surface
equilibrium with L = -G and

horizontal water surface
equilibrium with L = -G

S' =

-W

A

Fig. 268 Dolphin. Riding waves. Explanation based on submerged sphere
Hydrostatic force = displacement force A and its components L and S.
Drag forces W and weight G.

=L

Equilibrium
and opposite:

—

is

present

if

the following are equal

the vertical displacement component L (which
equals the weight G);

from the sloping surface

of the wave. The pressure
equal in all directions on the sphere again correho, and the pressures A p corresponding to
give a resultant hydrostatic lift A perpendicular to
the slope of the wave. (The effects present when the
lines of equal pressure are curves or are not parallel
will be disregarded in this simplified presentation.)

sponds to

A/z

The displacement force A can be broken
the following components

—

L,

in

the

down

into

vertical direction opposite to the

weight G;

—

S, in the direction of the incident

sphere

v

flow on the

.

The thrust component S is always directed "downhill." The streamline passing through the center of
the sphere is plotted in Fig. 269. A drag force W is
associated with the flow around the sphere, acting in
approximately the direction opposite to the direction
of S.

lines of equal pressure

streamline of flow incident

on sphere

0.3 0.2 0.1

*

pressure kg/cm

!

Fig. 269 The problem of wave riding by the dolphin
Diagram of forces. Sphere in the crest of a wave. Displacement force A
from pressure field. Drag W from flow
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—

the thrust component of displacement S (which
equals the drag, W).

— We

With such an equilibrium the sphere would maintain its position relative to the forward slope of the
wave, and this only becomes impossible because the
drag of the sphere is too large. The equilibrium of
forces would be possible, however, with a submerged
object having the smaller drag of the dolphin, so that
the latter can maintain its position relative to the bow
wave and thus to the ship. Naturally the dolphin finds
equilibrium in the wave only in very definite positions
(more or less high on the slope), and he uses these

— We

— We

study the simpler relationships in the plane
of the flow, where only forces in
the vertical longitudinal section occur.
of

symmetry

pressures p w corresponding to the
field perpendicular to the edge

of this longitudinal section.

—

positions.

3.5 Elongated objects on the wave slope. When an
elongated object such as a dolphin with a thickness of
18% is submerged in the bow wave, the situation is
more complicated than in the case of the sphere. The
height and slope of the wave surface vary with the
distance x from the bow, and thus the pressure field
is also variable with x. Figure 270 shows the pressures on a simplified object that is located in a horizontal position close to the surface and with its after
end close to the bow of the ship.
To determine the resultant displacement forces
from the pressure field, we do the following things

plot the

wave pressure

subdivide these pressures, distinguishing
the following partial pressures:
* the omnidirectional pressure p corresponding to the point of minimum pressure p on
the object, and
* the pressure p
e which would be present with
a flat water surface.
the partial pressures then act as
* p in every direction, so that they cancel over
the entire surface and yield no resultant force;
* Ap = (p - p ) , which cancel at the bow and
e
e
stern of the object in mirror fashion, so that
they exert a vertical displacement force L e
but no thrust S; and
* Ap^ = (p^ - p ). These pressures in our exe
ample yield no vertical displacement component \L W but a thrust component S w in the
horizontal direction opposite to the incident
flow.

Since dolphins ride with the rear edge of their tail
directly ahead of the forward edge of the ship, proper
positioning of the body can obviously result in a strong
thrust. It should be kept in mind, however, that the
boundary-layer flow on an elongated object in this position on the forward slope must run against the pressure rise in the field and thus there is a danger of flow
separation, which will increase the drag.

Fig. 270 Wave riding by the dolphin
Distribution of pressure on a test object in the

wave

p w = pressure in the wave
p e = pressure with smooth
water surface
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3.6 Experiments with spindle-shaped objects in a
Perry of Stanford Unistanding wave (Tank study).
versity, with Acosta and Kiceniuk of the California
Institute of Technology conducted experiments on
forces acting on a spindle-shaped object resembling
a dolphin of 16.5% relative thickness and 5 cm diameter in a standing wave 15 cm high. The wave was
generated in a test tank. Lift and drag were measured
with a scale.
Figure 271 shows the position of the object in the

dynamic

+40+20

lift

|

dynamic downward pressure

-20-40-60

water

wave

—
—

the valley of the wave about one diameter
below the surface; and
in the lower portion of the front slope of the
wave with an angle of attack of + 8° relative to
the horizontal, about 2 diameters below the
in

& thrust or drag

surface.

• dynamic lift

The measurements

in the valley of the wave gave
the expected frictional drag of the turbulent boundary
layer. The results of measurements at the foot of the

front slope are plotted in Fig. 272 as a function of the
depth ( of the axis of the object below the wave sur= (0.8-j-2.2)cf no drag is
face. In a range from about
present but rather some propulsion (thrust), which
= 1.1 d.
reaches a maximum at a depth of about
This shows that a rigid object can gain thrust in the
forward slope of a wave.
t

t

3.7 Additional hydrodynamic forces

on the

tail

fin

(flukes). In the preceding the overcoming of the drag
of the dolphin in riding the bow wave is explained on

the basis of the effect of the wave's pressure field.
In addition to these hydrostatic pressures and the

WL

=

Fig. 272

Object

Maximum residual

in

bow wave. Influence
maximum dynamic

thrust,

of depth

below the surface

lift

hydrodynamic drag of the dolphin's body, upward or
backward-directed lift forces on the body and hydrodynamic forces on the fins can arise from the velocity
field of the flow in the wave. These can be used by
riding dolphin in addition to the equilibrium of
forces which he creates.
Figure 273 shows an example in which the tail
receives lift from the flow velocity v x of the wave.
This lift has a strong propulsive components (thrust).
This thrust S, however, is associated with a vertical
the

water line of standing wave in flow
balance

balance

.bottom
length

Fig. 271 Standing water

wave with

riding drag body

Fig. 273 Dolphin. Riding wave. Position and forces
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component V directed upward, which has a long lever

arm

to' the center of gravity of the dolphin and thus
would cause a strong twisting of the body around its
transverse axis. A thrust against the fin is thus hardly
the principal force which overcomes the drag of the
dolphin. Rather the "fin" forces (caudal and pectoral)
only contribute to the equilibrium of forces and momenta.
The skill of the dolphin is based on the fact that
he knows how to use both the pressure field and the
velocity field in the front slope of a wave by adjusting
the position and curvature of his body and the position
and attitude of his "fins" to remain in equilibrium in
the wave and be transported by it. He can obviously
do this with very many combinations, as Fig. 267
shows.

4

Lessons for the engineer from the
"riding studies"

While

obviously have studied the
pressure and velocity
fields and utilize advantageously the "alien energy of
the waves," our human knowledge of the waves is
still far behind.
And this is apparent when we are
content to neglect the bow wave by experimenting
with the shape of the bow and the stem of the ship in
practical fashion, and not founder on the quite difficult
problems of the waves themselves. With a better
knowledge of the waves we might perhaps also recover
energy from them for engineering purposes. One way
this might look is shown in Fig. 274, where there are
two arrays of vanes at the bow in the wave. When
the

dolphins

waves well with respect

212

to their

Fig. 274 Propulsive forces from the bow wave
Grid arrangement on front and back slope

properly adjusted the front set receives a lift force
directed upward and the back set a lift directed downward, from which a thrust S results for propulsion.
No study was made of the extent to which favorable or
unfavorable hydrodynamic effects on the hull might be
created with such an arrangement. We cannot yet say
whether successful arrangements of this sort are
possible technically and economically.

K
THE WATEROVER THE WATER
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Flying— Fluttering— Gliding Fish

I

1

Various functions of

wings

fish

The pectoral fins of several species of fish are
very large, so that they look like wings. Some species
also have broad abdominal fins which also resemble
wings. Wings of this sort may have quite different
functions in

—

—

—

movement:

stationary lift surfaces when the body is
gliding
* in the water toward the bottom,
* over the water with the body partly submerged

as

(taxiing glide),
* in the air following leaps;

stationary lift surfaces when the body is
climbing
* toward the surface in the water,
* during acceleration out of the water into a
strong head wind;
as flapping thrust and lift surfaces in the air
* in take-off at the surface of the water (taxiing
as

flapping),
* in powered free flight.
Fig. 275 Gurnard (Trigla hirundo). Heavier than water .Retractable hover-

ing surface
Left: fast swimming. Right: braking
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hovering

2

Wings as

gliding surfaces

in

the water

Fishes which use their large pectoral fins to glide
in the water are "bottom fish" (they seek
food and protection at the bottom). The underside of
their body is greatly flattened, and they can move
slowly along the bottom on fins that are correspond-

downward

ingly modified.

The gurnards (Triglidae) have large double pectoral

fins

which are separately movable.

swimming these
shown

In

fast

fins are folded against the body, as

in Fig. 275. Propulsion is achieved by oscillating the rear of the body with the tail fin. This
oscillation appears quite gentle and prolonged. The
fish can suddenly reduce its speed by opening the
pectoral fin like a fan, as shown in Fig. 275, right.
Since the bulk density of these fishes is greater
than the density of water and they have no swim
bladder, they glide to the bottom through the hydrodynamic support of the wing-like fins. On the bottom
the lower parts of the pectoral fins with their individual
fin rays are used for movement. The gurnards, as
bottom fish, have a flattened underside. In the aquarium it is fascinatingto watch the fish alternate between
elegant fast swimming upward and gliding to the bottom. We assume that in rare cases the fast climb

continues into a leap out of the water. Gliding flight
supported by the pectoral fin wings has not been observed.
The "flying gurnards" {Dactylopteridae) have very
large wing-like pectoral fins, as shown in Fig. 276.
These are also bottom fishes without a swim bladder.
They move in similar fashion to the gurnards and thus

use their "wings" mainly for breaking and gliding
under water. It is reported that they rise out of the
water and execute short "flights" of some 15-20 m at
a height of about 30 cm. But we know of no films of
such flights.

The designation "fluttering fishes" is correct, if
one means by fluttering the passive oscillations that
are characteristic of banners and leaves in the wind.
The term fluttering should never be applied to active
propulsive strokes of the wing, and these are impossible for fluttering fish to execute, since the pectoral
musculature is much too weak for driving active
wing beats, having only l/34th of the total weight of
the fish. It is conceivable, however, that the large
soft wings are subject to a passive fluttering motion
during gliding flight.
fin

3

Glide surfaces in the air directly above
the water (Taxiing glides)

The

flying fish (Exocoetidae), as

shown recently

by stroboscopic photography, fly like kites with rigid
wings and without active flapping. Before free flight
they glide just above the water surface with the tail
fin submerged and increase their take-off speed by
beating the tail. Alternately taxiing and flying free
they fly distances exceeding 200 m, and according to
some reports even 400 m, before they again drop
into the water. This particularly skillful taxiingflight,
which makes possible a flight that is by far the best
of all fishes, is discussed in greater detail in a later

Fig. 276 Gliding Fish. Flying Gurnard (Dactyopterus volitans)

The butterfly fish (Pantodon buchholzi), Fig. 278,
has large pairs of pectoral and abdominal fins. It is
a surface fish and executes leaps which are extended
to 2
by use of the pectoral fins as airfoils (the
body is 10 cm long).
The flying barbel (Esomus), Fig. 277, above, is
also a surface fish which can prolong its leaps by
gliding flight, achieved by extending the pectoral fins
as wings. This fish does not generate thrust by active
flapping of its wings. Since the bulk density of the
flying barbel is greater than the density of the water
and it sinks when its forward movement becomes too
slow, one may conclude that it also uses its enlarged
pectoral fins for gliding in the water.

m

section.

5

4

Glide surfaces

in

the air to prolong

leaps

Fishes which have large pectoral fins for gliding
in the air above the surface of the water are "surface
fishes," which seek their food at the surface and
escape their enemies by "flying." Their mouth is
raised and their back is flattened, as shown in Fig.
277 for the hatchet-belly fish, the butterfly fish, and
the flying barbel.

Active flapping of the wings
Gasteropelecus

in

All the "flyers" mentioned so far among the
fishes have "rigid wings," which can be used only
for "gliding" or "soaring," but not for propulsion or
ascent. There is a family of fishes, however, the
Gasteropelecidae, which execute active flapping movements in the air with their wing- like pectoral fins,
just as do birds. These flyers with flapping wings are
very small, the largest reaching a length of only 10 cm.
Just as birds which can fly do not exceed an upper
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Fig. 278 Sail jumper. BuUerflyfish (P antodon buchholzi)

Fig. 277 Surface flying fishes. Straight back, mouth uplifted
Above: Malayan flying barbel {Esomus maJayensis) I e> 7 cm.
Center: butterfly fish (Pantodon buchholzi), I ^ 10 cm.
Below: spotted hatchet^belly fish (.Gasteropelecus maculaiu?)
=>

I

7.5cm

weight limit of about 10 kg, there is evidently also a
size limit for fishes that can execute active flight.
These fishes show in extreme fashion the characteristics of surface fishes, namely, the straight back
and the sagging belly line, as shown in Fig. 279. It is
worthy to note that the body is quite flat, with a ratio
of maximum thickness to maximum height of 1/5. The
pectoral fins are located at 2/3 height on the flat,
high body. They are especially long and project upward over the back during flight.
The "flight" takes place approximately as follows:

—
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The

fish,

swimming

just

lunges forward and upward;

under the surface,

Fig. 279 Hatchet-belly fish. (Gasteropelecus strigatus). Flapping wings
Above: side view (Frey). Below: skeleton, x-ray picture (Bronns)

—
—

and the upper portion of the body breaks the
surface of the water, so that the fish has
"emerged," and the pectoral fins are spread.
The fish beats its wings rapidly and skims
along the surface of the water (more than 12 m)
with the lower portion of the body still sub-

merged.
Evidence that the pectoral fins are actually flapped
be found in the "softly whirring" noise that can
be heard when this fish has "emerged." Gasteropelecus
has a particularly strong pectoral musculature, which
constitutes about one-fourth of the entire weight of
the fish or is about eight times heavier than in other
fishes. This musculature is accommodated by the
very high form of the body. The "hatchet- shaped"
body is not a "belly" but the chest of a "musclebound" champion. The x-ray photograph in Fig. 279
shows the relationship of the chest to the clearly defined pectoral fins. The tall and thin shape of the
body is suitable for swimming partly above the suris to

face, since the forward edge creates no wave resistance. This type of fast swimming raised above the
surface of the water is remotely similar to the
"hydroplaning" of boats. Hydroplane boats rise high
out of the water to reduce the hydrodynamic and wave
resistance. We do not know the extent to which the
fins remaining in the water contribute to propulsion.
Since Gasteropelecus swims only partly out of the
water and never really is separated from it, we cannot call this maneuver "flying." Some species, after
reaching a higher speed by "taxiing" partly out of
the water, can rise completely out of the water and
fly free (for about 3 m). At the end of this free flight,
which is always in a straight line, they usually turn
and hit the water again (on purpose?).
The extremely interesting process of the only
whirring flight of a fish cannot be investigated here.
But we may refer the reader to conclusions about the
lift and thrust forces involved in the flight of the true
flying fish, which may reasonably be applied to this

case.
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Take-Off and Flight of the Flying Fish

II

1

Observations

* the

There are about three dozen species in the 'flying
fish" family (Exocetidae). There are those with two
wings (e.g., Exocoetus volitans) and those with four
wings (Cypselurus heterurus). The largest reach
lengths to 45 cm. The flyingfish, which occur in great
schools in temperate zones, have been objects of
wonder since ancient times. Many early observers,
such as Alexander von Humboldt, who could make
only visual observations, came to the conclusion that,
"the flying fishes are supported by flapping wings."
Zschokke stated clearly as early as 1919 a fact which
was demonstrated in 1941 by the stroboscopic films
of Edgerton, namely, that the whirring of the wings is
not active flapping but a passive movement of reaction
elicited by the strokes of the tail fin.
The large, finely membranous, wing- like pectoral
fins are subject to a loading of only 1.3 g/cm 2 in
supporting the weight of the fish in gliding flight, and
they can bear this load without difficulty. But they
are too large and too soft to carry out active wing
beats for creating thrust and lift in the air. It is quite
impossible that they are brought into play, spread out
as propulsive fins, for maximum speed in the water,
the density of which is almost 1000 times that of the

body, with rigid pectoral-fin wings spread,
in the air,
* the lower portion of the tail fin in the water,

1

—
—

—

—
—

beating vigorously at 50-70 strokes per sec.
First free flight with tail held high after reaching a speed of about 15-20 m/sec.
The lower end of the tail drops and again enters
the water when the flight speed has been reduced to about 10 m/sec after a glide path of
about 50 m.
A second "taxiing flight" close to the surface
of the water, with acceleration by stroking the
tail in the water again to a speed of about 1520 m/sec.
Second free flight with gliding.
Etcetera, until the fish achieves a total maximum flight path of about 400
in several
stages within 1/2 min and without submerging
the body.

m

The position

of the tail is controlled by the abdominal
spreading them causes the tail to rise and
folding them causes the tail to drop into the water.
fins:

2

Emergence

at

maximum swimming speed

air.

Further evidence that the pectoral fins of the
ordinary flying fishes are not used as flapping wings
but only as "fixed glide surfaces" is the fact that,
according to Möbius, their chest muscles are only
1/32 of the total body weight, while the pectoral
muscles of Gasteropelecus, which is demonstrably
and audibly capable of "whirring" flight and of flapping its fin wings, are about one-fourth of the total
weight of the fish, and therefore eight times heavier.
For purposes of comparison we might note the relative weight of the flight musculature in flying birds,
which is plotted in Fig. 40, against the total body
weight. The average is one-fourth, but in outstanding
flyers it reaches one-third (e.g., in the hummingbird),
and in cumbersome flyers it drops to one-seventh
(coot).

The

flight of the

common

In order to become airborne on the extended pectoral fins, the flying fish must achieve a sufficiently
high speed in the water (a speed u of about 10 m/sec).
According to our studies (Chapter K, IV) on the increased drag owing to wave formation when a submerged object approaches the surface of the water,
we must assume that the high speed is achieved at
sufficient depth (the axis of the body located a distance of about twice the thickness of the body from
the water surface). Edgerton, however, concluded
from his electronic flash films that the fish attains
this speed closer to the surface. Here we have a
problem that is still to be explained. The common
flying fish emerges from the water at an angle of
about 30° after reaching its maximum possible
underwater speed.

flying fishes (Fig. 280),

according to recent studies, takes place approximately
as follows:

—
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—
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3

"Taxiing glide" above the surface
of the water

Acceleration in the water of maximum emergence speed.
Emergence from the water obliquely upward.
"Taxiing glide" close to the water surface:

As soon as the flying fish emerges from the water,
spreads its wings in order to fly in the air like a
kite without flapping its wings. It remains in the
it

Fig. 280 Catalina flying fish (Cypelurus californicus)
Above: "taxiing glide," tail stroke in the water. Below,
flight.

Below,

right:

end of gliding

flight,

dipping of

left: free

gliding

tail

aerodynamically supported state so close to the surface of the water that the very strong lower portion
of the forked tail fin remains in the water and contributes thrust by continuous rapid strokes. It is
suspended from the fish gliding in the air like an
outboard motor.

a. Definition and equilibrium of forces.
We shall
designate this horizontal gliding in the air directly
above the surface of the water, which involves the
beating of the tail in the water to create thrust and
propulsion, as "a taxiing glide." As Fig. 280, above,

shows, in this state the body of the flying fish mainan inclined position "/3," corresponding approximately to the angle of emergence, approximately
30° relative to the horizontal.
This position, which
is necessary to keep the pectoral fin in the air and
the tail fin in the water, is also quite important

tains
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with respect to the equilibrium of forces
As shown in Fig. 281 the effective thrust S r of the
tail stroke during taxiing with an angle ß of 30° may
be broken down into the following components:

—

zontally H >

S,

R

Beginning of taxiing glide— Minimum conditions. In
the descriptions of motion below we must distinguish
between the speeds of the fish relative

—

sin

ß
^

+

c

2

a

/2
^ nil nP
max F"a,

u,

—

utilization of the dynamic effect.
F is the area of the pectoral-fin wings (in our
example, equal to 0.03 2 ).
G is the weight of the fish (0.38 kg in our ex-

m

ample).

—
—

and

2
4
P is the density of the air (p/2= 1116 kg sec m- ).
va is the air speed against the fish at the begin-

ning of the taxiing glide; with a head wind w

as well as the speed of the wind w relative to the
water.
The flying fish can achieve a taxiing glide from a
leap at an angle ß of about 30° if its speed relative
to the air vais great enough to achieve an equilibrium
of forces in which vertically V + A = G and hori-

—

above the water, va = ua
varies from 0-20 m/sec).

vertical

H

J

horizontal force

horizontal

Sr to equal S/3, when Sis the maximum
achieved by the entire fish under the water
when the emergence velocity u A is attained (in our
example, S = 0.831 g).
The equation above is solved for the equilibrium
in the vertical according to the minimum speed required for taxiing glide i^min» as

vertical force

wing

A

(inertial force

weight G

in equilibrium with

horizontal acceleration b = -g

!

\1

lift

+

w

UA min

+

V

U)

(G - S R sin ß)

Fc amax

p/2

numerical values for our example,

(0.38 - 0.14)

V

•

16

11.3/

vc a

.

U.IM c a max

emergence speed

In Fig. 282, the required

11.3

V
H

W
M
V

drag
in equilibrium with

example, w

We assume

uA

!

(in the

thrust

Substituting the
we obtain

Fig. 281 Flying fish. Accelerated taxiing glide- equilibrium of forces
Weight and drag- thrust and lift- mass
Diagram:

w

+

Sr is the thrust resulting from the beating of
the lower portion of tail fin in the water.

V A min

taxiing thrust S R with components

coefficient of the wing, which

lift

fully utilized without difficulty (danger

of sideslipping) by the flyer. Since the wing is
very thin, we have assumed this to be 0.6, but
we have allowed for a variation to 1.2, since
this value appears possible, especially with

•

to the water, designated
to the air, designated v,

is the

c amax

can be

b.
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Hence we have, for the vertical, the

Here

A

—

—
—

A =

V

vertical component V equal to Sr • sin ß, which
supports the weight G together with the lift of
the wing A.
A horizontal component H, equal to Sr cos ß,
which overcomes the drag W and accelerates
the mass of the fish horizontally to greater
speed in conjunction with the residual force M,
which is equal to H - W.

—

IV.

following condition:

A min

\£7
plotted against the useful lift coefficient c amax
with the head wind w as parameter.
Several observers have given the speed of the
emerging flying fish u a relative to the water as 10
m/sec. The animal would achieve taxiing glide at this
is

,

201510

head wind

m/sec

angle of attack of the wing diminishes constantly with
the increase of v A - vE , so that the lift coefficient is

w

reduced to
Ca E

= CaA

(v A /v E Y

As the vertical component V drops

off,

it

again in-

creases.

Movement bf the wings in the taxiing glide. Since
the beating of the tail fin provides propulsion and a
part of the lift in taxiing glide, there is no need for
active flapping of the wings to support and accelerate
the fish at that time. In spite of this fact, and in
spite of the fact that the wing musculature is much
too weak to make any significant contribution to the
power required for flight, the pectoral fin quite obviously moves during the taxiing glide and creates a
rustling noise. This movement of the wings is perhaps
associated with the stroking of the caudal fin, for it
is synchronous with the motion of that fin and ceases
with the end of the taxiing glide and the beginning of
free flight.
The very large pulsating forces (of the order of
magnitude of the body weight) at a high frequency
(50-70/sec) can induce beating movements of the
wings by coupling, and these movements can become
quite large if the resonant frequency of the wings is
close to the exciting frequency of the fin stroke.
In addition to this simple mechanical explanation
of the wing stroke through resonance, it is conceivably possible also that there is synchronous control of the tail and the wings by a "control center."
It is impossible to say at the present time whether
the beating of the wings induced or forced by the tail
stroke serves a useful function. Perhaps the boundary
layer is affected and the maximum lift coefficient
d.

0.2

0.4

useful

0.6
lift

0.8

1

coefficient c_

Fig. 282 Catalina flying fish. (Cypselurus californicu$)
Speed of emergence Uamin for taxiing glide, dependent on
head wind

c amax

and

speed without wind (w =

0), only if the wing would
achieve a c ama x of 1.3. If a head wind of 5 m/sec is
present, a c üa of only 0.6 would be required with a u a
of 10 m/sec, or with a c amax of 1.2 the emergence
speed can be reduced to 5.5 m/sec. Thus a head wind
assists the flying fish to begin its taxiing glide. We
carried out our study with u a = 10 m/sec. But since
this swimming speed is very high for the relatively
small flying fish (/ = 0.35 m) with a Froude number of

Fr

ua

/\fg~l = 10/V9.82

0.35

•

=

18.4

we have also varied the computations to include smaller
values of ue.
c. Speed increase in taxiing glide and transition to
free flight. The taxiing glide is an extremely clever
method of increasing the starting speed of free flight,
since the body with its airfoil has only a small drag
in the air, while the tail-fin propulsion in the water
generates very high thrust forces. In the taxiing glide
the speed of flight can be increased in about 1 sec to a
substantially higher final speed u E and then the flying
fish lifts the tail fin out of the water (by spreading
the abdominal fin) to continue in free flight completely
separated from the water. Observers have reported
the final speed we as 16-20 m/sec and the taxiing
glide distance s as 10-20 m.
After the vertical force of the tail thrust ceases,
the weight of the fish is carried only by aerodynamic
forces (lift) against the large pectoral fins and the
small abdominal fins. During the taxiing glide the

improved.

4

Free gliding flight

,

By adjusting

the attack angle of the wings, the fish
the lift coefficient c a and thus achieve
various trajectories:

vary

can

—
—

gliding with c a constant;
horizontal gliding directly above the surface of
the water; c a increases constantly with de-

creasing speed of flight v until c a max is reached
and the fish again drops into the water; and
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—

a flat arch over the water with ca somewhat
larger than is required for horizontal gliding.

The trajectory and the distance flown s^ relative to
the air depend only on v and c a .
The trajectory and the distance flown sw relative
to the water, on the other hand, are diminished by a
head wind. Only the flight distances relative to the
water /„, are of practical interest, since the flying
fish can escape a pursuer over these flight distances.
Trajectories with constant lift coefficient. In Fig.
283, assuming quasi-stationary flow and disregarding
centrifugal acceleration, flight trajectories are plotted
a.

for:

—
—
—

free flight wih: ve = «e +

w =

20, 21, and 22

m/sec,
with head winds: w with a constant

lift

5, 10, and 15 m/sec, and
coefficient: c a = 0.6.

With increasing wind speed w the distance traveled in
free flight lw becomes shorter. Nevertheless we have
plotted a trajectory corresponding to a constant lift
coefficient of 0.6 with a head wind of 15 m/sec and a
maximum emergence speed u a of 10 m/sec, which
yields a ve at the beginning of flight of 25 m/sec.
This theoretical trajectory reaches a height of 23
and is associated with a negative trajectory or a backward displacement l w of —8 m. Such trajectories
never actually occur, because the fish, on emerging
from the water with an incident flow speed (va - ve)

m

Fig. 283 Catalina flying fish. (Cypselurus californicus)

Free gliding

flight.

25 m/sec would certainly not hold its wings at
such a high c a . The head wind, which is so important
and desirable for the beginning of the taxiing glide,
should not be too large during free flight, because it
shortens the distance traveled over the water.
Reports of flying fishes landing on the deck of
steamships or entering the open portholes of lighted
cabins can be explained by the steep trajectory curves
computed. The rare occurrence of such high flights
can perhaps be explained by the fact that the flights
are made with the purpose of covering along distance
and the flights are controlled to advantage by using
the water surface as a "guide surface." The maximum observed flight height of 8 reported by Schultz,
of

m

as shown in Fig. 283, is associated with an incident
flow speed vE between 20 and 22 m/sec. It should,
however, be kept in mind that centrifugal accelerations were neglected in calculating the trajectories.
The associated errors would have a greater effect
with higher trajectories because of the greater
curvature.

Horizontal gliding over the water surface. In Fig.
284 the flight distances l w relative to the water are
plotted for this case of practical interest as a funcb.

tion of

—
—
—

w

wind speed

as abscissa,

free flight/starting speed ve
c a max
useful maximum lift

Quasi-steady flow

is

as parameters

also assumed.
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Fig. 285 Flying fish.

5
12
8
wind speed w

i>£,

Note that the distance flow lw

increases markedly with increasing
anu
*-a max
decreases markedly with increasing w.

rE

we assume

that u = 6 m/sec,
iE = 20 m/sec, and
c a max = U.o,
•

the distance flown is 45
observations.

m. This also agrees with

Optimum trajectories at maximum flight distance.
Calculation of the optimum trajectory is tedious and
unrewarding for us, because far too many variables
are involved (i/ß, «-•, c a max cw ). Figure 285, however,
shows the results of calculation which indicate that
trajectories where ca is constant with increasing
height above the level of the water (corresponding to
Fig. 283) are more favorable than those in which the
height of flight is constant just above the water (l u
c.

,

corresponding to Fig. 284).

:

flight

free

gliding flight with the

lift

coefficient

approaching c amax comes to an end, the flying fish (as
shown in Fig. 280 below, right) bends the tail smartly
downward, so that, when the fish drops, its tail dips
into the water while the pectoral fins remain in the
air. The fish begins to beat its tail in the water again
to start a new taxiing glide and a new gliding flight.

and

i

If

Comparison of lengths of

Repetition of the taxiing glide

When

and c. „,„

—

m/sec 20

w

m/sec 20

Fig. 284 Catalina flying fish. (Cypselurus califomicus)
Horizontal paths above the surface of the water, dependent on w,

—

16

12

wind speed

6

Lift and propulsive forces. Similarity of the
"taxiing glide" and the transitional flight
of the VTOL-aircraft

There has been a recent effort in aeronautics to
replace the classical take-off and landing techniques,
with their long horizontal taxiing, by vertical take-off
and landing (VTOL), to overcome the great disadvantages associated with classical take-off and landing,
including the large area required for runways, the
reduced safety, the cancellations and delays caused
by bad weather, and the time lost in maneuvering on
the ground and in the air for take-off and landing.
Except for helicopters with their enormous rotors and
their inadequate speeds, "vertical engineering" has
not yet produced a commercial "vertical aircraft"
(VTOL), because only quite recently has the technology
of propulsion advanced far enough to provide the
necessary lift by means of "lift generators" that are
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light enough and small enough to be accommodated in
a practical aircraft.
Vertical engineering is concerned not only with the
ability to hover in the air over one spot and to ascend
and descend vertically, but also with the transition
between the hovering and horizontal cruising. The
latter should be achieved at as little additional cost
as possible in the shortest possible time. This requirement can be met by utilizing the advantageous
possibilities offered by breaking down a force into
two mutually perpendicular components. With the
lift-current axis of a lift-current generator, which is
vertical during hovering (the angle ß relative to the
horizontal is 90°), is tipped forward into an inclined
position (ß < 90°), the thrust of the stream S can be

stream thrust

= s
force = V(vertical)
propulsion = U (horizontal)

lift

H

=

S cos

p

Ssinp

10

20

40

30

50

60

70

gain of propulsion

Fig. 286 Jet tilt law
Gain of propulsion and loss of
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lift

by

tilting from the vertical

%

80

divided into a vertical thrust component V = S • sin ß
and a horizontal propulsive component H = S cos ß.
This simple geometric relationship is demonstrated in Fig. 286. With decreasing angle ß
•

—
—

the vertical component V decreases only slightly
at first, so that the loss of lift is slight;
but a relatively strong horizontal component H
appears, so that the gain in propulsion is large.

For example, with a

—
—

tilt

of 26° to

an angle ß of 64°,

the lifting force is reduced to only 90% of the
thrust of the current; but
a propulsive force equal to 44% of the current
thrust is present.

At the beginning of transitional flight for an airplane of weight G, if a jet thrust of 1.11 G is tilted
forward 26°, we will have the required lift (V =
0.9 • S = G) and a propulsive force of 0.49 G (H =
0.44 • S). A propulsive force equal to 49% of the flying
weight, however, is much greater than the take-off
thrust of the classical horizontal take-off airplane.
In its taxiing glide the flying fish makes excellent
use of the advantages offered by simultaneous generation of lift and propulsion through inclination of the
thrust axis at an angle ß of 30° to the horizontal. The
dragonfly takes advantage of this "tilted jet law" in
striking fashion. It "stands still" in the air, and,
from this hovering condition with ß - 90°, it can
suddenly dart forward or backward by tilting the
current- generation apparatus (the plane of wing beats).
In addition to the advantageous resolution of forces,
the particular advantage of the adjustable lift generator
lies in the ever-present capacity to quickly cut off
propulsive forces by merely tilting the engine without
involving any other mechanism. Just as forward
acceleration can be achieved rapidly by tilting the
direction of the jet, in like fashion the forward speed
can be quickly reduced by tilting the jet in the opposite direction. The dragonfly also can make amazing
use of this rapid braking and serves as an example
for our work in the field of fast aircraft capable of
vertical landing. Unfortunately the jet-current forces
are completely operative only at the beginning of
transitional flight. As forward speed increases, the
effective thrust is reduced by the additional drag

corresponding to the

inlet

momentum.

Ill

1

Leaping and "Dancing" Fishes

The leaping of fishes

For most swimming animals, leaping out

of the

water involves a slanting emergence at maximum
swimming speed. In "leaping clear," considerable
acceleration is obtained from the complete and vigorous stroke of the tail that can be executed as the fish
emerges until the tail leaves the water. During this
stroke the water resistance of the body drops to 0, so
that the propulsive force at the end is utilized entirely
for acceleration. In the case of the salmon (Salmo
salar), which leaps more than 3 m high, it is reported that the "final fling" is particularly high and
is achieved by a backward stretching of the body that
previously was strongly curved to the side. The
function of such a "final stroke" must be practically
the same as the starting thrust of the trout
Figs. 204 and 205.

shown

in

Figures 287 and 288 show various stages in the
leap of the sailfish. As shown in Fig. 288, the tail
fin of this outstanding fast swimmer and leaper is
strongly forked and the lower portion is particularly
large. Similar forked fins with a heavy lower portion
are found in the flying fishes (Exocoetidae).

Fig. 288

Leaping fishes.

When
287,

Sailfish. Pacific Striped Marlin (Makaira audax)

the body of these jumpers, as

emerges rapidly from the water

shown
at

in Fig.

an angle of

about 30°, the lower flaps of the tail fin remain in the
water as long as possible, so that the fin provides
propulsive force up to the last instant of leaping clear
and thus improves the jump. Figure 288 shows the
fish in a leap from the water at the instant when the
extremities of the tail fin are completely out of the
water at maximum excursion. The path of the final
stroke of the fin has described a furrow on the surface of the water.
2
Fig. 287 Sailfish- Pacific Striped Marlin (Makaira audax)
Attempted flight by leaping out of the water

Dancing
It

when

fish

has been reported that

some species

of fish,

the body is completely out of the water and only
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the forked tail fin remain submerged,
the water surface in an inclined position
of about 30° by rapid and vigorous tail strokes. They
are said to "dance" on the surface of the water.
This is only possible if the body is supported by
the vertical component of the fin thrust and accelerated to greater speeds by the horizontal component.
The free fish, therefore, must move very rapidly.
Such a process would be similar to the "taxiing
glide" of the flying fishes. Nothing more precise can
be said about this, since most of the observations
involved fish on a hook, so that the tension of the
fishing line was involved in the equilibrium of forces,
as shown in Fig. 287.

the

tips

of

move along
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The half-beaks (Hemirhamphidae) are especially
adept at gliding over the water. According to available reports, they achieve great speed in dancing
over the water, and at this speed they can execute a
jump. At the end of their parabolic trajectory (shortened by air resistance) they dip the lower portion of
their forked tail into the water first, beat the tail
again and again "dancing," maintain themselves above
the water surface, and gather speed for their next
leap.
Thus they move over the water in a fashion
similar to the flying fishes, but they leap rather than
glide. Nothing more can be said on this point, because there are no more precise observational data
available.

Swimming Close

IV

to the

Surface

and Partly Out of the Water
1

Experiments on the effect of immersion

depth of the axis of the spindle was approximately equal to three times the diameter of the

depth on drag

spindle.

an object is moving in deep water far enough
below the surface (and is far enough from the bottom),
the flow around the object is the same as if this body
were flying through the air. If we assume that an object is far enough away from the surface and from the
body, we can transfer the results of experiments in a
tank to flight in the air. In particular, the drag coefficient cw of an object in water and in air is the
same with the same Reynolds number. If an object
moving fast in the water near the surface breaks
the surface, then

— Maximum

drag was observed when the object
was located directly under the undisturbed surface of the water; in this case the wave resistance increased the total measured drag to

If

—
—

the drag increases; and
waves appear at the surface, even

if

—

minimum

drag.

The drag decreased markedly when the body
broke the surface.

The waves created by the spindle-shaped object as
approached the surface and the waves present when
the object was partly out of the water were photographed in our experiments, and these photographs
are given in Fig. 290.
it

the object

does not emerge.

Swimming

2

Since this formation of waves and the associated
wave resistance is important for biological problems
of swimming, and since no theoretical or experimental
work is known in this area, we undertook a program
of experiments. The results of preliminary experiments with respect to the drag coefficient of a spindleshaped object with a relative thickness of 18% are

of

animals close

surface

to the

The waves observed in the experiment were rarely
seen when aquatic animals were swimming under
water. To the extent that we are concerned with weak
bulges of the water surface, these are also hard to
observe. The following factors explain why no strong
waves can be seen in the case of completely sub-

merged swimmers:

plotted in Fig. 289:

—

about five times the

—

Minimum drag

(pure friction on the surface of
the object) was observed when the immersion

Surface swimmers (such as fish which have a
flat back for approaching the surface) swim
very slowly when they are close to the surface.

Fig. 289 Laminar spindle
Drag coefficient in the water,
dependent on the depth of submersion (wave resistance)
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The following can be concluded:

—
—

They achieve maximum underwater speeds at
minimum drag coefficient.
They lunge obliquely upward through the zone
sufficient depth with
of high drag.

—

They increase their speed when they have
emerged in great measure from the water and
have a low drag with their wings spread, finally
fly for a while completely separated from

to

the water.

—

They avoid

their enemies by flying above the
the enemies are slowed down as they
approach the surface and sink.

water:

4
4.1

Conclusions with respect
Wave-riding.

to

dolphins

Observations on dolphins riding in

bow wave ahead

of the prow of the ship indicate
that they ride at depths of about 0.5-2.0 m. At a depth
of only 0.5
the drag is still much too high, and the
minimum drag is reached only at a depth of 1.5 m,
since the thickness of the dolphin is about 0.5 m.
Thus, when dolphins are riding in the' 'high positions"
they are obviously not doing so because of low hydrodynamic drag, and there must be an excess of thrust.

the

m

Direction of flow
Fig. 290

Laminar spindle-shaped object. Wave formation upon breaking

the surface

Swimmers swimming

fast close to the surface

would give away their position to their enemies
in the air by such waves.
Swimmers cannot achieve a great speed close
to the surface, since they are slowed down by

4.2 Flat leaps. Dolphins (and whales) must break the
surface to breathe air. When he is swimming rapidly,
it is much more efficient if the dolphin breathes his
air in a flat leap than if he emerges only slightly to
breathe and swims at the surface in the region of
maximum water and wave resistance.
Thus the activity that is generally considered
happy play can also quite possibly be a device to
avoid swimming partly out of the water with maximum drag.

the high drag.

5
3

Conclusions
to flying

to

be drawn with respect

fishes

The law discovered above concerning the hydrodynamic and wave resistance is important for the
behavior of flying fish, both the common flying fish
(Exocoetidae) and the Gasteropelicidae.
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Note

The opinions

set forth above concerning processes
water near the surface require further experiments and observations. The discussions have been
included to provide another example of the fact that
modern research in fluid dynamics (waves) can throw
a completely new light on processes of biological
in the

movement.

L
APPENDIX

Fluid

dynamics

To understand the flow phenomena associated with
swimming animals or parts of plants, one

flying or

must know certain fundamental principles of
dynamics. These are discussed in this appendix.
1

Adhesion layer

— Boundary

layer

— Free

fluid

flow

The "medium" (water or air) flowing around an
object "sticks" to the surface of the object in a very
thin layer. In this adhesion layer the speed relative
to the surface is equal to
in all directions, even if
the flow speed of the medium is quite high. Only in
the case of thin gases (air above heights of 100 km)
does the flow "slide" along the surface, and in the
case of very thin gases (at much greater heights, in
the vicinity of satellite orbits) do the molecules hit
the surface individually in a "molecular stream."
With increasing distance from the surface the "adhesion layer" becomes a "boundary layer," in which
the velocities increase from
at the adhesion layer
outward to the speed v x of the "free flow." This
transition is continuous rather than stepwise because
of the "viscosity" of the medium, which is responsible
for frictional forces within the medium and thus slows
down the flow where large differences in velocity occur.
The great scholar of Göttingen, Ludwig Prandtl,
discovered about 60 years ago that media of low
viscosity (e.g., water or air) concentrate this effect
in a thin layer on the surface of the object around
which they flow, and that the effect disappears outside
this "boundary layer." Figure 291 shows the profile
of increasing speed in a boundary layer. The boundary
layer is considered to be that layer, extending to a
distance 8 from the surface, at which 99% of the speed
of free flow v x is observed. In Fig. 292 the boundarylayer profile is altered theoretically. The lower
portion is shifted upward to fill out the profile in
such a way as to create a "displacement layer"
below a thickness 8* in which the speed is 0, while
above it the full speed vx prevails. According to
theory and experiment, S* is equal to S/3. Thus, in
flowing around an object, a medium is displaced to
the extent of the thickness of the object d plus the
displacement thickness S*.

surface
layer thickness ö

Fig. 291 Boundary-layer-velocity profile.

theoretical shifting of the
>

lower velocity profile to

The boundary layer
| fill

The following must
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8

surface

—
2

Thickness of boundary layer

Laminar boundary layer

first

spect to the boundary layer:

out the upper profile at vx

be established with reFig. 292 Substitution of displacement layer S* for the boundary layer (S)

_

computing the thickness and friction of the
boundary layer is,

starts at the "stagnation point," which lies
where the flow divides.
The stagnation point is marked S in Fig. 293.
Its thickness S x increases from
at the stagnation point 8 S for a distance l x along the object.
Starting at the stagnation point, it is "laminar,"
i.e., all particles of the medium have only one
direction of movement x along the surf ace in the
direction of the free flow.
When the boundary layer reaches a critical
thickness or some disturbance occurs, the
laminarity gives way to turbulence, that is,
besides moving longitudinally, the boundarylayer particles also rush back and forth transversely or warble or whirl.
The frictional forces of the boundary layer are
transmitted to the adhesion layer on the surface
as forces of thrust directed oppositely to the
free flow. They are responsible for the viscous
drag of the object.
This frictional resistance is greater with a
turbulent boundary layer than with a laminar
one.
The "kinematic viscosity" of the medium used

in

It

at the front of the object

km

for air at a height of

20°C:
for water

v

at

at

=15/10 6 m 2/sec;

u= l/10 6 m 2 /sec.

20°C:

The formulas for the thickness
layer at a

flat plate

of the

boundary

are as follows:
5/,

laminar:

= 5/3

5,

V

vo

VRe

lx

5

turbulent:

8 t = 0.36

0.36/,

V

/,

VQ

•

I,

The coefficient of frictional resistance cf of
one side of a flat plate is plotted against the
Reynolds number in Fig. 254 for laminarity and
for turbulence. The resistance IV of this surface
F is found as follows: IV = c,Fv\p/2, where p is
the density of the flowing medium, which is
equal to the specific gravity divided by the
acceleration of gravity.

3

Forces of inertia and viscosity.

The Reynolds number

Flow around an object involves

—

forces of viscosity, which are applied as shearing stresses r tangential to the surface of the
object; and
inertial forces, which act by pressure Sp perpendicular to the surface of the object.

—
This

distribution of inertial forces of the flow is
in Fig. 293 acting as pressures Ap perpendicular
to the surface. The Reynolds number is obtained
from the ratio of inertial forces to forces of viscosity:

shown

Re

Pmax = +1

1,0

=

,

A_p

=

v

r*

q

Here

vq - velocity of incident flow
l

'

^-—

.

.

>

medium

of the

)

The flow around two objects
Pm,n = -0.3

—
—
a laminar profile with

= length of the object

H = viscosity
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Flow around

x

p
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Fig. 293
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voh-P

pressure distribution (diagram)
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of different lengths
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example l x - diam-
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—

speeds of incident flow vo; and
in different media (for example, in air at different heights) with different kinematic viscosities V = fl/p,
at different

—

similar when the two Reynolds numbers are
the same.
The similarity is of special interest in determining
the drag coefficient c w and the lift coefficient c a of an
object (e.g., a wing).

sphere, a cylinder, and a plate receiving incident flow
perpendicular to the surface are plotted against the
Reynolds number in Fig. 294. We see the marked
rise in cw with creeping flow at Reynolds numbers
below 100.

is only

c w = 2W/Fpvl;
=

ca

and

2A/F P vl,

with the drag W, the lift A, and the area F.
The area F can be different, but one must always
designate the coefficient appropriately. Thus

end-plane coefficient; and
surface coefficient.

c ws is the
c w ois the

the coefficients c w c a etc., are obtained by experiment, they must always be given with the appropriate
Reynolds number.
As the Reynolds number decreases, the effect of
the forces of viscosity becomes relatively larger, so
that at small Reynolds number one speaks of "viscous"
or "creeping" flow. The extent to which the flow
around an object varies with the Reynolds number is
seen in Figs. 23 and 294. The streamlines for the
flow around a cylinder at various Reynolds numbers
are shown in Fig. 23. The drag coefficients c ws for a
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incident flow

4

Fractional

and pressure drag

When an object moves through a medium, the
latter is "displaced" at the bow of the object, moving
backward on all sides, and "backfilling" at the rear
as it moves forward. Pressure changes at the surface of the object are associated with such flow, e.g.,
as shown in Fig. 293. We see first the mathematical
distribution of pressure without the influence of the
boundary layer. With a well-designed profile the
pressure decreases from a maximum value at the bow
stagnation point backwards, and reaches a minimum
approximately at the point where the object has maximum transverse thickness and the excess velocity of
flow is greatest. Beyond this minimum the pressure
again increases at the rear.
The flow is also displaced by the boundary layer,
which increases in thickness toward the rear, and
thus the distribution of pressure is also affected.
This effect is slight if the boundary layer is kept
quite laminar and thus thin by proper profiling.
Turbulence causes the boundary layer to become
much thicker. It consumes more energy and is
associated with greater drag. The boundary layer
(laminar or turbulent) follows the flow, although more
slowly, and thus it flows away to the rear and is continuously renewed from the incident flow. The boundary
layer is made to flow backward where the pressure
in the free flow decreases from front to back. Behind
the pressure minimum, i.e., at the rear, the flow of
the boundary layer is impeded by the increase in
pressure. There is a danger with an improperly designed profile that the flow will "separate" behind
the point where the pressure minimum is reached.
The meaning of separation is shown quite well in
a diagram (Fig. 23, below) of the flow around a circular cylinder transversely to its axis. The object with
its circular cross section, which the flow tends to
follow, drops away much too abruptly behind the
point of maximum thickness for the boundary layer
to flow away against the increased pressure present
there. The boundary layer is impeded and causes the
flow at the rear to separate. A "dead-water" area
appears. The pressure forces directed forward at the

rear are removed in the separated flow and a very
high "pressure drag" occurs, because the pressure
forces acting backward on the bow are no longer
balanced by forward-directed forces on the stern;
rather, "suction" prevails at the rear.

5

for this is the fact that, with a turbulent boundary
layer, there is a constant exchange of momentum between the rapid outer layers of the boundary layer
and the slow inner layers close to the surface, so that
the slow inner layers receive kinetic energy from the
free external flow.
e. The function of profiling. Hence the following two
boundary— layer conditions must be met:

Keeping the boundary layer laminar
and separation of flow

Basic condition. The boundary layer remains
laminar with constant static pressure over the length
of an object dp/dx =
(as, e.g., on a smooth flat plate)
as long as the critical Reynolds number is not exceeded (Re = lx vq/v =3- 10 6 ). The farther the Reynolds
number lies below the critical value, the more stable
is the boundary layer. Laminarity can be preserved
even at larger Reynolds numbers if the static pressure decreases along the length of the object. Every
pressure increase in the direction of flow, however,
is unfavorable for keeping the boundary layer laminar.
"Laminar objects" in technology are profiled in such
a v/ay that the pressure along the object about which
flow occurs decreases slowly from a maximum at the
stagnation point to a minimum located as far back as

—
—

a.

Overdevelopment of profiles leads to separation and
to the large pressure drags of separated flow at the
rear; the latter exceed the gain achieved by having a
laminar boundary layer.
The extent to which aeronautical engineering has
achieved optimum profiling (minimum drag)

—
—

Disturbances. Laminarity can be lost, however,
with even the best profiling by reason of local disturbances on the surface. Turbulence spreads backward from these disturbances at an angle of 20° (in
the case of artificial rigid bodies). Points of disturbance of this sort are located on the bodies of animals:
mouth, gills, eyes, feelers, fins, pits, scars, foreign
objects, and areas of roughness.
1

Avoiding separation by boundary -layer turbulence.
turbulent boundary layer is much better able than a
laminar one to flow away backward against the pressure increase at the rear of an object. Hence the
danger of flow separation is diminished. The basis

d.

A

—

Major disturbance by laminar separation. When

in drag.

is

shown

in Fig. 254:

b.

proper shaping and a surface free of disturbances
succeed in keeping the boundary layer laminar to a
point lying far to the rear, there is a danger that another process will increase the resistance. The
boundary layer cannot flow away backward against
too steep a pressure rise in a relatively short span
of the tapered stern. It is backed up in the pressure
rise and leads to laminar separation of the flow, i.e.,
to a wide wake of dead water and to a large increase

must remain thoroughly laminar;
it still must become turbulent at the proper

but

time to prevent laminar separation.

possible, rising again only at the rear.

c.

It

The surface drag coefficients c w f of flat plates
with laminar and turbulent boundary layers are
plotted against the Reynolds number.
In the same coordinate system the drag coefficients c w q for the best-known profiles are
plotted against the Reynolds number. These
curves reach a minimum at a particular Reynolds number.
The drag increases relative to the minimum:
* at lower Reynolds numbers because of earlier
separation, and
* at larger Reynolds numbers because of earlier
turbulence.
The lower envelope of optimum profile values
is plotted.

better values of c w are desired that correspond to
envelope (particularly at higher Reynolds numbers), it is not enough just thoroughly to avoid boundarylayer turbulence, but something must also be done to
prevent separation of the laminar boundary layer.
If

this

Engineering and nature. Turbulence and separation
can be avoided in technology by bleeding off the
boundary layer. The bleeding apparatus, however, is
expensive and complicated, so that it is rarely used
in spite of the obvious substantial savings in drag that
can be achieved at large Reynolds numbers, as shown
f.

in Fig. 254.
In nature, above all in the case of large
such as dolphins, which have a Reynolds

swimmers
number of
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m

10 6 with a length of 3
and a i>o of 10 m/sec in
water with a v of 10~ 6 according to Fig. 254 the drag
coefficient c w q can be reduced to only 0.0014. Thus it
is equal to five times the laminar friction over the
entire length of the body. If these swimmers have
much smaller values of e w o than are achieved by
technology, these organic effects must be extended to
the maintenance of laminarity and the avoidance of
separation.
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The Reynolds -number range from 10 6 -10 8 The
aerodynamic processes associated with various kinds
of aircraft involve Reynolds numbers of the order of
1 10 6 to 100 10 6 The drag coefficients valid for this
range are shown in Fig. 254. Large fast-swimming
animals reach this order of magnitude, since not only
a.

.

1

4

and i»o small, but v as well (the value of v for air
at the ground is about 15 times that of water, and the
value at an altitude of 12 km is about 50 times larger).

diameter of cyl inder d

1

grai
k
diameter of sand grain
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Transitional range of Reynolds numbers from
5 10 5 to 10 4 . These smaller Reynolds numbers are
encountered in experimental situations and in the case
of swimming and flying animals. The following are
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wing of hummingbird:
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wing of dragonfly:

0.01m
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•
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The frontal drag coefficient c ws increases in the
case of blunt objects with decreasing Reynolds number (cylinders and spheres with Reynolds numbers
smaller than about 5 10 5), as shown in Fig. 295. This
figure shows the increase for a smooth circular
cylinder receiving transverse flow, which has slc ws =
0.3 at a Reynolds number of 5- 10 5 and 3.7 times this
value (1.1) at a Reynolds number < 10 5 This figure
also shows that the rise in drag can be delayed at
smaller Reynolds numbers by surface roughness. In
this case the roughness has a favorable effect because
it makes the boundary layer turbulent and laminar
separation at the rear does not occur.
Roughness as a turbulence generator is associated
•

,

.

with
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the

minimum drag, as shown in Fig. 295, only when
extent of roughness k/d has a particular value

dependent on the Reynolds number. Vortex generators
have recently been developed to create boundarylayer turbulence. These are small plates positioned
at a definite angle (about 17°) relative to the flow and
perpendicular to the surface of the object. A trail of
eddies extends backward from the upper free edge of
the plate in the direction of flow. In Fig. 296 the drag
coefficients c ws for a smooth cylinder and for one
provided with optimum vortex generators are compared for the Reynolds -number region in question.
1.4
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Drag coefficient

c wS

Optimum vortex generators

.

Smooth cylinder

1

At Reynolds numbers smaller than 350,000, these
vortex generators effect a decrease in drag to onethird the value for the

smooth cylinder.

These considerations concerning the creation of
turbulence are important for studies of the movements of living organisms which fly or swim with
Reynolds numbers in the "transitional region." In
the case of animals, hairs, spines, ridges, and other
surface irregularities and rough areas may have
favorable effects relative to drag and lift, while in
the case of our aircraft, which operate at higher
Reynolds numbers, they must be absolutely avoided.
In Fig. 297 the c wa values are given for cylinders
with other cross sections receiving transverse incident flow, because these profiles are of interest for
swimmers such as snakes and eels. These cross
sections also show an abrupt increase in drag going
from Reynolds numbers of 4 to 7 • 10 5 to Reynolds

numbers of 10°.
The behavior
bers

is of

of airfoils at

smaller Reynolds num-

particular significance in the study of flying

1.6"

h°l
—

1 A.-

\

D>

Oi5

animals. Figure 100 gives a drag coefficient c u (relative to the loaded surface f ) and the lift coefficient
c a for a wing of 12% relative thickness in the Reynolds
number range from 2 to 8 10 4. When the critical
Reynolds number of 7 • 10 4 is exceeded, c w (the drag)
increases markedly and c a (the lift) drops abruptly.
If a turbulence or trip wire is attached at the leading
edge of the wing to make the boundary layer become
turbulent early, the values of c w and c a deteriorate
t

•

gradually with decreasing Reynolds numbers.
shows that the sudden change of the Reynolds
number of 7 • 10 4 is a result of laminar separation of
only

This

the flow.
In Fig. 101 the lift coefficient c a is plotted against
the angle of attack a for a profiled wing, a flat plate,
and an arched plate at a Reynolds number of 4 10 5
where, according to Fig. 100, artificial turbulence is
necessary. The profiled wing (without a trip wire) is
bad. The arched plate is best with a c a max equal to
•

,

approximately 1.0. This high value may be explained
by the fact that the boundary layer becomes turbulent
with flow around the sharp leading edge and, since the
flow does not separate owing to the turbulence, the
arching improves the lift coefficient c a substantially.
This relationship shows that it would do no good
to profile the wing in a manner that would be effective
at a lower Reynolds number:

9
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1

o
c

o

—o

QQ

9
h

0

o

thin arched membranous wing of the comflying fish achieves a c amax of about 0.9
with a Reynolds number of 10 4 . This value is
adequate, as we have shown in our more detailed consideration of the flying fish.
The wings of the dragonfly are likewise gently
arched thin plates, which operate in fast flight
at a Reynolds number of about 10 4
Arched
plates are most advantageous in this range.
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The region of small Reynolds numbers. Re < 10 4
Further decrease in the Re number is associated with
a decrease in the lift coefficient c a at fixed angle of
attack and a further increase in the drag coefficient.
We might mention as examples of very small Re
numbers
c.

.

0.
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J
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s
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Re number
Fig. 297 Drag. Critical Re number
Cylinders of different cross sections, smooth surface

10'-

—
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the

narrow wings

of the tiny

moths

(Fig. 32),

which, having a wing depth of about 1 mm, are
associated with a Re number of perhaps 50, and

Spermatozoa

(Fig. 247).
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ing in a technological age is not satisfied
alone by the study and analysis of living
beings, one can more readily understand
technology by examining events and

phenomena

in

living nature.

Observation of the senses and reflection of the intelligence in experimental
investigation are therefore the foundation
for creative work to which quantification
must be applied. Creative imagination is
primary, particularly

and

sign

when applied

to de-

Stimulation

construction.

of

man's creative imagination comes from
just such explorations of nature. This
outstanding book gives a broad insight
into fascinating areas of interdependence
between biology and technology.
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